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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION
Essays in Empirical Asset Pricing
by
Landon James Ross
Doctor of Philosophy in Business Administration
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Professor Guofu Zhou, Chair
This dissertation examines several empirical questions regarding the determiniation of
asset prices. The first chapter studies the effect of firm characteristics’ interactions on the
cross-section of expected returns via a modified Fama-Macbeth regression suitable for estima-
tion problems involving thousands of firm characteristics. The second chapter estimates eco-
nomically significant risks from legally required risk disclosures in public companies annual
filings via a novel regression specification designed for the estimation of firm characteristics
that are both aligned with expected returns and semantically meaningful. The third chapter




Important to the Cross-Section of
Expected Returns?
1.1 Introduction
Fama and MacBeth (1973) regressions are the standard method for estimating cross-sectional
models of expected returns with firm characteristics. Fama and French (1992) uses Fama–
Macbeth regressions to show a firm’s price-to-earnings ratio does not provide independent
information about expected returns after controlling for firm size and book-to-market ratio.
Haugen et al. (1996) uses Fama–Macbeth regressions to estimate stocks’ expected returns
with 41 characteristics1. Lewellen (2015) compares realized returns with Fama–Macbeth
regression estimates of expected returns. Green et al. (2017) estimates expected returns with
Fama–Macbeth regressions and a panel of 94 characteristics weighted to reduce micro-cap
stocks’ effect on the expected return estimates. Han et al. (2019) estimates expected returns
1Haugen et al. (1996) is perhaps the first to use Fama–Macbeth regressions to estimate expected returns
with such a large set of characteristics.
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using several Fama–Macbeth regression variations and roughly 300 firm characteristics.
Fama–Macbeth regressions are useful for panels with a moderate number of characteris-
tics but are less well-suited for estimating expected returns with many characteristics for four
reasons. First, the standard Fama–Macbeth regression is not defined for panels where one
or more cross-sections have fewer observations than characteristics. The standard Fama–
Macbeth procedure estimates each cross-section’s slopes with the ordinary least squares
regression model, which applies only to estimation problems where the number of observa-
tions exceeds the number of covariates. Second, high cross-characteristic correlations can
make slope estimates imprecise because of a collinearity problem among characteristics. For
instance, Green et al. (2017) drops 8% of their initial characteristic panel to mitigate the
effects of multicollinearity when running Fama–Macbeth regressions of stock returns on firm
characteristics. Dropping highly correlated characteristics improves remaining characteris-
tics’ precision but attenuates the relationship between expected returns and characteristics
(Lubotsky and Wittenberg, 2006). Third, running cross-sectional regressions with a rela-
tively large number of covariates compared to observations produces slope estimates that
are overfitted and weakly correlated with future returns (Han et al., 2019; Freyberger et al.,
2020). Last, Fama–Macbeth regressions with too many characteristics are likely less effi-
cient than constrained regression approaches that capitalize on the overlap in characteristics’
information content about expected returns (Light et al., 2017).
I propose a modified Fama–Macbeth regression for estimating expected returns with
many characteristics, including settings with more characteristics than cross-sectional obser-
vations. The modified Fama–Macbeth procedure uses a constrained variant of ordinary least
squares to run cross-sectional regressions instead of ordinary least squares. The constrained
variant of ordinary least squares is the Predictor Envelope Regression (PER) model from
Cook et al. (2013). The PER model is the same as ordinary least squares except for the ad-
dition of constraints collectively called an envelope, a form of targeted dimension reduction.
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The envelope constraint lets the PER model consistently estimate both expected returns and
slopes for cases with more characteristics than observations (Cook et al., 2019). Practically,
the PER model assumes a cross-section’s characteristics can be repackaged into a smaller
number of psuedo-characteristics that preserve the original characteristics’ information about
expected returns.
I construct out-of-sample expected return estimates with 3,655 characteristic interactions
and the modified Fama-Macbeth regression model to study the relationship between charac-
teristic interactions and the cross-section of expected returns. Out-of-sample expected return
estimates are a direct means of investigating the aggregate relationship between many vari-
ables and the cross-section of expected returns (Haugen et al., 1996). Each month, I use a
ten-year window and the modified Fama–Macbeth regression to estimate the average rela-
tionship between characteristic interactions and expected returns. Next, I use the model to
predict returns over the following month. The standard Fama–Macbeth regression cannot
be used for this estimation problem because the typical cross-section of US stocks without
microcaps has about 2,000 stock return observations over the paper’s sample period. The
3,655 characteristic interactions are produced by a panel containing 85 standard firm char-
acteristics. The characteristics are based on Green et al. (2017) constructions and include
well-known variables like market beta, size, accruals, and momentum.
I show five main results. First, I show characteristic interactions are associated with
statistically and economically significant information about the cross-section of expected
returns using portfolios built from a decile sort on stocks’ interaction-based expected return
estimates. For the equal-weight decile portfolios, average returns smoothly increase from
the low portfolio, which holds stocks with the lowest expected return estimates, to the
high portfolio, which contains stocks with the greatest expected return estimates. The
same pattern of increasing average returns holds for the value-weighted decile portfolios.
A standard equal-weight long-short portfolio that longs stocks with high predicted returns
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and shorts stocks with low predicted returns has a positive and significant average monthly
return of 3.86% and an annual Sharpe ratio of 3.90. For reference, a comparable long-short
portfolio built with expected return estimated based on the original 85 characteristics has
an average monthly return of 3.65% and an annual Sharpe ratio of 2.42.
Second, I show that standard multifactor models of stock returns do not explain the
average excess returns of long-short interaction portfolios. I include results for the Carhart
(1997a) four-factor model, Hou et al. (2015a) q-factor model, Fama and French (2015b) five-
factor model, and the Fama and French (2015b) five-factor model plus the “winners minus
losers” momentum factor. The interaction long-short portfolios have positive and significant
risk-adjusted returns for all of the factor models. The interaction long-short portfolios also
have positive and significant risk-adjusted returns when I include long-short portfolios for
the characteristic-based decile sorts in the multifactor regressions as additional factors.
Third, I use standard Fama–Macbeth regressions to show both characteristic interactions
and characteristics contain incremental information about the cross-section of expected re-
turns absent from the other collection of variables. Specifically, I run Fama–Macbeth re-
gressions of stock returns on the interaction-based expected return estimates, characteristic-
based expected return estimates, and combinations of the two expected return estimates.
Slopes from Fama-Macbeth regressions of stock returns on interaction-based expected re-
turn estimates are positive for all stock samples. When I run Fama–Macbeth regressions of
stock returns on both interaction- and characteristic-based expected return estimates, the
slope for the interaction-based expected return estimates remains positive and significant.
I also use observations from Lewellen (2015) to evaluate the bias of the interaction- and
characteristic-based expected return estimates’ cross-sectional variance. Both the interaction-
and characteristic-based expected return estimates exhibit more cross-sectional variance
than realized returns. Combination estimates of expected returns incorporating both the
interaction- and characteristic-based expected return estimates have cross-sectional variances
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much closer to the cross-sectional variance of realized returns.
Fourth, I examine which characteristic interactions contain incremental information about
expected returns in the cross-section. I find about 100 interactions have incremental infor-
mation. Within stocks without microcaps, 154 interactions contain incremental information
about expected returns at the 1% significance level. And, within large stocks, 88 interactions
have incremental information at the 1% significance level. I show the number of interactions
with significant and incremental information about expected returns substantially exceeds
the expected number of type-I errors under the reported significance levels’ null hypotheses.
I also use Wald tests to show most of the 85 characteristics produce at least one interaction
with significant and incremental information about expected returns.
Fifth, I show the paper’s results are robust to the specification of the PER model’s single
tuning parameter. The tuning parameter is a positive integer that specifies the number of
repackaged variables the model uses to represent cross-sectional information in the original
variables about expected returns (Cook et al., 2013). If the chosen value is too small, then the
predictor model’s slopes and expected return estimates will omit information in the original
variables about expected returns and underestimate the relation between expected returns
and characteristics. If the chosen value is too large, the model’s slopes will be less precise
because the slope estimates depend on some variation in characteristics uncorrelated with
the cross-section of expected returns. I use a standard, sequential F-test from Osten (1988)
to estimate the tuning parameter’s proper value for the paper’s main results.
This paper provides a new method for estimating and testing relationships between ex-
pected returns and large panels of firm characteristics, including settings where character-
istics are as numerous or more numerous than cross-sectional observations. The modified
Fama–Macbeth regression is a tool well-suited to wrangling the cross section’s predictor zoo
while preserving the standard Fama–Macbeth regression specification. Developing methods
for estimating expected returns from the available predictor zoo is useful for several lines of
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financial research. Expected returns can be used to improve portfolio optimization (Treynor
and Black, 1973), estimate firms’ cost of capital, generate benchmark portfolios for invest-
ment managers (Chan et al., 2009), construct more powerful basis assets for asset pricing
tests (Haugen et al., 1996), and help the direct study of expected returns (Lewellen, 2015).
A large number of variables likely provide incremental information about the cross-section
(Kozak et al., 2020). Models of expected returns typically give central roles to a few intuitive
but unobserved variables like expected future profitability and firm quality. For example, ex-
pected future profits are not observable, and a variety of firm characteristics can provide some
information on them (Fama and French, 2000). Likewise, firm quality is a combination of
four unobserved concepts, profitability, growth, safety, and payouts. Each of these four unob-
served concepts has many potential proxy variables. Kozak et al. (2020) find that stochastic
discount factors (SDFs) constructed from many characteristics perform much better out of
sample than SDFs built with only a few firm characteristics. Kozak et al. (2020) also find
that characteristics provide information about a relatively small number of common factors
in the cross-section. Light et al. (2017) use partial least squares and find that cross-sectional
expected return estimates constructed with many characteristics perform well out-of-sample
and capture information about expected returns unexplained by factor models built with a
few firm characteristics. Light et al. (2017) also note that the information contained in their
characteristic sample about expected returns can be capture by a few common factors. Han
et al. (2019) finds expected return estimates using many characteristics, model averaging,
and penalized regression techniques better explain the cross-section of expected returns than
cross-section models using a few characteristics.
Statistical envelopes are a form of dimension reduction designed for estimating regres-
sion models when covariance between the regression model’s variables is well described by
a relatively small number of variables built by repackaging the original variables (Cook
et al., 2010, 2013). This assumption is consistent with both the conceptual and empirical
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relationships the existing factor model literature uses to interpret the relationship between
the cross-section of expected returns and firm characteristics. Models that link observed
characteristics to expected returns via expected earnings, quality, or other unobserved, con-
ceptual variables describe the relationship the PER model assumes between returns and
observed characteristics via repackaged variables. Empirically, Light et al. (2017) use par-
tial least squares to repackage several observed characteristics into one expected return
characteristic and find that the repackaged characteristic and expected returns are posi-
tively correlated. The model averaging and combination expected return forecasts from Han
et al. (2019) also indicate extensive characteristic collections can be repackaged into fewer
psuedo-characteristics while preserving the original characteristics’ information about ex-
pected returns. The characteristic-based factor-beta estimates from Kelly et al. (2019) also
show repackaging observed characteristics into a smaller number of psuedo-characteristics
can preserve the original characteristics’ information about expected returns.
This paper also contributes to a growing literature using contemporary statistical and
machine learning techniques for high-dimensional empirical asset pricing. Rapach et al.
(2013) uses the lasso to select variables for predicting international stock returns. Kelly
et al. (2019) build a generalization of PCA which accommodates time-varying factor load-
ings and uses firm characteristics as proxies for factor loadings. Kozak et al. (2020) uses
shrinkage to estimate the stochastic discount factor using many characteristics. Freyberger
et al. (2020) estimates a non-parametric model of expected returns using a group lasso to se-
lect characteristics. Giglio and Xiu (2019) uses a three-pass regression procedure, PCA, and
many portfolios to estimate the stochastic discount factor when some economically relevant
factors may be omitted from the SDF’s specification. Han et al. (2019) proposes using a com-
bination of model averaging, penalized regressions, and combination forecasts to estimate
cross-section models of expected returns from firm characteristics with many characteristics.
In contrast, this paper contributes a generalization of the Fama–Macbeth regression appro-
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priate for estimation problems with thousands of firm characteristics by leveraging the that
result most characteristics are proxy variables for a small number of latent characteristics
that effectively describe the cross-section of expected returns.
I organize the paper as follows. Section 1.2 describes the modified Fama–Macbeth re-
gression model with envelope-based dimension reduction. Section 1.3 describes the paper’s
empirical analysis of the relationship between the cross-section of expected returns and firm
characteristics’ interactions. Section 1.4 concludes the paper.
1.2 Fama–Macbeth Regressions via Envelope Methods
This section presents the paper’s methodology. Section 1.2.1 describes the standard Fama–
Macbeth regression using OLS to estimate cross-sectional regression slopes. Section 1.2.2
introduces the PER model from Cook et al. (2013). Section 1.2.3 defines the modified Fama–
Macbeth regression procedure.
1.2.1 Standard Fama–Macbeth Regression
A fundamental question for empirical asset pricing is why average returns vary across as-
sets. The Fama–Macbeth regression provides a specification, point estimates, and standard
errors appropriate for answering this question. The Fama–Macbeth regression estimates the
cross-sectional relationship between stocks’ average returns and a collection of explanatory
variables using a multiple regression specification. The specification’s explanatory variables
can be factor betas or firm characteristics depending on the estimation problem. I will work
with firm characteristics, which is standard for recent cross-sectional literature using many
firm characteristics.
The Fama–Macbeth regression examines how cross-sectional variation in stocks’ expected
8





where Eri,t is the expected return of stock i for month t, bj is the effect of characteristic j on
expected returns, and xi,t,j is characteristic j observed for firm i at the beginning of month
t. The equation’s unknown variables are the bj slopes.
The Fama–Macbeth regression’s slopes, bj, are estimated in two steps. First, run monthly
cross-sectional OLS regressions of stock returns on firm characteristics. The regression for
month t is
ri,t = at +
J∑
j=1
b̂j,txi,t,j + ei,t. (1.2)







1.2.2 Predictor Envelope Regression
The specification for a cross-sectional regression of stock returns on firm characteristics with
the Predictor Envelope Regression (PER) model has four equations.
ri,t = at + b′txi,t + ei,t (1.4)
bt = Gtηt (J × 1) (1.5)
ηt = (G′tX ′tXtGt)−1G′tX ′tRt (K × 1) (1.6)
Gt = [ΣXtRt , ΣXtΣXtRt , ..., ΣK−1Xt ΣXtRt ]. (J × K) (1.7)
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Additionally, assume Xt is cross-sectionally standardized, Gt is J × K, K ≤ min(J, N) and
vector ηt is K ×1. ΣXtRt = 1N X
′
t(Rt −1Nat) is a vector of cross-sectional covariances between
stock returns and firm characteristics. ΣXt = 1N X
′
tXt is the cross-sectional covariance matrix
of the firm characteristics.
The PER specification begins with the same equation as the standard OLS regression
specification. Equation (1.4) states cross-sectional variation in stock returns is proportional
to cross-sectional variation in standardized firm characteristics.
Equation (1.5) introduces the additional structure on bt that distinguishes the PER
specification from OLS. It assumes that bt belongs to a K dimensional subspace of Xt
spanned by matrix Gt. Intuition for this assumption is explained below. Constraining bt
to belong to a subspace of Xt with dimension K ≤ min(N, J) is the PER model’s device
for estimating the standard linear regression specification when N < J . Since bt requires
K spanning vectors, we can map the original J > N variables composing Xt into K ≤ N
new variables XtGt and use these K new variables to estimate bt instead of Xt. The K
new variables XtGt contain all of the information in Xt about the regression’s slopes. And,
importantly, the new variables XtGt have an invertible covariance matrix because K ≤ N .
An OLS regression of stock returns on XtGt yields regression coefficients ηt, which we can
left multiply ηt by Gt to recover the bt slopes for the infeasible regression of stock returns on
Xt. Equation (1.6) states that ηt is the slope from the OLS regression ri,t = at + η′tZt + ei,t
where Zi,t = G′tXt.
Equation (1.7) describes the PER model’s assumptions regarding the subspace of Xt
spanning bt by specifying Gt. Specifically, equation (1.7) states the subspace of Xt spanning
bt is the K order Krylov matrix specified by the characteristics’ covariance matrix ΣXt
and the vector of return and characteristic covariances ΣXtRt . The sample Krylov matrix
Gt = [ΣXtRt , ΣXtΣXtRt , ..., ΣK−1Xt ΣXtRt ] consistently estimates the subspace of Xt spanning bt
(Cook et al., 2007; Cook, 2018). Note that Gt is not unique because GtO, with O orthogonal,
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produces the same solution for bt.
Höskuldsson (1988) provides three intuitive explanations for the specification of Gt. First,
Gt forms the K-variable linear combination of Xt with the smallest sum-of-squares prediction
of Rt. Second, Gt generates the K combinations of Xt that have maximal covariance with
Rt. And, third, columns of Gt extract the K largest, common factors in the univariate
covariances between Rt and Xt.
The month t cross-sectional PER regression of stock returns on firm characteristics can
be implemented in three steps after fixing a value for K. The parameter K can be estimated
with the procedure in appendix 1.2.4 or given a user-chosen fixed integer value representing
the number of repackaged variables the PER model uses to estimate bt. The implementation’s
three steps follow.
1. Compute the columns of Gt = [g1,t, g2,t, ..., gK,t] sequentially. Let g1,t = ΣXtRt , then let
gk,t = ΣXtgk−1,t for k = 2, ..., K.
2. Run a cross-sectional regression of Rt on XtGt, i.e. Rt = at + (XtGt)ηt + ei,t. Keep the
slope vector ηt.
3. Compute bt = Gtηt.
The steps of the procedure summarize how the PER model estimates linear regression slopes.
First, the PER model compresses information about cross-sectional variation in stock returns
scattered across the J original firm characteristics into a sufficiently small number of variables
for an OLS regression of stock returns on the compressed variables to be feasible. The
“compression” matrix is Gt and the compressed variables are XtGt. Second, the PER model
regresses stock returns on the compressed variables. The slope for the regression of stock
returns on the compressed variables is ηt. Third, the PER model decompresses the slopes
from the regression of stock returns on compressed characteristics into slopes for the original
firm characteristics where the decompression of ηt is bt = Gtηt.
The compression metaphor also provides intuition for how varying K influences the slopes
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PER produces for bt. Small values for K yield more compressed estimates of the original
characteristics’ information about the cross-section of stock returns. Suppose the value cho-
sen for K is less than the population value of K. In this case, the PER model’s compression
of Xt discards some information about the covariance between stock returns and Xt, and
the PER model’s estimate of bt will omit the discarded information. Next, if the value cho-
sen for K equals the population value of K, then the PER model compresses Xt without
discarding relevant information about bt or keeping information irrelevant for estimating bt.
Last, suppose the value chosen for K exceeds the population value of K. In this scenario,
the PER model compresses all information necessary for estimating bt, but the PER model
also compresses some variation in Xt that does not contain information about bt.
The intuition from Höskuldsson (1988) about Gt also explains the order in which PER
compresses information about characteristics’ covariances with stock returns. For each value
of K, PER compresses as much information as possible about characteristics’ covariances
with the cross-section of stock returns. The first column of Gt compresses Xt into the
factor with maximal covariance with the cross-section of returns. The second column of Gt
compresses Xt into the factor with the second-most covariance with stock returns. Column k
of Gt compresses Xt into the factor with the k-th most covariance to the cross-section. The
columns of Gt construct factors that have decreasing covariances with the cross-section of
stock returns (De Jong, 1993). Since Gt extracts factors from Xt in decreasing order of their
covariance with the cross-section, Gt collects as much information about covariance between
returns and characteristics as possible for each value of K.
1.2.3 Modified Fama–Macbeth Regression
The Fama–Macbeth procedure’s difficulties with panels where the number of characteristics
is large or exceeds the number of cross-sectional observations is because of the procedure’s
use OLS to estimate cross-sectional regression slopes. A natural solution to running Fama–
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Macbeth regressions with more characteristics is replacing the OLS regression model with
another regression model better suited to estimation tasks with many covariates relative to
the number of observations. This section describes a modified Fama–Macbeth regression
using the PER model from Cook et al. (2013) instead of OLS to estimate cross-sectional
quantities. The modified Fama–Macbeth regression is the same in all respects except for its
use of PER to find cross-sectional slopes instead of OLS.
The modified Fama–Macbeth procedure estimates stocks’ expected returns in two steps.
First, run monthly cross-sectional PER regressions of stock returns on firm characteristics.
The regression for month t is
ri,t = at +
J∑
j=1
b̂P ERj,t xi,t,j + ei,t. (1.8)






b̂P ERj,t . (1.9)
where variable bP ERj,t is the month t cross-sectional PER regression slope for characteristic j.
And, variable b̂P ERj is the time series average of the cross-sectional slopes PER slopes b̂P ERj,t .
Standard errors and other summary statistics reported for the standard Fama–Macbeth
regression model can be computed in the same manner for the modified Fama–Macbeth
regression model.
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1.2.4 Predictor Envelope Dimension Selection
I use a sequential F-test of Osten (1988) to estimate K with degree of freedom estimates
from Krämer and Sugiyama (2011). The F-statistic’s value for cross-section t is given by
F = PRESS(k) − PRESS(k + 1)
D̂OF (k + 1) − D̂OF (k)
/
PRESS(m + 1)








where λmax is the largest eigenvalue of ΣXt and PRESS(m) is the predicted error sum of
squares for the PER model estimated with m components. The F-test’s null hypothesis is
H0 : PRESS(m) ≤ PRESS(m + 1), which means increasing the PER envelope dimension
from m to m + 1 does not contain incremental information about covariance between stock
returns and firm characteristics. The F-test’s alternative hypothesis is H1 : PRESS(m) ≥
PRESS(m + 1), which means increasing the PER envelope with dimension m omits some
covariance between returns and characteristics necessary for estimating bt. The F-test is
computed sequentially until the null hypothesis is not rejected with a significance level of
0.05.
The F-test above uses degree of freedom estimates from Krämer and Sugiyama (2011).
Krämer and Sugiyama (2011) using the PLS regression model’s number of components as
the model’s degrees of freedom is biased downwards and the bias can be large. Specifically,










The condition λmax ≤ 12trace(ΣXt) is true for each characteristic cross-section used later
in the paper’s empirical results, so the PER model’s envelope dimension is certainly a too-
small estimate of the model’s degrees of freedom when K = 1. Additionally, the typical
value of trace(ΣXt )
λmax
for this paper’s empirical results is greater than 20. So, the inequality
above indicates the PER model’s envelope dimension is typically too-small of an estimate
for PER models with envelope dimensions less than or equal to 20 in the paper’s sample
because the PER model’s degrees of freedom when K = 1 should be less than the model’s
degrees of freedom when K > 1.
The paper uses the function defined in equation (1.11) to estimate the degrees of freedom
for the PER model with an envelope of dimension m. The degree of freedom estimator defined
by equation (1.11) is an approximation of an unbiased estimator developed by Krämer and
Sugiyama (2011) is numerically unstable, i.e. returns a negative degree of freedom estimate,
when applied to samples with many covariates and specifically when applied to all of the
paper’s cross-sections. Equation (1.11) approximates the unbiased estimator by assuming
degrees of freedom are a linear function of trace(ΣXt )
λmax
for the PER model. Practically, this
approximation produces much larger degree of freedom estimates than the naive approach
and empirical results reported by Krämer and Sugiyama (2011) indicate degrees of freedom




This section studies the cross-sectional relationship between 3,655 characteristic interactions




This paper uses a collection of typical firm characteristics from other recent publications
examining the relationship between the cross-section of expected returns and many firm
characteristics. The vast majority of the paper’s characteristics are from Green et al. (2017),
which is a standard sample of characteristics for high dimensional cross-sectional studies,
e.g. Han et al. (2019). The remaining characteristics are from Freyberger et al. (2020),
which is also a standard characteristic sample, e.g. Kozak et al. (2020) and Kelly et al.
(2019). Characteristic definitions follow the descriptions available in Green et al. (2017) and
Freyberger et al. (2020). When additional implementation details are necessary I refer to
the articles cited by Green et al. (2017) and Freyberger et al. (2020).
Table 1.1 lists the characteristics I use to examine the cross-sectional relationship between
stock returns and characteristic interactions. The sample includes a combination of well-
studied and less-studied characteristics. Characteristics are from both published articles
and unpublished working papers. Some characteristics are from articles published some
time ago, and other characteristics are from more recent publications. Sufficiently precise
characteristic definitions for implementation and replication purposes are available in the
appendices of Green et al. (2017) and Freyberger et al. (2020). The earliest characteristics
are from 1977. The most recent characteristics are from 2016. The characteristics represent
all categories listed in the classification scheme from Harvey et al. (2016).
The paper uses the CRSP database for stock returns and the Compustat database for
other financial information. The sample begins with all common stocks traded on the NYSE,
AMEX, or NASDAQ listed in CRSP. I keep stocks with month-end market values in CRSP
and a non-missing value for common equity in their annual financial statements. I merge
the Compustat database on the remaining CRSP sample of monthly stock returns. Month
t characteristics use information available at the end of month t − 1. I assume annual
financial statements are available six months after a firm’s fiscal year-end. I assume quarterly
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financial statements are available four months after the end of a firm’s fiscal quarter. These
assumptions for the alignment of stock prices and financial statements are standard and
follow Green et al. (2017). Characteristics are updated monthly. The paper’s sample is from
January 1980 to December 2017.
I use the procedure from Green et al. (2017) to fill missing firm characteristic observations.
Each month, I first winsorize characteristics at the 1st and 99th percentiles of their monthly
values. Next, I cross-sectionally standardized the characteristics to have zero mean and
unit standard deviation. Last, I assign missing characteristic observations the value zero
in the post-standardized data-set. This approach to filling missing data points is the zero-
order regression method from Wilks (1932). Filling missing firm characteristics is necessary.
Most firms have a few characteristics with missing observations. Cross-sectional regressions
excluding firms with missing characteristics would contain a negligible fraction of domestic
publicly traded equity.
I build the panel of characteristic interactions used for the paper’s results with the post-
standardization characteristics before filling missing values with zero. The paper’s interac-
tions include all unique, two characteristic interactions of the original 85 characteristics in
table 1.1. I’ve chosen this procedure for generating interactions because this is the standard
procedure for generating interactions among variables in economic and financial studies. I
do not include each characteristic’s interaction with itself. The resulting panel has 3,655
cross-characteristic interactions, which I cross-sectionally standardize and assign the value
zero to missing interaction values.
The paper reports results for several samples of domestic stocks. The five stock samples
used for the paper’s results are all stocks, all stocks without microcaps, large stocks, midcap
stocks, and small stocks. Microcap stocks are stocks with market capitalizations below the
20th quantile of NYSE-trade stocks. Small stocks have market capitalizations below the
30th quantile of NYSE-traded stocks. Midcap stocks have market capitalizations above the
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30th quantile and below the 70th quantile of NYSE-trade stocks. Large stocks have market
capitalizations above the 70th quantile of NYSE traded stocks. NYSE market capitalization
quantiles are from Ken French’s monthly size deciles break-point data file.
1.3.2 Expected Return Estimates
I evaluate the relationship between characteristic interactions and the cross-section of ex-
pected returns by comparing stocks’ realized returns to out-of-sample estimates of stocks’
expected returns built with the 3,655 characteristic interactions and the Fama-Macbeth En-
velope model. I use the procedure from Lewellen (2015) to construct out-of-sample estimates
of stocks’ expected returns. I form stocks’ expected return estimates for month t in three
steps. First, I use the PER model to run cross-sectional regressions of stock returns on
characteristic interactions for months s ∈ t − 120, ..., t − 1. The specification equation for
the month s cross-sectional PER regression is
ri,s = as +
J∑
j1,j2,j1 ̸=j2
bs,j1,j2xi,s,j1,j2 + ei,s (1.14)
where xi,s,j1,j2 is the cross-sectionally standardized interaction of characteristics j1 and j2 for









s bs,j1,j2 is the time-series average of past bs,j1,j2 slopes. Third, I create month t






Conceptually, the procedure uses the average cross-sectional relationship between charac-
teristic interactions and expected returns over the previous ten years to estimate stocks’
expected returns for month t.
The PER model’s envelope dimension, parameter K in section 1.2.2, is fixed at 12 for
the entire sample period. I estimate K with a three-step procedure. First, for each month t
from January 1980 to December 1989 I use a standard sequential F-test from Osten (1988)
to estimate the optimal envelope dimension, K̂t, for a PER regression of month t stock
returns on characteristic interactions. The definition of the F-test is available in section 1.2.4.
Second, I compute the time-series average of the monthly envelope dimension estimates,
K̄t = 1120
∑
t K̂t, from January 1980 to December 1989. Third, I round K̄t to the nearest
integer.
1.3.3 Portfolios
This section uses portfolios to examine the information contained in characteristic interac-
tions about the cross-section of expected returns. I use the interaction-based expected return
estimates from section 1.3.2 to gather information from the entire collection of characteristic
interactions into a single variable suitable for building portfolios. At the end of each month,
stocks are assigned to decile portfolios according to their interaction-based expected return
estimates for the following month. The first decile portfolio holds stocks with the lowest ex-
pected returns, and the tenth decile portfolio holds stocks with the highest expected returns.
Portfolios are constructed monthly from January 1990 to December 2018.
Table 1.3 reports results for decile portfolios built from sorts on the interaction-based
estimates of expected returns. The table’s portfolios include all stocks except for microcap
stocks. The table’s results show that interactions contain economically important informa-
tion about the cross-section of expected returns among both smaller stocks and larger stocks.
Panel A reports results for equal-weight portfolios. The average returns of the equal-weight
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portfolios in Panel A increase smoothly from portfolio one to portfolio ten. A standard
long-short portfolio long portfolio ten and short portfolio one from the equal-weight sort has
an average monthly return of 1.24%. The t-statistic for the long-short portfolio’s average
return is 5.46. The Sharpe ratio for the long-short portfolio is 1.03. Panel B reports re-
sults for value-weight portfolios. The average returns for the value-weight portfolios increase
from portfolio one to portfolio ten. The value-weight long-short portfolio has an average
monthly return of 0.91%. The value-weight long-short portfolio’s t-statistic is 3.75. And the
value-weight long-short portfolio’s Sharpe ratio is 0.71.
Table 1.4 reports results for long-short portfolios constructed from portfolios one and ten
of sorts within several market capitalization subsamples of stocks. The table also reports
results for long-short portfolios built with portfolios one and ten from decile sorts on stocks’
estimates of their expected returns computed with the original 85 characteristics. The ex-
pected return estimates using the original characteristics are made with the same procedure
as the interaction-based expected return estimates, except for the procedure’s first step. The
monthly cross-sectional regressions of stock returns on the original characteristics use OLS
instead of PER.
The results in table 1.4 show characteristic interactions contain economically important
information about expected returns for firms of all sizes. Panel A reports the returns of
equal-weight long-short portfolios for sorts on both interaction-based estimates of expected
returns and characteristic-based estimates of expected returns. The average returns of the
equal-weight long-short portfolios for interactions and characteristics are relatively similar.
The standard deviations for the interaction long-short portfolios are about 30% less than the
standard deviations for the characteristic long-short portfolios. The Sharpe ratios for the
interaction long-short portfolios are also about 40% greater than the Sharpe ratios for the
characteristic long-short portfolios. The t-statistics for the equal-weight long-short interac-
tion portfolios all exceed three. Panel B reports long-short portfolios for value-weight decile
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portfolios. The average returns of the value-weight long-short portfolios for the interactions
and characteristics are all positive and similar in magnitude. The standard deviations for
the interaction long-short portfolios are noticeably less than for the characteristic portfo-
lios. The Sharpe ratios for the interaction long-short portfolios in Panel B are about 20%
greater than the Sharpe ratios for the corresponding characteristic long-short portfolios. The
t-statistics for all of the value-weight interaction portfolios exceed three except for the large
stock long-short portfolio, which has a t-statistic of 2.70.
1.3.4 Multifactor regressions
Next, I examine how recent multifactor models account for the average excess returns asso-
ciated with characteristic interactions’ long-short portfolio. I report results for the all-but-
microcap characteristic interaction portfolios. I consider four specifications: the Carhart
(1997a) four-factor model, Hou et al. (2015a) q-factor model, Fama and French (2015b) five-
factor model, and Fama and French (2015b) five-factor with the winners-minus-losers factor.
I run multifactor model regressions for each of the factor models’ standard specifications. I
also run multifactor model regressions with the characteristic long-short portfolio as an ad-
ditional factor. The former regressions directly measure how the multifactor models account
for the average returns associated with characteristic interactions. The latter regression mod-
els also account for information present in the paper’s panel of 85 characteristics, but absent
from the multifactor models. Overall, the section’s results indicate characteristic interactions
are associated with information in the cross-section of expected returns not accounted for by
the Carhart (1997a) factor model, Hou et al. (2015a) factor model, Hou et al. (2015a) factor
model, and the characteristic long-short portfolios.
Table 1.5 reports results for the multifactor regressions of the interaction long-short
portfolios’ returns on the Carhart (1997a) and Hou et al. (2015a) factor models. Panel A
reports results for the Carhart (1997a) four-factor model. Panel A shows that the charac-
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teristic interaction long-short equal-weight and value-weight portfolios are associated with
large and significant average risk-adjusted returns for the Carhart (1997a) models. The
Carhart (1997a) factor model regressions including the characteristic long-short portfolio do
not substantially affect the risk-adjusted returns of the interaction long-short portfolios. The
long-short interaction portfolio has effectively zero loadings on the market and size factors,
a negative loading on the value factor, and a positive loading on the momentum factor.
The results are similar in table1.5 Panel B, where results for the Hou et al. (2015a) four-
factor model are reported. The interaction portfolios have significant, positive risk-adjusted
returns for the Hou et al. (2015a) factor model. Including the characteristic long-short
portfolios as additional factors reduce the interaction portfolios’ risk-adjusted returns, but
the interaction portfolios’ risk-adjusted returns are still large, positive, and significant. The
equal-weight and value-weight long-short interaction portfolios do not load on the market
equity factor in a consistent manner across the regressions. The long-short interaction port-
folios’ load negatively on the investment factor and load positively on the return-on-equity
factor. The loadings on the investment and return-on-equity factors are not significant for
three of the four included regressions.
Table 1.6 reports results for the multifactor regressions of the interaction long-short port-
folios’ returns on the Fama and French (2015b) five-factor model and Fama and French
(2015b) five-factor model with the winners-minus-losers factor. Panel A shows that the in-
teraction long-short portfolios have positive, significant risk-adjusted returns for the Fama
and French (2015b) five-factor model. The interaction portfolios have negative loadings on
the market factor, negative and significant loadings on the value factor, negative loadings on
the profitability factor, and positive loadings on the investment factor. Including the char-
acteristic long-short portfolio in the Fama and French (2015b) five-factor model regression
reduces the average risk-adjusted returns of the interaction long-short portfolios. However,
the interaction portfolios still accrue relatively large and significant risk-adjusted returns.
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Table 1.6 Panel B reports results for the multifactor regression of the interaction long-
short portfolios’ returns on the Fama and French (2015b) five-factor model plus the winners-
minus-losers momentum factor. The interaction long-short portfolios have positive, signifi-
cant returns after adding the momentum factor to the five-factor model. The most material
change when including the momentum factor in the Fama and French (2015b) specification
are the changes in the value and investment factor loadings. After including the momentum
factor, the value factor loadings are reduced towards zero and are no longer significantly dif-
ferent from zero. The investment factor loadings also decrease slightly, but their significance
does not change. The long-short interaction portfolios’ returns have positive and significant
loadings on the momentum factor. Adding the characteristic long-short portfolios to the
multifactor regressions results in a roughly 0.15 percentage point decrease in the interaction
portfolios’ risk-adjusted returns.
1.3.5 Cross-sectional Regressions
This section uses statistics from cross-sectional regressions of realized returns on the interaction-
based estimates of expected returns to evaluate characteristic interactions’ information about
the cross-section of expected returns. Table 1.7 reports results for Fama-Macbeth regressions
of stock returns on four different expected return estimates. The first two expected return
estimates are the interaction-based estimates and characteristic-based estimates. The third
expected return estimate averages each stock’s interaction- and characteristic- based esti-
mates. Each averaged expected return estimate is r̂averagei,t = (1/2)r̂interacti,t + (1/2)r̂characteri,t .
The fourth expected return estimate is a combination forecast using the interaction- and
characteristic-based estimates. Each combination expected return estimate is r̂comboi,t =
θ̄interactt−120,t−1r̂
interact
i,t + θ̄charactert−120,t−1r̂characteri,t where θ̄interactt−120,t−1 and θ̄charactert−120,t−1 are time-series averages
of slopes from cross-sectional regressions of stock returns on the both the interaction- and
characteristic-based expected returns for the periods t − 120, ..., t − 1. All of the Fama–
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Macbeth regressions uses the 1990 to 2017 sample except the regressions of returns on the
combination expected return estimates, which use the 2000-2017 sample.
Column one from table 1.7 reports the slopes from Fama–Macbeth regressions of stock
returns on the interaction-based expected return estimates. Column one shows a positive
and significant relationship between realized stock returns and the interaction-based expected
return estimates across stocks of all sizes. Since column one slopes are from Fama-Macbeth
regressions of realized returns on expected return estimates, the slopes also measure how
the expected return estimates vary cross-sectionally relative to realized returns (Lewellen,
2015). Since each panel’s slope is between zero and one the interaction-based expected
return estimates vary somewhat more cross-sectionally than realized returns.
Column two from table 1.7 reports the slopes from Fama–Macbeth regressions of stock re-
turns on the characteristic-based expected return estimates. The slopes for the characteristic-
based expected returns are positive and significant for most of the panels. The slope is
positive but not significant for the large stock sample. Since column two slopes are also
from Fama-Macbeth regressions of realized returns on expected return estimates, the slopes
measure how the expected return estimates vary cross-sectionally relative to realized returns.
The slopes are all between zero and one, which means the characteristic-based expected
return estimates vary more than realized returns.
Column three from table 1.7 reports the slopes from Fama–Macbeth regressions of stock
returns on both the interaction- and characteristic-based expected return estimates. The
regression slopes measure each expected return estimate’s incremental information about
realized returns. All of the column three slopes for the interaction-based expected return
estimates are positive and significant. The column three slopes for the characteristic-based
expected return estimates are also positive and significant except for the large stock sample
slope in Panel B. The column three results show both characteristic interactions and the
original characteristics contain incremental information about expected returns.
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Columns four from table 1.7 reports the slopes from Fama–Macbeth regressions of stock
returns on the averaged interaction and characteristic expected return estimates. The av-
eraged expected return estimates tell us whether the interaction- and characteristic-based ex-
pected return estimates are collectively better than the individual interaction- and characteristic-
based expected return estimates. The slopes in column four are all positive and significant.
Additionally, the slopes are consistently closer to one than the univariate interaction and char-
acteristic slopes reported in columns one and two. This result says the averaged expected re-
turn estimates’ cross-sectional variance better tracks realized returns’ cross-sectional variance
than the interaction and characteristic expected return estimates’ cross-sectional variance.
Column five from table 1.7 reports the slopes from Fama–Macbeth regressions of stock re-
turns on combination forecasts of stock returns using both the interaction and characteristic
expected return estimates. The combination forecasts also tell us how well the interaction-
and characteristic-based expected return estimates complement one another. The combina-
tion forecast slopes are positive and significant for all samples except the large stock sample,
which has a positive but not significant coefficient. Additionally, the combination forecast
slopes are consistently closer to one than the univariate interaction and characteristic slopes
reported in columns one and two for all panels except the large stock panel.
Overall, the results in table 1.7 show characteristic interactions contain information about
stocks’ expected returns and that interactions contained incremental information about ex-
pected returns over the information present in characteristics without interactions. Addition-
ally, table 1.7 indicate information in characteristics and their interactions is complementary
with both collections of variables providing different information about the cross-section of
expected returns.
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1.3.6 Fama–Macbeth Envelope Regression Slopes
This section estimates which characteristic interaction slopes contain incremental and sig-
nificant information about the cross-section of expected returns after controlling for other
characteristic interactions and the original firm characteristics. Overall, the section’s results
show roughly 100 interactions contribute incremental information to expected returns. The
Fama–Macbeth envelope regression’s cross-sectional specification is






bt,jxi,t,j + ei,t (1.17)
where xi,t,j1,j2 is the standardized interaction of characteristics j1 and j2 and xi,t,j is stan-
dardized characteristic j. The specification includes both characteristic interactions and the
original characteristics so that the interactions’ slope estimates are computed after control-
ling for both other interactions and the original characteristics. The regression’s sample
period is January 1980 to December 2017.
Figure 1.1 reports the Fama–Macbeth envelope regression’s point estimates for the 3,655
characteristic interactions’ slopes within the sample of all stocks except microcaps. Figure
one shows positive and negative slopes are spread evenly across the interactions. Larger
slopes in absolute value concentrate somewhat more around the momentum, size, and ipo
characteristics. The prominent size interaction slopes are consistent with previous research
showing firm size influences the effect of many characteristics on the cross-section. Figure
1.2 reports t statistics for the interactions’ slopes. Figure 1.2 shows the values for the slopes
t-statistics are fairly evenly dispersed across the characteristics.
Table 1.8 reports statistics for the number of interactions with p-values below standard
significance levels. Panel A reports the total number of p-values below the 0.001, 0.01, and
0.05 significance levels for several different stock samples. At the 0.001 significance level
between 26 and 103 interactions are significant. At the 0.01 significance level roughly 100-
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200 interactions are significant. At the 0.05 level roughly 300-450 interactions are significant.
Overall, Panel A shows many characteristic interactions have slopes that are significantly
different from zero at standard significance levels.
Table 1.8 Panel B reports the total number of interactions with p-values below a given
significance level minus the number of expected type-I errors at the same significance level.
For the 0.001, 0.01, and 0.05 significance levels the number of expected type-I errors is
4, 37, and 183, respectively. Panel B shows many more interactions have slopes that are
significantly different from zero at each of the significance than could be accounted for by
type-I errors alone.
Table 1.8 Panel C reports the percent of interactions with p-values below a given signifi-
cance level at the given significance levels. Panel C is another way of comparing the number
of significant interactions to the number of expected type-I errors. A percent greater than
a significance level shows more interactions have significant slopes at the given level than
would be produced by type-I errors. The percent of significant interactions at each given
level is much greater than the significance levels themselves.
Table 1.9 reports each characteristic’s number of interactions with p-values less than 0.01.
Each row reports interaction counts for one characteristic. Each column reports results for
a particular sample of stocks. For instance, the “2” in the absacc row and all stock column
means two interactions with the absacc characteristic have p-values below 0.01. The table’s
results show all characteristics are associated with at least one significant interaction and
that significant interactions are generally dispersed across the 85 characteristics. A few
characteristics like baspread, eps, ipo, and returnvol are associated with more significant
interactions than other characteristics.
Table 1.10 presents p-values for a statistical test of whether or not a characteristic pro-
duces at least one interaction with a non-zero slope. The test provides a formal means of
determining which characteristics produce interactions with non-zero slopes. For character-
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istic j1 the test’s null hypothesis is
H0 : bj1,j2 = 0 for all j2 (1.18)
and the test’s alternative hypothesis is
H1 : bj1,j2 ̸= 0 for some j2. (1.19)





where bj1 is a vector of the modified Fama-Macbeth regression time-series average slopes
for interactions including characteristic j1 and Σbj1 is the time-series covariance matrix of
the cross-sectional slopes in bj1 . The test-statistic generalizes the standard Fama–Macbeth
regression test of whether or not one slope is significantly different from zero.
Table 1.10 shows many characteristics are associated with at least one interaction variable
whose slope is significantly different from zero. Most characteristics have at least one signif-
icant interaction among the all stock, all-but-micro, and small stock samples. A substantial
number of characteristics have at least one significant interaction for the large and midcap
stock samples. Overall, the table’s results say most characteristics generate interactions’
with incremental information about the cross-section of expected returns.
1.3.7 Robustness
This section examines the effect of the Fama–Macbeth Envelope model’s envelope dimension
on the paper’s results. The envelope’s dimension controls the number of variables the model
uses to summarize the covariance between a cross-section of stock returns and characteristics.
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Overall, the section shows the paper’s results are robust to the envelope dimension’s spec-
ification. Envelopes with dimensions from one to twenty produce similar outcomes for the
paper’s main results. Envelope dimension values around the main results’ envelope dimen-
sion estimate of 12 are typically somewhat stronger than results for lower envelope dimension
values. Envelopes with smaller dimensions still capture economically significant variation in
stock returns.
Table 1.11 reports a summary of the returns for long-short portfolios built with interaction-
based expected return estimates and envelope dimensions ranging from one to twenty. The
long-short portfolios are equally weighted and built in the same manner as the long-short
portfolios in section 1.3.3. All of the long-short portfolios for envelope dimensions near twelve
have similar returns, t-statistics, standard deviations, and Sharpe ratios. All of the envelope
dimension’ long-short portfolios have positive and significant average returns.
Table 1.12 reports risk-adjusted returns for the long-short portfolios with varying enve-
lope dimensions. Risk-adjusted returns are reported for the following factor models: Carhart
(1997a) four-factor model (C4), Hou et al. (2015a) q-factor model (HXZ4), Fama and French
(2015b) five-factor model (FF5), and Fama and French (2015b) five-factor model plus WML
(FF5 + WML). All of the envelope dimensions’ long-short portfolios exhibit positive and
significant risk-adjusted returns of across the factor models.
Table 1.13 reports Fama–Macbeth regressions of stock returns on both interaction and
characteristic estimates of expected returns for a range of envelope values. Each row reports
results for an interaction-based estimate of expected returns with a given envelope dimen-
sion. The characteristic-based expected return estimates are constant. The table shows
characteristic interactions contribute incremental information to expected return estimates
for envelopes with dimensions ranging from one to twenty. The characteristic-based expected
return slopes are also positive and significant, meaning the characteristics contain some in-
formation not present in the interactions. The table’s results also show that interactions and
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characteristics provide complimentary information across many envelope specifications.
Table 1.14 reports Fama–Macbeth regressions of stock returns on the interaction-based
out-of-sample expected return estimates for envelope dimensions ranging from one to twenty.
The table shows characteristics’ interactions are a robust source of information about the
cross-section of stock returns. Estimates for all of the envelope specifications are positively
and significantly related to realized returns. The table also shows the expected return esti-
mates vary somewhat more than than realized returns. Larger envelopes’ estimates include
somewhat more excess variation than smaller envelopes’ estimates.
1.4 Conclusion
I estimate the effect of 3,665 characteristic interactions on stock returns with a Fama–
Macbeth regression modified to accommodate cross-sections with more variables than ob-
servations. The modified Fama–Macbeth regression adds a collection of constraints, called
an envelope, to the Fama-Macbeth procedure’s cross-sectional regression model. The result-
ing cross-sectional model estimates the same slopes as the standard least squares model,
provided the model’s variables proxy for stocks’ loadings for some factor model with less
factors than the model’s number of observations.
I find characteristic interactions are an important source of information about expected
returns. A standard long-short portfolio constructed with out-of-sample estimates of stocks’
interaction-based expected returns has a Sharpe ratio of 3.90. Characteristic interactions and
characteristics are complimentary sources of information about expected returns. About 100
characteristic interactions have significant, incremental information about expected returns.
The paper’s results are robust to the specification of the envelope’s dimension. The robust-
ness results also indicate the proposed procedure for estimating the modified Fama-Macbeth




Figure 1.1: Characteristic interaction slopes from a Fama–Macbeth envelope regression of
stock returns on 3,655 characteristic interactions and 85 original characteristics. The mod-
ified Fama–Macbeth envelope regression model is defined in 1.2.3. Each square represents
the slope for an interaction generated by two characteristics. The color gradient represent-
ing interactions’ slope values ranges from red for slopes above 0.03 to blue for slopes below
-0.03. Lighter shades of red and blue represent intermediate slope values. Slopes equal to
zero are represented by white. The sample period is January 1980 to December 2017. The






















































































































































































Figure 1.2: t-statistics for characteristic interaction slopes from a Fama–Macbeth envelope
regression of stock returns 85 characteristics and the characteristics’ 3,655 interactions. The
modified Fama–Macbeth envelope regression model is defined in 1.2.3. The interactions and
characteristics are defined in section 1.3.1. Each square represents the t-statistic for the
slope of an interaction generated by two characteristics. The color gradient representing
interactions’ average slope values ranges from red for slopes above 0.03 to blue for slopes
below -0.03. Lighter shades of red and blue represent intermediate slope values. The sample
period is January 1980 to December 2017. The Fama-Macbeth envelope regression includes
























































































































































































Table 1.1: This table reports the firm characteristics included in the paper’s empirical results.
The table also reports abbreviations and references for the firm characteristics.
Abbreviation Firm characteristic Reference
absacc Absolute accruals Bandyopadhyay et al. (2010)
acc Working capital accruals Sloan (1996)
age Years since first compustat coverage Jiang et al. (2005)
agr Asset growth Cooper et al. (2008)
ame Asset to market Bhandari (1988)
ato Asset turnover Soliman (2008)
baspread Bid ask spread Amihud and Mendelson (1989)
beta Market beta Fama and MacBeth (1973)
betasq Market beta squared Fama and MacBeth (1973)
bm Book to market Barr Rosenberg and Lanstein (1984)
bmia Book to market, industry adjusted Asness et al. (2000)
cash Cash to assets Palazzo (2012a)
cashdebt Cash to debt Ou and Penman (1989)
cashpr Cash productivity S. and Rao (2009)
cfp Operating cash flow to price Desai et al. (2004)
cfpia Operating cash flow to price, industry adjusted Asness et al. (2000)
chatoia Change in operating cash flow to price, industry adjusted Soliman (2008)
chcsho Change in common stock shares outstanding Pontiff and Woodgate (2008)
chempia Change in employees, industry adjusted Asness et al. (2000)
chibqsup Change in earnings surprise Thomas and Zhang (2011)
chinv Change in inventory Thomas and Zhang (2002)
chmom Change in 6-month momentum Gettlemen and Marks (2006)
chpmia Change in profit margin, industry adjusted Soliman (2008)
chsaleqsup Change in sales surprise Thomas and Zhang (2011)
chtx Change in tax expense Thomas and Zhang (2011)
cinvest Corporate investment Titman et al. (2004)
convind Convertible debt indicator Valta (2016)
cto Capital turnover Haugen et al. (1996)
currat Current ratio Ou and Penman (1989)
debtp Debt to price Gorodnichenko and Weber (2016)
depr Depreciation to plants, property, and equipment Holthausen and Larcker (1992)
divi Dividend initiation indicator Michaely et al. (1995)
divo Dividend omission indicator Michaely et al. (1995)
dolvol Dollar trading volume Chordia et al. (2001)
dpchgam_pchsale Change in percent gross margin change less sales pct. chg. Abarbanell and Bushee (1998a)
dpia Change in PPE plus inventory over assets Lyandres et al. (2008)
dso Log change in shares outstanding Pontiff and Woodgate (2008)
durind Indicator for members of durable goods industries Sharpe (1994)
dy Dividend to price Litzenberger and Ramaswamy (1982)
egr Growth in shareholder equity Richardson et al. (2005)
ep Earnings to price Basu (1977)
eps Earnings per share Basu (1977)
gma Gross profitability Novy-Marx (2013)
gnpcorr Correlation between GNP pct. chg. and sales pct. chg. Sharpe (1994)
grcapx Growth in capital expenditures Anderson and Garcia-Feijóo (2006)
grltnoa Growth in long-term net operating assets Fairfield et al. (2003)
herf Industry sales concentration Hou and Robinson (2006)
hire Employee growth rate Belo et al. (2014)
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Table 1.2: This table reports the firm characteristics included in the paper’s empirical results.
The table also reports abbreviations and references for the firm characteristics.
Abbreviation Firm characteristic Reference
ill Illiquidity Amihud (2002)
indmom Industry momentum Moskowitz and Grinblatt (1999)
invest Capital expenditures and inventory Chen and Zhang (2010)
ipo Initial public offering Loughran and Ritter (1995)
lev Leverage Bhandari (1988)
lgr Growth in long-term debt Richardson et al. (2005)
maxret Max daily return in previous month Bali et al. (2011)
mom12m 12-month momentum Jegadeesh (1990a)
mom1m 1-month momentum Jegadeesh and Titman (1993a)
mom36m 36-month momentum Jegadeesh and Titman (1993a)
mom6m 6-month momentum Jegadeesh and Titman (1993a)
mve Market value of equity Banz (1981)
mveia Market value of equity, industry adjusted Asness et al. (2000)
nincr Consecutive earnings increases over past 8 quarters Barth et al. (1999)
noa Net operating assets Hirshleifer et al. (2004)
ol Operating leverage Novy-Marx (2010)
operprof Operating profitability Fama and French (2015b)
pchcapxia Pct. chg. in capital expenditures, industry adjusted Abarbanell and Bushee (1998b)
pchcurrat Pct. chg. in current ratio Ou and Penman (1989)
pchdepr Pct. chg. in depreciation Holthausen and Larcker (1992)
pcheq Pct. chg. in book equity Haugen et al. (1996)
pchgm_pchsale Pct. chg. in gross profit margin less pct. chg. in sales Abarbanell and Bushee (1998a)
pchquick Pct. chg. in quick ratio Ou and Penman (1989)
pchsale_pchinvt Pct. chg. in sales less pct. chg. in inventory Abarbanell and Bushee (1998a)
pchsale_pchrect Pct. chg. in sales less pct. chg. in receivables Abarbanell and Bushee (1998a)
pchsale_pchxsga Pct. chg. in sales less pct. chg. in SG&A expense Abarbanell and Bushee (1998a)
pchsaleinv Pct. chg. in sales to inventory Ou and Penman (1989)
pctacc Percent accruals Hafzalla et al. (2011)
pm Price to cost Soliman (2008)
pmia Price to cost, industry adjusted Soliman (2008)
quick Quick ratio Ou and Penman (1989)
rd One when change in R&D over total assets exceeds 5% Eberhart et al. (2004)
retvol Return volatility Ang et al. (2006)
roeq Return on quarterly equity Hou et al. (2015a)
roic Return on invested capital Brown and Rowe (2007)
salecash Sales to cash Ou and Penman (1989)
saleinv Sales to inventory Ou and Penman (1989)
salerec Sales to receivables Ou and Penman (1989)
secured Long-term debt to secured debt Valta (2016)
securedind Secured debt indicator Valta (2016)
sgr Sales growth Lakonishok et al. (1994)
sin Alcohol, tobacco, and gambling industry indicator Hong and Kacperczyk (2009)
tang Tangiblility ratio Almeida and Campello (2007)
turn Share turnover Chordia et al. (2001)
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Table 1.3: The table reports summary statistics for the excess returns of stocks sorted
into decile portfolios on out-of-sample expected returns estimated with the modified Fama–
Macbeth envelope regression model and 3,655 characteristic interactions. The out-of-sample
expected return estimates’ construction is described in section 1.3.2. The modified Fama–
Macbeth regression model is defined in section 1.2.3. The characteristic interactions’ con-
struction is described in section 1.3.1. At the end of each month, I sort stocks into deciles
according to their interaction-based expected return estimates for the following month. Next,
I form equal-weight and value-weight portfolios for each decile and hold the portfolios until
the end of the month. Sorts include all stocks except microcap stocks. Microcap stocks have
market capitalizations below the 20th quantile of NYSE-trade stocks. I compute portfolio
returns for the period of January 1990 through December 2017.
Mean t-stat. Stdev. Sharpe
Panel A. Equal weight portfolios
1 -0.02 -0.04 7.81 -0.01
2 0.53 1.78 5.48 0.34
3 0.61 2.29 4.89 0.43
4 0.70 2.76 4.64 0.52
5 0.76 3.02 4.59 0.57
6 0.86 3.37 4.66 0.64
7 0.92 3.49 4.83 0.66
8 0.98 3.54 5.06 0.67
9 1.13 3.61 5.73 0.68
10 1.22 3.14 7.13 0.59
10 − 1 1.24 5.46 4.16 1.03
Panel B. Value weighted portfolios
1 0.00 -0.01 6.62 0.00
2 0.66 2.67 4.51 0.51
3 0.58 2.53 4.22 0.48
4 0.58 2.60 4.08 0.49
5 0.64 2.87 4.07 0.54
6 0.76 3.42 4.04 0.65
7 0.72 3.17 4.19 0.60
8 0.79 3.17 4.58 0.60
9 0.86 3.23 4.89 0.61
10 0.90 2.67 6.20 0.50
10 − 1 0.91 3.75 4.43 0.71
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Table 1.4: The table reports summary statistics for the excess returns of long-short portfolios
built from deciles portfolios formed from sorting stocks according to their interaction-based
expected return estimates for the following month. The long-short portfolios’ constructions
are standard. A long-short portfolio is long the decile portfolio holding stocks with the high-
est expected return estimates and short the decile portfolio with the lowest expected return
estimates. I compute portfolio returns for the period of January 1990 through December
2017. The all stock sample includes all stocks passing the basic data screens in section 1.3.1.
The all but microcaps sample omits microcap stocks, which have market capitalizations be-
low the 20th percentile of NYSE-traded stocks. Small stocks have market capitalizations
below the 30th quantile of NYSE-traded stocks. Midcap stocks have market capitalizations
above the 30th quantile and below the 70th quantile of NYSE-trade stocks. Large stocks
have market capitalizations above the 70th quantile of NYSE traded stocks.
Characteristic interactions Original characteristics
Mean t(Mean) Sd Sharpe Mean t(Mean) Sd Sharpe
Panel A. Equal weight long-short portfolios
All stocks 3.86 20.66 3.42 3.90 3.65 12.82 5.22 2.42
All but microcaps 1.24 5.46 4.16 1.03 1.20 3.53 6.25 0.67
Large 0.75 3.17 4.33 0.60 0.63 2.04 5.65 0.39
Medium 0.87 3.63 4.37 0.69 1.08 3.02 6.58 0.57
Small 4.48 21.07 3.89 3.98 4.40 14.59 5.53 2.76
Panel B. Value weight long-short portfolios
All stocks 1.10 3.84 5.25 0.73 1.19 3.51 6.25 0.66
All but microcaps 0.91 3.75 4.43 0.71 1.00 2.85 6.45 0.54
Large 0.60 2.70 4.09 0.51 0.65 2.06 5.77 0.39
Medium 0.87 3.59 4.46 0.68 1.07 2.94 6.69 0.56
Small 1.99 7.96 4.59 1.50 2.30 7.42 5.68 1.40
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Table 1.5: The table reports multifactor regressions of long-short interaction portfolios’
monthly returns on the Carhart (1997a) four-factor model and the Hou et al. (2015a)
four-factor model. The table also reports multifactor regressions with the equal-weight and
value-weight long-short portfolios for the characteristic-based expected return estimates as
additional factors. The long-short portfolio constructions are standard. *, **, and *** in-
dicate significance at the 5%, 1%, and 0.1% levels, respectively based on heteroscedasticity
t-statistics. 0.00 indicates a value less than 0.005 in absolute value. The factors are as follows:
MKT = market excess return, SMB = “small minus big” size factor, HML = “high minus
low” value factor, WML = “winner minus loser” momentum factor, CHAREW = long-short
portfolio from equal-weight, decile sort on characteristic-based estimates of expected returns,
CHARVW = long-short portfolio from value-weight, decile sort on characteristic-based es-
timates of expected returns, ME = market equity factor, IA = investment factor, ROE =
return on equity factor.
Equal weight Value weight
Panel A. Carhart (1997a) four-factor model
α (%) 0.95∗∗∗ 0.74∗∗∗ 0.85∗∗∗ 0.75∗∗
MKT −0.02 0.00 −0.02 −0.02
SMB 0.09 0.02 −0.04 −0.14
HML −0.01 −0.06 −0.300∗∗ −0.288∗
WML 0.62∗∗∗ 0.27∗∗∗ 0.34∗∗∗ 0.13
CHAREW 0.32∗∗∗
CHARVW 0.21∗∗
R2 (%) 52.86 60.05 20.12 24.11
Panel C. Hou et al. (2015a) four factor model
α (%) 1.01∗∗∗ 0.66∗∗∗ 1.00∗∗∗ 0.78∗∗
MKT −0.11 −0.01 −0.11 −0.06
ME 0.34 0.03 0.07 −0.19
IA −0.06 −0.03 −0.36∗ −0.25
ROE 0.52∗∗∗ 0.02 0.17 −0.05
CHAREW 0.49∗∗∗ 0.32∗∗∗
CHARVW
R2 (%) 15.34 56.57 3.79 21.31
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Table 1.6: The table reports multifactor regressions of long-short interaction portfolios’
monthly returns on the Fama and French (2015b) five factor model and Fama and French
(2015b) five factor model plus the WML factor. The table also reports multifactor regressions
including the equal-weight and value-weight long-short portfolios for the characteristic-based
expected return estimates as additional factors. The long-short interaction portfolio is long
the tenth decile and short the first decile of all stocks but microcaps sorted according to
their interaction-based expected return estimates. *, **, and *** indicate significance at the
5%, 1%, and 0.1% levels, respectively based on heteroscedasticity t-statistics. 0.00 indicates
a value less than 0.005 in absolute value. The factors are as follows: MKT = market excess
return, SMB = “small minus big” size factor, HML = “high minus low” value factor, RMW
= “robust minus weak” profitability factor, “CMA” = “conservative minus aggressive” in-
vestment factor, WML = “winner minus loser” momentum factor, CHAREW = long-short
portfolio from equal-weight, decile sort on characteristic-based estimates of expected returns,
CHARVW = long-short portfolio from value-weight, decile sort on characteristic-based esti-
mates of expected returns.
Equal weight Value weight
Panel A. Fama and French (2015b) five factor model
α (%) 1.32∗∗∗ 0.73∗∗∗ 1.12∗∗∗ 0.81∗∗∗
MKT −0.16 −0.01 −0.13 −0.06
SMB 0.11 −0.07 −0.04 −0.18
HML −0.50∗∗∗ −0.21∗∗ −0.46∗∗∗ −0.28
RMW 0.00 −0.16 −0.06 −0.05
CMA 0.60∗∗ 0.28∗ 0.12 −0.04
CHAREW 0.49∗∗∗
CHARVW 0.28∗∗∗
R2 (%) 12.59 58.85 8.69 23.25
Panel B. Fama and French (2015b) five factor model with WML factor
α (%) 0.97∗∗∗ 0.78∗∗∗ 0.92∗∗∗ 0.81∗∗∗
MKT −0.01 0.00 −0.05 −0.05
SMB 0.01 −0.05 −0.09 −0.17
HML −0.12 −0.14 −0.25 −0.24
RMW −0.17 −0.18 −0.15 −0.09
CMA 0.31∗∗ 0.26∗ −0.04 −0.07
WML 0.61∗∗∗ 0.27∗∗∗ 0.34∗∗∗ 0.15
CHAREW 0.32∗∗∗
CHARVW 0.20∗∗
R2 (%) 54.93 61.80 20.61 24.27
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Table 1.7: Fama-Macbeth regressions of stock returns on interaction-based expected return
estimates, characteristic-based expected return estimates, averaged interaction and charac-
teristic expected return estimates, and combination expected return estimates. r̂interacti,t is the
interaction-based expected return estimates. r̂characteri,t is the characteristic-based expected
return estimates. r̂averagei,t = (1/2)r̂interacti,t + (1/2)r̂characteri,t is the averaged expected return
estimate. r̂comboi,t = θ̄interactt−120,t−1r̂interacti,t + θ̄charactert−120,t−1r̂characteri,t where θ̄interactt−120,t−1 and θ̄charactert−120,t−1 are
time series averages of the slopes from cross-sectional regressions of stock returns on the two
expected return estimates for the periods t−120, ..., t−1. *, **, and *** indicate significance
at the 5%, 1%, and 0.1% levels. Regressions use the all-but-microcap sample of stocks.
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)























Avg. R2 0.71 0.80 1.25 1.02 1.09
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Table 1.8: Total p-values below a given significance level for interaction slopes from a mod-
ified Fama–Macbeth regression of stock returns on 3,655 interactions and 85 original firm
characteristics. The modified Fama–Macbeth envelope regression model is defined in 1.2.3.
The interactions and characteristics are defined in section 1.3.1. The interaction slopes are
time-series averages of the Fama–Macbeth envelope regression model’s cross-sectional regres-
sions of stock returns on characteristics and characteristic interactions. Each row reports
the number of p-values below a standard significance level. Each column reports results for






Panel A. Total p-values below significance level
p-value < 0.001 103 51 26 34 93
p-value < 0.01 207 154 88 99 196
p-value < 0.05 442 384 282 294 441
Panel B. Total p-values below significance level less expected type-I errors
p-value < 0.001 99 47 22 30 89
p-value < 0.01 170 117 51 62 159
p-value < 0.05 259 201 99 111 258
Panel C. Percent p-values below significance level
p-value < 0.001 2.82 1.4 0.71 0.93 2.54
p-value < 0.01 5.66 4.21 2.41 2.71 5.36
p-value < 0.05 12.09 10.51 7.72 8.04 12.07
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Table 1.9: Each characteristic’s number of interaction slopes with p-values < 0.01. Interaction slopes
and p-values are from Fama–Macbeth envelope regressions of stock returns on 85 characteristics and the
characteristics’ 3,655 interactions. The Fama–Macbeth envelope regression model is defined in 1.2.3. The
interactions and characteristics are defined in section 1.3.1. Each row reports the number of slopes with






absacc 2 2 2 0 2
acc 3 4 2 3 7
age 8 6 2 3 3
agr 5 4 5 4 5
ame 5 4 2 2 6
ato 0 0 2 1 0
baspread 12 6 2 5 11
beta 5 3 3 0 2
betasq 3 1 1 1 4
bm 11 5 2 4 6
bmia 0 0 0 2 2
cash 11 9 8 1 11
cashdebt 3 5 2 2 3
cashpr 3 1 0 0 1
chatoia 3 2 0 0 4
chcsho 3 1 3 0 4
chempia 0 3 0 1 0
chibqsup 3 1 1 1 3
chinv 1 1 0 5 1
chmom 9 6 9 8 7
chpmiaia 3 1 2 0 1
chsaleqsup 4 4 1 0 4
chtx 3 3 1 0 3
cinvest 2 3 4 2 2
convind 2 1 1 1 1
cto 1 2 1 0 2
currat 4 1 1 2 4
debtp 4 6 5 3 3
depr 0 1 0 1 0
divi 0 1 2 3 1
divo 7 5 1 3 8
dolvol 7 5 2 6 11
dpchgm_pchsale 0 0 1 0 2
dpia 2 4 3 2 2
dso 0 3 1 1 1
durind 4 3 1 2 3
dy 1 4 2 1 1
egr 2 0 1 1 2
ep 6 3 2 2 8
eps 10 4 1 0 11
gma 5 4 1 2 4






grcapx 1 1 0 2 0
grltnoa 1 3 1 0 2
herf 0 4 2 3 2
hire 1 1 0 2 1
ill 7 5 1 1 7
indmom 8 6 3 6 8
invest 1 1 1 0 2
ipo 27 18 6 8 26
lev 10 8 2 5 9
lgr 3 1 3 1 5
maxret 7 7 2 4 6
mom12m 13 7 2 3 11
mom1m 20 24 20 17 18
mom36m 3 2 0 0 4
mom6m 14 16 11 11 12
mve 18 11 2 2 16
mveia 14 3 0 1 11
nincr 9 5 1 5 6
noa 5 3 3 3 6
ol 3 1 0 2 2
operprof 4 2 1 2 4
pchcapxia 0 1 0 0 1
pchcurrat 3 1 1 0 2
pchdepr 0 1 0 0 0
pchgm_pchsale 2 3 1 1 3
pchquick 1 1 0 0 1
pchsale_pchinvt 1 1 2 1 1
pchsale_pchrect 1 1 2 0 2
pchsale_pchxsga 4 1 1 0 4
pchsaleinv 1 3 0 1 1
pctacc 3 3 3 0 0
pm 2 0 1 3 3
pmia 3 1 0 0 2
quick 4 1 1 3 3
rd 9 3 1 4 10
retvol 13 10 4 12 10
roeq 9 2 1 1 7
roic 6 2 0 3 4
salecash 2 2 4 3 2
saleinv 5 3 1 1 5
salerec 2 4 1 3 3
sgr 4 5 2 4 2
tang 3 1 2 1 4
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Table 1.10: p-values for tests of whether or not a given characteristic generates at least one interaction with
a slope that is significantly different from zero. The interaction slopes are from a Fama–Macbeth envelope
regressions of monthly stock returns on 85 characteristics and their 3,655 interactions. The modified Fama–
Macbeth envelope regression model is defined in 1.2.3. The interactions and characteristics are defined in
section 1.3.1. Each row reports p-values for tests of a given characteristic. For characteristic i the test’s
null hypothesis is H0 : bi,j = 0 for all j = 1, ..., J where bi,j is the Fama–Macbeth regression slope for
the interaction of characteristics i and j. The test’s alternative hypothesis is H1 : bi,j ̸= 0. The test is
implemented with a Wald statistic defined in section 1.3.6. The test statistic is a generalization of the




absacc 0.000 0.004 0.000 0.123 0.000
acc 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.000
age 0.000 0.000 0.002 0.000 0.000
agr 0.000 0.000 0.002 0.008 0.000
ame 0.000 0.000 0.002 0.003 0.000
ato 0.024 0.013 0.008 0.149 0.038
baspread 0.000 0.000 0.020 0.000 0.000
beta 0.000 0.000 0.133 0.063 0.000
betasq 0.000 0.001 0.301 0.086 0.000
bm 0.000 0.000 0.003 0.000 0.000
bmia 0.003 0.560 0.048 0.041 0.000
cash 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.115 0.000
cashdebt 0.000 0.000 0.011 0.181 0.000
cashpr 0.000 0.077 0.009 0.419 0.000
chatoia 0.001 0.001 0.125 0.091 0.001
chcsho 0.001 0.257 0.001 0.772 0.000
chempia 0.312 0.000 0.155 0.009 0.454
chibqsup 0.000 0.002 0.765 0.554 0.000
chinv 0.004 0.000 0.181 0.000 0.000
chmom 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
chpmiaia 0.063 0.020 0.094 0.195 0.221
chsaleqsup 0.000 0.013 0.004 0.006 0.000
chtx 0.000 0.002 0.241 0.160 0.000
cinvest 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.000
convind 0.010 0.089 0.080 0.013 0.016
cto 0.000 0.022 0.195 0.001 0.003
currat 0.000 0.001 0.096 0.039 0.000
debtp 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
depr 0.039 0.059 0.067 0.227 0.020
divi 0.011 0.007 0.048 0.001 0.002
divo 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
dolvol 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.009 0.000
dpchgm_pchsale 0.145 0.866 0.063 0.333 0.334
dpia 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.216 0.000
dso 0.099 0.000 0.006 0.132 0.027
durind 0.000 0.000 0.464 0.001 0.000
dy 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.056 0.003
egr 0.005 0.003 0.015 0.096 0.000






eps 0.000 0.000 0.002 0.420 0.000
gma 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.000
gnpcorr 0.001 0.280 0.086 0.021 0.007
grcapx 0.065 0.231 0.415 0.000 0.092
grltnoa 0.000 0.001 0.163 0.026 0.000
herf 0.008 0.000 0.008 0.003 0.000
hire 0.244 0.025 0.190 0.016 0.214
ill 0.000 0.000 0.041 0.019 0.000
indmom 0.000 0.000 0.105 0.002 0.000
invest 0.000 0.174 0.000 0.146 0.000
ipo 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
lev 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
lgr 0.000 0.074 0.006 0.046 0.000
maxret 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.000 0.000
mom12m 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
mom1m 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
mom36m 0.000 0.021 0.007 0.391 0.000
mom6m 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
mve 0.000 0.000 0.011 0.001 0.000
mveia 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.114 0.000
nincr 0.000 0.000 0.254 0.000 0.000
noa 0.000 0.000 0.003 0.002 0.000
ol 0.001 0.104 0.335 0.000 0.000
operprof 0.000 0.066 0.013 0.007 0.000
pchcapxia 0.010 0.633 0.894 0.109 0.016
pchcurrat 0.005 0.017 0.005 0.029 0.012
pchdepr 0.092 0.224 0.026 0.118 0.262
pchgm_pchsale 0.000 0.043 0.234 0.463 0.000
pchquick 0.246 0.095 0.001 0.003 0.131
pchsale_pchinvt 0.009 0.032 0.034 0.046 0.000
pchsale_pchrect 0.089 0.049 0.026 0.031 0.002
pchsale_pchxsga 0.000 0.397 0.194 0.589 0.000
pchsaleinv 0.000 0.000 0.076 0.023 0.000
pctacc 0.001 0.125 0.009 0.489 0.004
pm 0.000 0.000 0.041 0.000 0.000
pmia 0.002 0.255 0.222 0.204 0.000
quick 0.000 0.004 0.319 0.005 0.000
rd 0.000 0.000 0.003 0.000 0.000
retvol 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
roeq 0.000 0.001 0.137 0.005 0.000
roic 0.000 0.001 0.103 0.000 0.000
salecash 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
saleinv 0.000 0.040 0.042 0.008 0.000
salerec 0.000 0.000 0.073 0.000 0.000
sgr 0.000 0.000 0.016 0.040 0.000
tang 0.001 0.000 0.013 0.010 0.000
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Table 1.11: Summary statistics for the excess returns of long-short portfolios made with decile
sorts on interaction-based expected return estimates and envelope dimensions ranging from
one to twenty. The interaction-based expected return estimates are made with the proce-
dure in section 1.3.2. The estimation procedure uses the Fama-Macbeth envelope regression
model from section 1.2.3 to estimate the average cross-sectional relationship between 3,655
interactions and stock returns. The Fama-Macbeth envelope regression’s envelope dimension
is a tuning parameter, which controls the number of repackaged variables the model uses to
represent cross-sectional information in the original variables about expected returns. Re-
turns are reported in monthly percentage points. The long-short portfolio’s associated decile
portfolios are equally-weighted. The sample includes all stocks except microcap stocks.
Envelope Mean t(Mean) Sd. Sharpe
1 1.08 3.75 5.26 0.71
2 1.14 3.94 5.32 0.75
3 1.17 3.97 5.39 0.75
4 1.17 4.11 5.24 0.78
5 1.24 4.51 5.03 0.85
6 1.23 4.50 5.00 0.85
7 1.22 4.71 4.74 0.89
8 1.23 4.88 4.63 0.92
9 1.22 4.91 4.56 0.93
10 1.18 4.86 4.47 0.92
11 1.23 5.24 4.30 0.99
12 1.24 5.46 4.16 1.03
13 1.25 5.66 4.06 1.07
14 1.22 5.54 4.05 1.05
15 1.19 5.45 4.00 1.03
16 1.16 5.41 3.94 1.02
17 1.10 5.30 3.79 1.00
18 1.07 5.24 3.74 0.99
19 1.07 5.29 3.70 1.00
20 1.07 5.33 3.68 1.01
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Table 1.12: Average risk-adjusted returns for long-short portfolios made with decile sorts on
interaction-based expected return estimates and envelope dimensions ranging from one to
twenty. The interaction-based expected return estimates are made with the procedure in
section 1.3.2. The estimation procedure uses the Fama-Macbeth envelope regression model
from section 1.2.3 to estimate the average cross-sectional relationship between 3,655 interac-
tions and stock returns. The Fama-Macbeth envelope regression’s envelope dimension is a
tuning parameter, which controls the number of repackaged variables the model uses to rep-
resent cross-sectional information in the original variables about expected returns. Average
risk-adjusted returns are reported for regressions of the long-short portfolios’ excess returns
on standard multifactor models for the cross-section of expected returns. The included fac-
tor models are the Carhart (1997a) four-factor model (C4), the Hou et al. (2015a) q-factor
model (HXZ4), the Fama and French (2015b) five-factor model (FF5), and the Fama and
French (2015b) five-factor model plus WML (FF5 + WML). The average risk-adjusted re-
turns’ t−statistics use heteroscedasticity robust standard errors. The long-short portfolios
are made with equally weighted decile portfolios and all stocks except microcap stocks.
C4 HXZ4 FF5 FF5 + WML
Envelope α t(α) α t(α) α t(α) α t(α)
1 0.83 5.31 0.90 3.82 1.15 4.87 0.87 5.16
2 0.82 5.25 0.88 3.70 1.15 4.85 0.86 5.15
3 0.82 5.21 0.88 3.69 1.15 4.77 0.86 5.06
4 0.85 5.34 0.92 3.77 1.19 4.92 0.89 5.27
5 0.89 5.55 0.98 3.87 1.26 5.04 0.95 5.48
6 0.91 5.73 0.98 3.93 1.28 5.06 0.95 5.60
7 0.93 5.90 1.01 3.98 1.32 5.23 0.99 5.90
8 0.95 6.13 1.03 4.18 1.32 5.31 0.97 5.97
9 0.93 5.99 0.99 3.87 1.30 5.04 0.94 5.77
10 0.90 5.65 0.96 3.65 1.28 4.73 0.90 5.34
11 0.84 5.15 0.90 3.26 1.23 4.31 0.83 4.74
12 0.86 5.17 0.92 3.28 1.25 4.28 0.85 4.67
13 0.87 5.16 0.92 3.27 1.25 4.22 0.84 4.58
14 0.83 4.99 0.87 3.04 1.23 4.08 0.80 4.41
15 0.82 4.70 0.89 2.92 1.24 3.90 0.78 4.12
16 0.82 4.67 0.92 3.00 1.24 3.91 0.78 4.10
17 0.72 3.76 0.83 2.60 1.16 3.45 0.68 3.26
18 0.70 3.53 0.80 2.47 1.14 3.35 0.64 3.05
19 0.68 3.33 0.78 2.40 1.07 3.17 0.61 2.79
20 0.64 3.05 0.87 2.69 1.07 3.46 0.67 3.13
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Table 1.13: Slopes from Fama-Macbeth regressions of stock returns on interaction- and
characteristic-based estimates of expected returns where the interaction-based expected re-
turn estimates are computed with envelope dimensions from one to twenty. The interaction-
based expected return estimates are made with the procedure in section 1.3.2. The esti-
mation procedure uses the Fama-Macbeth envelope regression model from section 1.2.3 to
estimate the average cross-sectional relationship between 3,655 interactions and stock re-
turns. The Fama-Macbeth envelope regression’s envelope dimension is a tuning parameter,
which controls the number of repackaged variables the model uses to represent cross-sectional
information in the original variables about expected returns. Each row reports results for
interaction-based expected return estimates with a given envelope dimension. The sample
includes all stocks but microcap stocks.
Interaction Characteristic
Envelope Slope t-stat. Slope t-stat. R2 (%)
1 0.43 3.21 0.28 2.88 1.96
2 0.40 3.75 0.26 2.67 2.00
3 0.39 3.87 0.25 2.63 2.01
4 0.38 4.34 0.24 2.48 1.98
5 0.36 4.91 0.24 2.43 1.94
6 0.34 4.96 0.24 2.49 1.94
7 0.32 5.20 0.25 2.51 1.91
8 0.30 5.42 0.25 2.50 1.90
9 0.29 5.51 0.25 2.53 1.89
10 0.27 5.55 0.26 2.61 1.88
11 0.26 5.75 0.26 2.65 1.86
12 0.24 5.83 0.27 2.68 1.85
13 0.23 5.87 0.27 2.72 1.83
14 0.22 5.80 0.28 2.76 1.83
15 0.21 5.81 0.29 2.84 1.81
16 0.19 5.73 0.29 2.88 1.81
17 0.18 5.68 0.30 2.92 1.80
18 0.17 5.63 0.30 2.95 1.79
19 0.17 5.66 0.30 2.97 1.79
20 0.17 5.67 0.30 2.98 1.79
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Table 1.14: Slopes for Fama-Macbeth regressions of stock returns on out-of-sample expected
return estimates using interactions and a range of envelope dimensions. The interaction-
based expected return estimates are made with the procedure in section 1.3.2. The esti-
mation procedure uses the Fama-Macbeth envelope regression model from section 1.2.3 to
estimate the average cross-sectional relationship between 3,655 interactions and stock re-
turns. The Fama-Macbeth envelope regression’s envelope dimension is a tuning parameter,
which controls the number of repackaged variables the model uses to represent cross-sectional
information in the original variables about expected returns. Each row reports results for
interaction-based expected return estimates with a given envelope dimension. The sample
includes all stocks but microcap stocks.
Envelope Slope t-stat. R2 (%)
1 0.66 4.02 0.89
2 0.56 4.33 1.02
3 0.53 4.35 1.05
4 0.50 4.74 1.01
5 0.48 5.26 0.94
6 0.44 5.22 0.93
7 0.41 5.39 0.87
8 0.39 5.61 0.83
9 0.37 5.67 0.80
10 0.34 5.71 0.76
11 0.33 5.84 0.72
12 0.31 5.91 0.68
13 0.29 5.96 0.64
14 0.28 5.90 0.62
15 0.26 5.89 0.59
16 0.25 5.84 0.57
17 0.24 5.82 0.55
18 0.23 5.79 0.54
19 0.22 5.82 0.53
20 0.22 5.83 0.52
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Chapter 2
Are Item 1A risk factors priced?
2.1 Introduction
A fundamental result of financial economics is that an asset’s expected return is compensa-
tion for the asset’s risks. This paper examines the expected stock returns associated with
risks firms report within their annual filings. Specifically, the paper studies the economic
effect of risks reported in a section of annual filings titled “Item 1A. Risk Factors.” SEC
regulations state the contents of Item 1A should be “the most significant factors” that makes
a firm’s shares risky or speculative (17 CFR 229.503). To study the relationship between
Item 1A risks and the cross-section of stock returns, I develop a novel class of regression
models that combine the Fama-Macbeth regression specification with a dictionary learning
specification amenable to working with vector representations of text. The model’s Fama-
Macbeth regression aspects make the model’s asset-pricing structure intuitive and simple.
The model’s dictionary learning aspects allow for the estimation of firm characteristics from
high dimensional document vectors that are both aligned with the cross-section of expected
returns and accurate representations of concepts within firms’ associated document vectors.
Overall, I find that a variety of risks reported within Item 1A are sources of plausible
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expected returns and risks for firms’ shareholders. Several Item 1A risks carry statistically
and economically significant risk premia. And, many more Item 1A risks carry economically
significant risk premia but do not quite clear standard hurdles for statistical significance.
The paper’s ability to make conclusions regarding the risks statistical significance is generally
constrained by the short time series of stock returns available after the introduction of Item
1A to annual filings in the mid 2000’s. Moreover, the paper finds that the combined Fama-
Macbeth and dictionary learning regression model successfully estimates firm characteristics
that are aligned with expected returns and variation in Item 1A texts.
In this paper, I use a novel regression specification combining the Fama-Macbeth re-
gression and dictionary learning to estimate the relationship between the cross-section of
stock returns and the text of firms’ risk disclosures in annual filings made through the SEC.
The novel regression specification estimates firm characteristics from relatively high dimen-
sional vector representations of firms Item 1A texts that are aligned with the cross-section
of stock returns, explain cross-sectional variation in Item 1A texts, and are amenable to
conceptual interpretation. The novel regression specification is necessary because I use con-
temporary methods for representing documents as vectors that perform well on classifications
and discriminatory tasks, but represent documents’ semantic information in a manner that
is difficult to directly infer from the vector representations.
The document vector representation methodology I use is the smooth inverse frequency
model from Arora et al. (2017). The model represents a document as a weighted average of
vectors representing words occurring within a document. The word vectors, in turn, encode
semantic and syntactic meaning within latent, linear relationships shared among different
words. Word vector representations are useful because they encode words’ meanings into
a relatively low dimensional vector space where linear relationships among words’ vectors
correspond to conceptual relationships among words’ meanings (Mikolov et al., 2013b,a). For
example, word vectors can be used to solve word analogies arithmetically. A standard word
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analogy example in the word embedding literature is
vwoman − vman = vqueen − vking (2.1)
where vx is the vector associated with the word x. All of the standard models for word
vectors will recover the linear relationship in equation (2.1) when estimated with a reasonably
large sample. Empirically, word vectors encode a large variety of conceptual relationships
among words with linear relationships among vectors. For instance, Pennington et al. (2014)
observes that word vector representations of firms and CEOs can be associated with one
another via an equation similar to equation (2.1).
After constructing document vector representations of Item 1A texts using the model from
Arora et al. (2017) and dense, pre-trained word vectors, I use the paper’s regression model to
estimate firm characteristics which are both aligned with the cross-section of stock returns
and are common sources of variation across the vector representations of Item 1A texts.
Ensuring the resulting firm characteristics explain cross-sectional variation in stock returns
ensures the firm characteristics are useful proxies for stocks’ expected returns. And, ensuring
the firm characteristics also explain cross Item 1A document variation ensures the firm
characteristics are accurate representations of semantically expressive linear substructures
present in the Item 1A texts.
For the paper’s first results, I report results for the combined Fama-Macbeth and dic-
tionary learning regression models. The regression models’ results directly quantify the
economic and statistical significance of information in firms’ risk disclosures to the cross-
section of stock returns and the risk premia associated with Item 1A risk disclosures. I
find that several sources of common variation in Item 1A texts’ vector representations are
sources of economically and statistically significant risk premia in stock returns. Moreo-
ever, many more characteristics derived from Item 1A texts’ vector representations appear
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to carry economically important risk premia, judging by their Sharpe ratios and monthly
average returns, but are not statistically significant, perhaps because of the paper’s very
short time-series relative to most empirical asset pricing research.
Second, I estimate the excess returns associated with the previously estimated Item
1A-based characteristics after controlling for popular factor model descriptions of stocks’
expected returns. Specifically, I run time series regressions of the each estimated character-
istic’s Fama-Macbeth regression slopes on the returns of standard factor models for stock
returns. I report results for the capital asset pricing model, Fama and French (1993) three
factor model, Fama and French (2015b) five factor model, Carhart (1997b) four factor model,
Hou et al. (2015a) four factor investment model, and Stambaugh and Yuan (2017) four factor
mispricing model. Again, several of the estimated Item 1A characteristics have significant
average returns unexplained by the included factor models. And, several more characteristics
have average returns unexplained by the factor models that are economically large but not
significantly different from zero. Other Item 1A characteristics average returns are largely
explained by their loadings on one or more of the above models’ factors. For this paper’s pur-
poses, this is a positive result, which indicates the contents of firms risk disclosures provides
information about their stocks’ expected returns by containing information about loadings
on widely studied risk factors for stocks.
Last, I use a latent factor approach to examine the information contained in Item 1A risk
disclosures about the cross-section of expected returns. These results serve two purposes. I
use factor loadings from these results to initialize the gradient descent algorithm I use to
implement the paper’s proposed regression model. And, so the factor-loading based results
provide a useful reference point for evaluating the results produced by the paper’s regression
model. The latent factor results are also of independent interest because they provide a direct
means of determining the largest sources of variance in the cross-section of stock returns that
can be linked to the text of Item 1A risk disclosures.
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The paper is most closely related to research literature in finance using text analysis
methods. The first literature uses text-based methods to study the cross-section and time-
series of stock returns. Some earlier papers using textual analysis in finance are Tetlock
(2007), Tetlock et al. (2008), and Loughran and McDonald (2011). Tetlock (2007) uses a
measure of pessimism derived from Wall Street Journal articles to explain a pattern of price
declines and reversals in stock prices. Tetlock et al. (2008) uses the occurrence of negative
words in firm-specific news articles to forecast firm earnings. Loughran and McDonald (2011)
constructs lists of sentiment-aligned words that are appropriate specifically for business-
related documents. More recently, Buehlmaier and Whited (2018) uses the text of firms’
annual filings to estimate the degree to which firms experience financing constraints and the
effects of these financing constraints on firms’ stock returns. And, Jiang et al. (Forthcoming)
shows aggregate, time-series variation in manager sentiment is correlated with aggregate,
time-series variation in stock returns.
The paper is also broadly related to financial research using novel methods to address high
dimensional estimation problems in empirical asset pricing. Rapach et al. (2013) proposes
using a lasso model for variable selection in the context of modeling international stock
returns. Kelly et al. (2017) builds a generalization of principal component analysis, which
incorporates time-varying factor loadings via an additional regression specification that uses
firm characteristics. Kozak et al. (2020) uses shrinkage methods to study stochastic discount
factor estimation and regularization. Freyberger et al. (2017) uses a combination of group
lasso and spline functions to estimate a non-parametric form of the Fama-Macbeth regression
with variable selection. Giglio and Xiu (2019) proposes a latent factor model for estimating
portfolios’ expected returns from panels of many assets.
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2.2 Model
This section describes the paper’s empirical model for the cross-section of stock returns, firm
characteristics, and vector representations of Item 1A texts. The paper’s specification for
the relationship between an excess stock return ri,t and the vector representation of an Item
1A text xi,t is
ri,t+1 = r̄t+1 + (ai,t − āt)′ft+1 + ei,t+1 (2.2)
ft+1 = (A′tAt)−1A′tRt+1 (2.3)
xi,t = Dai,t + ϵi,t. (2.4)
ai,t = arg min
ã∈RK










||ri,t+1 − (r̄t+1 + (ai,t − āt)′ft+1)||22 (2.6)
The variable ri,t+1 is the excess return of stock i from the end of month of t to the end of month
t + 1. Variable r̄t + 1 is the cross-sectional mean of excess stock returns observed for month
t + 1. Variable ai,t is a vector of K components, which serves both as firm characteristics
in equation (2.2) and as a sparse coding of the Item 1A text for stock i in equation (2.4).
Variable āt is a vector of cross-sectional means for the K firm characteristics in ai,t. Variable
ft+1 is a vector of K components containing month t + 1 factor realizations for each of the
K firm characteristics. Variable xi,t is a vector with M components representing the Item
1A text for stock i at the end of month t. Variable D is a M × K dictionary, which decodes
ai,t into an approximation of xi,t. Variables ei,t+1 and ui,t are error terms. Variable Rt+1 is a
vector containing all of the stock return observations available for period t + 1. And, matrix
At is an N × K matrix where each row contains firm characteristic observations for stock i.
The model contains two observed variables. The observed variables are excess stock
returns ri,t+1 and Item 1A document vectors xi,t. The model’s solution is also dependent
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on the initialization choice for D, which serves as a pseudo-observable variable I use to
approximately control the semantic interpretation of the model’s firm characteristic estimates.
The model contains two unobserved variables which are both treated as parameters and
estimated. I estimate the ai,t variables serving as firm characteristics in the cross-sectional
excess return equation and as sparse coding in the Item 1A vector equation. And, I estimate
the cross-sectional regression slopes ft+1. The dictionary D is also estimated, but given an
initialization, and can be roughly controlled by the user through initialization choice and a
gradient step size parameter.
The model’s first two equations describe the standard cross-sectional regression specifica-
tion associated with regression models resembling the Fama-Macbeth regression specification.
Equation (2.2) describes a cross-sectional regression of stock returns on a collection of firm
characteristics. And, equation 2.3 describes standard least squares regression solution for the
slopes ft from equation (2.2). The model’s three remaining equations describe the model’s
specification for the relationship between firms’ Item 1A document vectors xi,t and esti-
mated firm characteristics ai,t. These three equations also capture the dictionary learning
and sparse coding aspect of the model’s specification.
Equation (2.4) describes the relationship between a firm’s observed Item 1A document
vector xi,t and firm characteristics ai,t given the dictionary D. This equation describes the
standard dictionary learning and sparse coding specification (Zhang et al., 2015). If the
equation’s dictionary is fixed, then the ai,t can be interpreted as regression coefficients from
a regression of the vector xi,t on matrix D. And, this regression interpretation is precisely
how the model estimates ai,t in equation (2.5). Equation (2.5) states each ai,t vector is
chosen to minimize the error associated with representing an Item 1A vector xi,t with the
dictionary Dai,t while constraining the coefficients’ magnitudes with the the standard elastic
net regularization terms λ1||ai,t||1 + λ22 ||ai,t||
2
2. This is a standard specification for estimating
coefficients in sparse coding problems (Mairal et al., 2010). The λ1||ai,t||1 term encourages
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2 empirically improves coefficient estimates when regression covariates or dictionary
atoms are correlated (Zou and Hastie, 2005; Mairal et al., 2010).
The model’s remaining variable is D, whose solution is defined in equation (2.6). The
equation states D is chosen to minimize the sum of squared errors associated with the
cross-sectional Fama-Macbeth regressions of stock returns on firm characteristics defined by
equations (2.2) and (2.3). Although D does not directly appear in the objective function,
D indirectly influences the objective function through its influence on the ai,t variables via
equation (2.5).
The model’s two hyper-parameters are λ1 and λ2, which control the elastic net specifica-
tion’s regularization term weights. Both of these hyper-parameters are currently assigned the
value 0.01, somewhat arbitrarily in the paper’s empirical results. How to appropriately se-
lect values for these two hyper-parameters is not immediately obvious because they influence
both the residuals of the document representations via equation (2.4) and the cross-sectional
model’s residuals via equation (2.2). These hyper-parameters selection will be a subject of
future research.
The model is solved via an alternating minimization procedure. First, an initial estimate
for D is provided. Second, the ai,t estimates are updated given the current value of D via the
elastic net objective in equation (2.5). Third, the ft estimates are updated given the current
value of ai,t via the least squares solution in equation (2.3). Last, the D estimate is updated
given the current estimates of ai,t and ft via a single gradient descent step. The gradient
descent step size is controlled by a parameter, which when kept reasonably small ensures the
dictionary estimate remains close to the initialization dictionary. Technical details regarding
the estimation of D are based on the solutions from Mairal et al. (2010) for estimating D in
a similar regression model when when there is effectively a single cross-section.
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2.3 Data
This section describes the data used for the paper’s empirical results. Section 2.3.1 describes
the data sources and sample I used to construct the paper’s dataset. Section 2.3.2 describes
the paper’s procedure for pre-processing Item 1A texts. Section 2.3.3 describes the fastText
word vectors I use to represent words within Item 1A documents. Section 2.3.4 describes the
smooth inverse frequency model from Arora et al. (2017) I use to construct vector represen-
tations of entire Item 1A documents from vector representations of the documents’ words.
Section 2.3.5 describes the paper’s methodology for constructing initialization dictionaries
for the paper’s regression model.
2.3.1 Data sources and sample
I use data from three sources. First, data regarding stock prices comes from the Center
for Research in Security Prices (CRSP) monthly stock return database. Second, financial
accounting data comes from the Compustat North American Fundamentals Quarterly and
Annual databases. I also use Compustat data to link firm information from the SEC with
firm information in the CRSP and Compustat databases. Third, the text data comes from
the Electronic Data Gathering, Analysis and Retrieval (EDGAR) database maintained by
the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC).
The sample begins with all domestic, common stocks traded on the NYSE, AMEX, or
NASDAQ listed in CRSP. I keep stocks with month-end market values in CRSP and a non-
missing value for common equity in the most recently available annual financial statement.
I merge the observations from the CRSP and Compustat databases using the PERMNO-
GVKEY linktable provided by CRSP.
From the EDGAR database, I download all Form 10-K filings from 2005 to 2018. I
use the EDGAR database’s index files to determine the relevant sample of 10K filings. I
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extract the Form 10K itself from each filing and discard the remainder the filings’ contents.
This dramatically reduces the memory required for storing a large sample of Form 10K
filings locally. I also drop plaintext From 10-K forms from the sample because automatically
extracting Item 1A from these filings is error-prone. I detect plaintext Form 10K filings by
the “.txt” filename suffix. Plaintext filings also make up a negligible fraction of the sample
and are very uncommon after 2006. I merge variables built with text from the EDGAR
database on the panel of CRSP and Compustat firms via the Central Index Key (CIK)
identifier available in the EDGAR and Compustat databases.
Next, I extract the Item 1A section from each Form 10K. Since the structure of Form
10K is not standardized I use a series of programs to create an accurate sample of Item 1A
texts. Each program is designed to detect and extract Item 1A texts from a specific and
common feature of Form 10K HTML documents. The programs use a combination of table
of contents parsing, hyperlink following, page number identification, and section header text
detection to pick out Item 1A texts from Form 10K documents. For example, one program
detects hyperlinks in a Form 10K’s table of contents to sections in a Form 10K’s body. This
program first detects the Item 1A entry in a Form 10K’s table of contents and the entry
immediately after the Item 1A entry. Next, the program determines where each entry’s
hyperlink points in the body of the Form 10K. Last, the program extracts the text between
the target of the Item 1A hyperlink and the target of the subsequent hyperlink.
I discard observations where the contents of an Item 1A section states that the filer is
exempt from reporting risk factors. Exemptions are available for smaller reporting companies.
A smaller reporting company either has a public float of less than $250 million or less than
$100 million in annual revenue and no public float or public float less than $700 millon.
Practically, this screens microcap stocks and some small stocks from the paper’s sample.
The exemption’s market cap criteria is somewhat similar to literature’s definition of a micro-
cap stock as a stock with market cap less than the 20th percentile of stocks listed on NYSE
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(Green et al., 2017). Over the paper’s sample period the average 20th percentile of market
capitalization for stocks traded on NYSE is $606 million, which is close to the $700 million
market capitalization threshold for the smaller reporting company exemption.
To ensure a large cross-section of stocks is available for each time period used in the pa-
per’s results, I drop months with less than 1000 stock observations from the sample produced
by joining CRSP, Compustat, and EDGAR. Practically, this means the first fourteen months
immediately after the introduction of Item 1A to Form 10K, February 2005 to March 2006
are dropped from the paper’s sample. February 2005 to March 2006 have less than 1000
stock observations because Item 1A was added to form 10K during this period. The first
10Ks with item 1A were submitted in early 2005. The number of stock observations grows
through out this early period as more companies file their first 10K with item 1A at the
SEC.
2.3.2 Text Processing
After extracting Item 1A texts from Form 10K filings, I apply some processing tasks to
the texts. Some manner of processing is standard, regardless of the methodology used to
create vector representations of words and text. Here, I process the Item 1A texts with a
procedure similar to the one from Pennington et al. (2014) so that the Item 1A texts’ words
are processed into the same form as the words used by Pennington et al. (2014) to estimate
the GloVevector representation. First, I convert the Item 1A HTML fragments extracted
from Form 10K filings into plaintext by stripping all HTML tags and fragments from the
texts. Second, I lowercase the texts. Third, I remove all characters from the texts that are
not letters, puncuation, or whitespace. Fourth, I remove all words containing three or fewer
letters from the text. This processing step removes common stop words, e.g. “is” and “are”,
from the texts and dramatically reduces the time required for subsequent computational
tasks. Fifth, I tokenize the Item 1A texts using the corenlp natural language processing
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library developed by Manning et al. (2014). Tokenization is the process of splitting a string
of text into a list of words. To make the processing concrete consider the following example
Item 1A sentence before and after this section’s processing:
Our revenues and operating results may be negatively affected and we may not
achieve future growth projections if we fail to compete successfully against our
competitors or fail to develop our presence in new markets and technologies.
After processing, the sentence becomes:
revenues operating results negatively affected achieve future growth projections
fail compete successfully against competitors fail develop presence new markets
technologies
This paper’s text processing differs in two ways from the processing procedures often
used in financial research that merit noting. Both differences are helpful for illustrating how
the paper’s methodology differs from current standard text analysis methods in financial
research.
First, this paper’s processing does not include stemming or lemmatization. Stemming
and lemmatization are two strategies for transforming a word’s inflected forms into a common
form. (Balakrishnan and Lloyd-Yemoh, 2014). Stemming describes algorithmic approaches
to replacing inflected forms with a common form, often by trimming prefixes and suffixes from
a word, e.g. “operating” becomes “oper” when processed with the Porter (1980) stemming
algorithm. Lemmatization describes the transformation of a word’s inflected forms with its
lemma, the form present in a dictionary, e.g. “operating” becomes “operate.” Stemming
and lemmatization are useful for dimension reduction when representing documents as bags-
of-words because both tools decrease the number of words necessary for a document’s bag-
of-words representation. Stemming and lemmatization are not necessary for this paper’s
setup.
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Second, this paper’s processing does not discard infrequent words in the sample of Item
1A texts. Discarding infrequent words is a frequent processing step when preparing texts
for representation as bags-of-words. Infrequent words increase the size of a document’s bag-
of-words representation but do not occur often enough for subsequent statistical models
to precisely estimate parameters associated with these words (Scott and Matwin, 1999).
Discarding infrequent words is not necessary when representing texts with a pre-trained word
embedding because the word vectors are originally estimated with a much larger sample of
texts.
2.3.3 Word vectors
After processing the Item 1A texts into standardized, I transform the texts’ words into
their equivalent vector representations with the “fastText” pretrained word vectors from
Mikolov et al. (2018). Specifically, I use the 300-dimension word vectors from Mikolov et al.
(2018) estimated with subword information on the June 2017 English Wikipedia, all news
article data sets on statmt.org available between 2007 and 2016, the University of Maryland,
Baltimore County database from Han et al. (2013), the English Gigaword data set, and May
2017 Common Crawl. The complete data set contains approximately 650 billion tokens after
cleaning and duplicate sentence removal. The fastText word vector data set includes word
vectors for two million words. Practically all words occurring in Item 1A texts are included
in the fastText word vectors’ vocabulary. Words that occur in Item 1A texts but not in the
fastText vocabulary are rare and infrequent, e.g. product-specific biochemistry terminology.
2.3.4 Document Vectors
This section describe the paper’s approach to transforming processed Item 1A texts into
vectors amenable to use as firm characteristics and data for statistical models. I use a
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variation of the Smooth Inverse Frequency (SIF) embedding from Arora et al. (2017) to










where Nl is the number of words in document l, a is a weighting parameter, p(w) = Nw∑
l
Nl
is the probability word w occurs in document l at the position of word w, and vw is the
GloVevector representation of word w. The probability term p(w) is computed as the number
of times word w occurs in the sample of Item 1A texts, Nw, over the total number of words in
the sample of Item 1A texts, ∑l Nl. The weighting parameter a term controls how much the
words’ frequency influences the magnitude of the word vectors. A large value for a produces
an embedding that is very similar to average a document’s word vectors. A small value for
a produces an embedding where vectors of rare words are given substantially more weight
than vectors of common words. I use the value 0.001 suggested by Arora et al. (2017) for a.
Intuitively, the SIF embedding is a weighted average of the word vectors in the document
where more common words are assigned smaller weights and less common words are assigned
larger weights.
The SIF construction from Arora et al. (2017) also subtracts from each document its
projection on the largest factor of the matrix X = [x1x2 . . . xL]. Specifically, the exact SIF
construction from Arora et al. (2017) is
x̃l = xl − uu′ (2.8)
where u is the first singular vector of X. I have chosen to omit this aspect of the SIF
embedding for a few reasons. First, the largest singular vector of the document matrix
X is an interesting source of variation in the vector representations of Item 1A vectors.
Conceptually, the Item 1A document matrix’s largest singular vector measures the source of
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greatest cross-sectional variation in the risk factors firms report in Item 1A. This variation
in Item 1A texts may reflect an economically important source of variation in the risks
influencing firms’ expected returns. Second, Arora et al. (2017) motivates the removal of the
document sample’s largest singular vector by noting variation in this singular vector roughly
corresponds to variation in documents’ use of stop words. Since I removed stop words from
Item 1A documents during processing, variation in the Item 1A documents’ largest singular
vector does not correspond to variation in Item 1A documents’ use of stop words.
I use the SIF embedding to represent Item 1A texts as vectors because of the embedding’s
simplicity and performance on standard document embedding benchmark tasks in the rele-
vant computational linguistics literature (Arora et al., 2017). The SIF embedding performs
much better than simple word vector averaging on standard text classification tasks. The
SIF embedding also performs at least as well as much more complex neural network archi-
tectures that are also popular for constructing document embeddings. The SIF embedding
also performs relatively well when applied to longer documents while keeping the dimension
of the document embedding relatively small. The available embeddings specifically for long
documents produce document vectors with thousands of components and offer an improve-
ment of a few percentage points on text classification tasks over SIF (Gupta et al., 2020;
Ionescu and Butnaru, 2019). In some settings the classification improvement maybe worth
the increased document vector dimension, e.g. the medical document setting of Li et al.
(2021), but will likely produce overfitting and imprecision in this paper’s setting. Other
state-of-the-art document embeddings are promising, e.g. Wu et al. (2018), but come with
substantial computational burdens.
To give some sense for the semantic content encoded in the Item 1A document vectors,
I’ve reported the words most with the greatest cosine similarity to each of the suitable matrix
elements from a singular value decomposition of the matrix where each column corresponds
to a Item 1A document vector before orthogonalization to the entire sample’s first singular
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vector. The use of cosine distances to inspect the semantic content of linear structures
recovered from document vectors via statistical methods comes from Arora et al. (2018).
The results are show in table 2.1.
2.3.5 Dictionary Initialization
This section describes the paper’s procedure for constructing initial dictionaries for solving
the paper’s regression model. First, I construct a portfolio for each dimension d ∈ 1, ..., 300
of the Item 1A document vectors where the weight wi,t for firm i and month t is
wdi,t =
xdi,t − x̄dt∑
j |xdj,t − x̄dt |
. (2.9)
The fraction’s numerator makes the stocks’ weights proportional to cross-sectional variation
in the document vectors’ values for dimension d. The fraction’s numerator ensures the
portfolios’ weights sum to one. Next, I use the portfolio weights to construct a time-series
of portfolio returns for each of the 300 dimensions in the Item 1A document vectors. The





Next, I compute a singular value decomposition of the panel of single Item 1A vector di-
mension portfolios’ returns after standardizing the portfolios to all have unit unit variance
to determine the initialization dictionaries. Let Rd be a T × 300 matrix where each row
contains the month t cross-section of returns for all 300 single dimension Item 1A portfolios
and each column contains the time-series of returns for the dimension d Item 1A portfolio.
The initialization dictionaries correspond to the columns of the matrix V from the singular
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value decomposition
Rd = USV ′. (2.11)
Specifically, I use each of the first 40 columns of V as a unique dictionary for initializing the
regression model defined in section 2.2.
This initialization strategy has several benefits. First, the strategy produces initialization
dictionaries that are aligned with the greatest sources of variance in the panel of Item 1A
single dimension portfolios. Empirically, initialization strategies based on factor decompo-
sitions of asset return panels have performed well in other studies, e.g. Kelly et al. (2017).
Second, the strategy produces initialization dictionaries that are orthogonal to one another.
This reduces the likelihood the initialization dictionaries will produce firm characteristics
that materially overlap.
Third these initialization dictionaries are also semantically meaningful. Specifically, each
initialization dictionary is a 300-dimension vector we can interpret as a vector in the original
300-dimension fastText word vector space. And, we can use the cosine similarity of each
initialization dictionary, viewed as a point in the fastText vector space, to other word vectors
in the same space to determine the semantic meaning of the initialization dictionary Arora
et al. (2018). Table 2.2 reports the result of finding the words most similar in cosine to
each of the 40 initialization dictionaries. Many of the initialization dictionary vectors line
up nicely with concepts within the word vector space. Singular vector one lines up with
medical research related risk. Singular vector two lines up with energy risk. Singular vector
three corresponds to retail sales. Singular vector four corresponds to sales. Singular vector
five corresponds to telecommunications. And, similar interpretations are possible for most
of the other singular vectors, too.
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2.4 Results
For the paper’s first results, I report the time-series averages of the Fama-Macbeth regression
slopes ft from the model in section 2.2 for each of the initial dictionaries described in section
2.3.5. The results are reported in table 2.3. Overall, the results in table 2.3 indicate many
of the initial dictionaries produce risks that are associated with the cross-section of stock
returns. Relatively few of the slopes are significant at standard significance thresholds,
e.g. factor 11, and factor 36 have t-statistics exceeding two. However, the relatively small
number of significant factors maybe due to the paper’s short 144 month sample relative to
most empirical asset pricing papers, which use time-series samples spanning several decades.
Most of the initial dictionaries produce slope time-series have Sharpe ratios at present that
are similar in magnitude to the ratios of published factors.
Next, I run time series regressions of the initial dictionaries Fama-Macbeth regression
slopes on several standard factor models. Table 2.4 reports results for the time-series regres-
sions on the single factor capital asset pricing model. The results indicate somewhat more
of the Item 1A characteristics have average returns that are statistically different from zero
after controlling for the factors’ market loadings. Factors 5, 8, 11, and 36 now have average
returns with t-statistics exceeding two. Many of the remaining factors are still associated
with intercepts that are relatively large in economic magnitude but not significantly different
from zero, e.g. factors 14, 16, 22, 24, 25, 29, 30, 33, 35, 37, 38, 39, and 40 all have intercepts
have intercepts that correspond to a monthly excess return of 0.5% or more per month in
absolute value. Many of the factors have significant market factor loadings, however, the
market factor explains little variation in the factors’ returns.
Table 2.5 reports factor model regression results for the Fama and French (1993) three
factor model. Several of the Item 1A characteristics have significant risk adjusted returns:
factors 5, 8, 11, and 36 all have t-statistics exceeding two. Still, many other factors have
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average risk adjusted returns that are relatively large in magnitude, but do not clear typical
hurdles for being statistically significant from zero. Consistent with the paper’s sampling
being tilted towards midcap and large cap stocks, the Item 1A characteristics’ typically
have negative loadings on the SMB factor. Interestingly, the Item 1A characteristics also
consistently have positive and significant loadings on the HML factor. However, the Fama
and French (1993) three factor model still explains relatively little variation in the Item 1A
characteristic factor realizations’ time series.
Table 2.6 reports factor model regression results for the Carhart (1997b) four factor
model. The Carhart (1997b) four factor model differs from the Fama and French (1993)
three factor model by the inclusion of an additional momentum factor. The inclusion of the
momentum factor does not appear to materially influence the results. A few of the Item
1A characteristics exhibit loadings on the momentum factor that are relatively large. For
instance, Item 1A characteristic 40 has a negative, significant loading on the momentum
factor, which contributes about a quarter of the variance in the associated Item 1A factor’s
realizations.
Table 2.7 reports factor model regression results for the Stambaugh and Yuan (2017) four
factor model. The Stambaugh and Yuan (2017) factor model is also broadly similar to the
Fama and French (1993) factor model but includes to additional mispricing factors MGMT
and PERF. The additional factors overall increase the average returns and t-statistics associ-
ated with the Item 1A characteristics’ factor time series. Many of the Item 1A characteristics’
factor realizations have significant loadings on the MGMT and PERF factors, but the R2
statistics indicate the Stambaugh and Yuan (2017) four factor model still leaves much of the
variation in the Item 1A characteristics’ factor realizations unexplained.
Table 2.8 reports results for factor model regressions using the Hou et al. (2015b) four
factor model specification. This factor model specification differs from the Fama and French
(1993) three factor specification by including an investment factor (IA) and return-on-equity
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factor (ROE) and dropping the HML factor. Still, several Item 1A characteristics factor
realizations have significant average risk adjusted returns: factors 8, 11, 14, 36, and 40 have
t-statistics above two in absolute value. And, still, many of the other Item 1A characteristics
have risk adjusted returns that are relatively large in magnitude but not statistically signifi-
cant, e.g. factors 1, 2, 4, 6, 16, 19, 20, 22, 29, 34, 35, 38, and 39. The Item 1A characteristics’
factor realizations also exhibit consistent, positive loadings on the model’s investment factor,
however, the loadings are significant for relatively few of the Item 1A factors.
Last, table 2.9 reports results for factor model regressions using the Fama and French
(2015a) five factor model. For this specification, only factor 5 has a risk adjusted return
with a t-statistic exceeding two in absolute value. However, this does not appear to be
due to a material improvement in the Fama and French (2015a) model’s ability to explain
the average returns associated with the Item 1A characteristics. Rather, the regression
intercepts standard errors are somewhat larger. Still, many of the Item 1A characteristics
have relatively large risk adjusted returns: factors 1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 14, 15, 21, 22, 23,
27, 28, 29, 35, 36, 37, and 40 all have average risk adjusted returns exceeding 0.005 monthly,
which is corresponds to an annual return of about 6%.
The section’s remaining results study the returns of the 40 latent factors constructed
from the single dimension Item 1A portfolios I use to build the paper’s initial dictionaries.
The results for these dictionaries provide additional evidence the contents of Item 1A risk
disclosures is likely associated with cross-sectional variation in stocks’ expected returns. Ta-
ble 2.10 reports the average returns for the latent factors’ average returns, Sharpe ratios,
and t-statistics. Factors 10, 23, 34, and 37 have t-statistics exceeding two in absolute value.
However, again, many of the other portfolios also have average returns that are relatively
large in value, e.g. factors 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 11, 12, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 26, 30, and 36. The Sharpe
ratios for the same factors’ well-within the bounds of the Sharpe ratios of other established
factors, too.
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Table ?? reports intercepts from factor model regressions of the latent Item 1A factor
returns on the capital asset pricing model and Fama and French (2015a) five factor model.
For the capital asset pricing model, factors 4, 12, 23, 34, and 37 have t-statistics exceeding
two in absolute value. For the Fama and French (2015a) five factor model, factors 1, 2, 8,
12, 16, 23, and 37 have t-statistics exceeding two in absolute value. Many other factors have
relatively economically large risk adjust returns with respect to both models, e.g. factors 11,
15, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 25, 26, 27, and 29 all have alphas around 0.004 or greater in absolute
value across both groups of factor regressions.
Table 2.12 reports intercepts from factor model regressions of the latent Item 1A factor
returns on the Hou et al. (2015b) four factor model and the Stambaugh and Yuan (2017)
factor model. For the Hou et al. (2017) factor model factors 23, 34, and 37 have t-statistics
exceeding two in absolute value. And, for the Stambaugh and Yuan (2017) four factor model
factors 8, 12, 16, 17, 23, and 37 have t-statistics above two in absolute value. Again, several
other factors have risk adjusted returns across both models with relatively large economic
magnitudes.
2.5 Conclusion
This paper examines the information contained in firms’ annual Item 1A risk disclosures
about the cross-section of expected returns and the risk premia associated with common
variation across Item 1A texts. The paper proposes a novel regression specification. The
regression specification uses a combination of Fama-Macbeth regressions and a dictionary
learning specification to estimate firm characteristics which exhibit strong correlations with
the cross-section of expected returns. I use the novel regression specification to recover
estimate firm characteristics from high-dimensional vector representations of Item 1A texts
that both explain cross-sectional variation in stock returns and cross-document variation in
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Item 1A texts.
I find that many firm characteristics recovered from vector representations of Item 1A
texts likely contain information about the cross-section of expected returns while remaining
accurate representations of common variation across Item 1A texts. Approximately five of the
estimated Item 1A characteristics have average excess returns or risk adjusted returns that
are both economically large and statistically significant from zero. However, approximately
half of the Item 1A characteristics have average returns or risk adjusted returns that are
economically large in magnitude but not significantly different from zero. The relatively
small number of significant characteristics is likely due to the 12-year sample available where
firms consistently include Item 1A in their annual filings.
Overall, the paper’s results indicate the contents of Item 1A is a viable source of informa-
tion about the real origins of risk premia associated with stock returns and that the paper’s
novel regression method is a promising approach to constructing meaningful, parsimonious





Singular vector Most similar words
1 because should those these
2 trustee borrower trustees borrowers
3 communicate clinical video web
4 efficacy toxicity procedure toxicology
5 named joined town hall
6 gold commodities trader sweet
7 proprietary tci skype unicom
8 highlighted economic forces naval
9 subsurface surroundings abundance treasure
10 biology research science institute
11 prototype aircraft airplane prototypes
12 deposits deposit counterfeit smuggled
13 enterprises ventures textile revitalize
14 pharmacy services logistics specializing
15 avastin carriers dabigatran statins
16 multi-media london-based royalties merchandising
17 entergy chain merck pharmaceuticals
18 hambro carrier parent eats
19 jeffrey officer robert caldwell
20 metal wires wire beams
21 emission modeled iaa concepts
22 allstate tobacco ceos ethanol
23 loving afflicted elderly protector
24 entice persuading convince lure
25 liter pill portals portal
26 incisions incision cavity nested
27 adelson valenti ng chua
28 amsterdam heathrow rhodium dioxin
29 junior mobility runner slippery
30 winnings collected dnc livestock
31 sichuan bang danone tofu
32 re-released everglades gatt re-release
33 underclassmen furse infestations censor
34 haulage guangdong barge hauling
35 drainage huaxia pixar nfb
36 multibillion nasa dispenser dollar
37 douglas bookbinding mesaba bellows
38 scientists unions gases professors
39 titanic ship whale moored
40 mrb cymbalta reflectivity fosamax
Table 2.1: Words most similar to 40 largest singular values of Item 1A document vectors.
Words’ similarity to singular values is measured via cosine similarity.
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Singular vector Most similar words
1 clinical vaccine fda patented
2 coal gas oil petroleum
3 stores merchandise store outlets
4 sale vacate bought sold
5 telephony wireless messaging digital
6 broadcasting broadcast wyoming broadcasts
7 pilots attendants cancellation canceled
8 marketed ethanol hybrids pharmaceuticals
9 macau southern region south
10 protectionism interests personalities alliances
11 waive refund authentication fiduciary
12 stock july march january
13 arts nestle multi-year educational
14 deployments accommodations transient refueling
15 fabricated damage flooding erected
16 corn crop sour taste
17 printed plastic cigarette lenses
18 epa baker commissioners commissioner
19 epa curb usda easing
20 flight gamma sequences pi
21 gulf tech ethanol rigs
22 tract blockage parcels bone
23 management mining formerly consulting
24 invalidated piracy jurisdiction infringement
25 sport g chassis trailer
26 aquatic poultry genetically breeding
27 revising revise revision revisions
28 fiber polypropylene hubs warehouses
29 collected declared paper trees
30 well-positioned greatest weee ballast
31 accusations unwarranted dismissal antitrust
32 signals gps antennas positioning
33 confirmations registrar divergent shippers
34 adulterated petroleum-based ics cros
35 cap-and-trade repricing internalization nyse
36 decommission solicited passwords infiltrate
37 declaration convened consensus blueprint
38 rebranding dip sanofi-aventis underemployment
39 turbine compressor sporadically pipes
40 rupees mainly amounting predominately
Table 2.2: Words most similar to 40 largest factor loadings for factor portfolios constructed
from single-dimension Item 1A document vector portfolios.
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Factor Mean Sharpe t(Mean)
1 -0.011 -0.391 -1.353
2 -0.012 -0.423 -1.466
3 -0.004 -0.126 -0.435
4 0.008 0.292 1.011
5 -0.016 -0.542 -1.876
6 0.010 0.349 1.208
7 -0.007 -0.242 -0.838
8 0.016 0.568 1.967
9 -0.004 -0.141 -0.487
10 0.002 0.070 0.243
11 0.017 0.605 2.096
12 -0.005 -0.159 -0.551
13 0.001 0.031 0.109
14 0.014 0.502 1.738
15 0.007 0.226 0.782
16 0.004 0.131 0.454
17 -0.003 -0.106 -0.368
18 -0.001 -0.039 -0.133
19 0.010 0.332 1.149
20 0.008 0.266 0.923
21 -0.005 -0.172 -0.597
22 0.011 0.379 1.312
23 -0.004 -0.129 -0.447
24 0.001 0.045 0.157
25 0.003 0.103 0.358
26 0.000 -0.003 -0.012
27 -0.004 -0.141 -0.488
28 0.002 0.072 0.250
29 -0.007 -0.228 -0.791
30 0.009 0.313 1.086
31 0.006 0.215 0.745
32 -0.001 -0.049 -0.170
33 0.005 0.175 0.606
34 0.004 0.131 0.452
35 0.009 0.295 1.022
36 0.018 0.609 2.110
37 0.006 0.213 0.736
38 0.002 0.061 0.212
39 0.003 0.113 0.391
40 0.014 0.472 1.634
Table 2.3: Time-series summary statistics for the Fama-Macbeth slopes ft from the model described
in section 2.2. The “Mean” column contains time series averages of the ft slopes for different initial
dictionaries. The “Sharpe” column contains annualized Sharpe ratios for the time series of slopes
associated with each initial dictionary. And, the “t(Mean)” column reports t-statistics for each
initial dictionary’s slopes.
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alpha t(alpha) MKT t(MKT) R2
1 -0.012 -1.42 0.10 0.52 0.00
2 -0.009 -1.13 -0.39 -1.99 0.03
3 0.000 0.00 -0.52 -2.66 0.05
4 0.003 0.38 0.77 4.07 0.10
5 -0.018 -2.11 0.30 1.52 0.02
6 0.013 1.62 -0.48 -2.46 0.04
7 -0.005 -0.56 -0.33 -1.65 0.02
8 0.018 2.16 -0.26 -1.33 0.01
9 -0.007 -0.81 0.39 1.99 0.03
10 0.004 0.43 -0.22 -1.13 0.01
11 0.019 2.24 -0.21 -1.05 0.01
12 0.004 0.49 -1.17 -6.78 0.24
13 0.003 0.31 -0.24 -1.23 0.01
14 0.011 1.33 0.49 2.53 0.04
15 0.007 0.80 -0.03 -0.17 0.00
16 0.010 1.26 -0.87 -4.72 0.14
17 0.000 0.00 -0.44 -2.24 0.03
18 -0.001 -0.10 -0.04 -0.21 0.00
19 0.004 0.55 0.73 3.85 0.09
20 0.003 0.42 0.61 3.16 0.07
21 -0.002 -0.24 -0.43 -2.18 0.03
22 0.011 1.28 0.02 0.09 0.00
23 -0.005 -0.60 0.19 0.95 0.01
24 0.006 0.76 -0.69 -3.63 0.08
25 0.006 0.78 -0.49 -2.53 0.04
26 0.000 -0.03 0.03 0.14 0.00
27 -0.003 -0.35 -0.16 -0.81 0.00
28 -0.001 -0.16 0.49 2.51 0.04
29 -0.008 -0.89 0.14 0.69 0.00
30 0.007 0.85 0.27 1.37 0.01
31 0.005 0.57 0.19 0.97 0.01
32 0.004 0.54 -0.81 -4.36 0.12
33 0.008 0.90 -0.35 -1.79 0.02
34 0.000 0.05 0.48 2.47 0.04
35 0.013 1.60 -0.64 -3.37 0.07
36 0.023 2.91 -0.80 -4.30 0.12
37 0.009 1.10 -0.43 -2.21 0.03
38 0.007 0.93 -0.80 -4.29 0.11
39 0.005 0.61 -0.27 -1.38 0.01
40 0.013 1.56 0.06 0.30 0.00
Table 2.4: Time series regressions of Item 1A characteristic factor realization time series on
the capital asset pricing factor model. Specifically, each column reports the results from a
time series regression where the outcome variable is the slope time series ft associated with
an initial dictionary from section 2.3.5 and the model in section 2.2.
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alpha t(alpha) MKT t(MKT) SMB t(SMB) HML t(HML) R2
1 -0.011 -1.33 0.06 0.28 -0.12 -0.32 0.35 1.04 0.01
2 -0.006 -0.86 -0.55 -3.04 -1.14 -3.43 1.92 6.86 0.30
3 -0.001 -0.10 -0.45 -2.10 0.00 -0.01 -0.37 -1.13 0.06
4 0.002 0.31 0.72 3.63 0.98 2.70 -0.67 -2.18 0.17
5 -0.016 -2.00 0.26 1.25 -0.82 -2.16 0.96 3.02 0.10
6 0.012 1.50 -0.17 -0.86 -1.66 -4.59 -0.13 -0.42 0.17
7 -0.006 -0.67 -0.16 -0.74 -0.92 -2.39 -0.06 -0.18 0.06
8 0.019 2.26 -0.34 -1.59 0.04 0.09 0.40 1.22 0.02
9 -0.006 -0.74 0.41 1.95 -0.78 -2.05 0.61 1.88 0.07
10 0.005 0.65 -0.41 -1.93 0.34 0.89 0.69 2.10 0.05
11 0.017 2.11 0.06 0.27 -1.28 -3.37 -0.25 -0.78 0.09
12 0.002 0.23 -0.79 -4.83 -2.03 -6.82 -0.18 -0.70 0.44
13 0.003 0.40 -0.21 -1.00 -0.93 -2.44 0.68 2.10 0.07
14 0.013 1.61 0.41 1.99 -0.66 -1.78 1.07 3.42 0.13
15 0.005 0.62 0.03 0.15 0.71 1.87 -1.00 -3.10 0.08
16 0.009 1.23 -0.70 -3.60 -1.26 -3.57 0.23 0.78 0.21
17 0.000 0.00 -0.43 -2.01 -0.02 -0.04 -0.01 -0.04 0.03
18 0.000 -0.01 0.01 0.05 -1.15 -3.02 0.77 2.41 0.09
19 0.005 0.61 0.76 3.69 -0.62 -1.68 0.42 1.32 0.12
20 0.005 0.60 0.45 2.17 0.31 0.83 0.54 1.70 0.09
21 -0.002 -0.25 -0.36 -1.69 -0.59 -1.52 0.18 0.56 0.05
22 0.012 1.50 -0.02 -0.11 -0.86 -2.26 1.00 3.11 0.09
23 -0.006 -0.68 0.32 1.48 -0.77 -1.96 0.00 0.01 0.03
24 0.005 0.65 -0.48 -2.40 -1.22 -3.33 0.01 0.02 0.15
25 0.005 0.58 -0.30 -1.43 -0.51 -1.34 -0.55 -1.72 0.08
26 0.001 0.09 -0.07 -0.31 0.04 0.11 0.46 1.39 0.01
27 -0.001 -0.17 -0.21 -1.00 -0.80 -2.11 0.99 3.09 0.09
28 0.000 0.06 0.35 1.66 -0.12 -0.33 0.87 2.72 0.09
29 -0.007 -0.83 0.17 0.78 -0.85 -2.21 0.63 1.93 0.06
30 0.008 1.00 0.16 0.76 0.00 -0.01 0.58 1.76 0.03
31 0.006 0.80 0.17 0.82 -1.04 -2.80 1.09 3.45 0.12
32 0.004 0.52 -0.78 -3.83 -0.16 -0.44 0.00 0.01 0.12
33 0.007 0.84 -0.27 -1.27 -0.45 -1.15 0.00 -0.01 0.03
34 0.002 0.19 0.43 2.07 -0.50 -1.32 0.71 2.21 0.08
35 0.012 1.63 -0.43 -2.22 -1.64 -4.63 0.38 1.25 0.20
36 0.022 3.09 -0.54 -2.93 -1.93 -5.77 0.36 1.28 0.29
37 0.011 1.40 -0.51 -2.54 -0.83 -2.25 1.19 3.85 0.15
38 0.008 0.99 -0.81 -3.97 -0.37 -1.00 0.38 1.22 0.13
39 0.005 0.61 -0.19 -0.88 -0.80 -2.07 0.28 0.87 0.05
40 0.014 1.63 0.04 0.20 -0.37 -0.95 0.42 1.27 0.02
Table 2.5: Time series regressions of Item 1A characteristic factor realization time series on
the Fama and French (1993) three factor model. Specifically, each column reports the results
from a time series regression where the outcome variable is the slope time series ft associated
with an initial dictionary from section 2.3.5 and the model in section 2.2.
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alpha t(alpha) MKT t(MKT) SMB t(SMB) HML t(HML) WML t(WML) R2
1 -0.011 -1.27 -0.07 -0.30 -0.13 -0.34 0.04 0.10 -0.48 -2.35 0.05
2 -0.007 -0.93 -0.47 -2.53 -1.13 -3.45 2.13 7.11 0.32 1.84 0.32
3 -0.001 -0.16 -0.36 -1.64 0.00 0.01 -0.15 -0.42 0.34 1.70 0.08
4 0.004 0.51 0.48 2.57 0.96 2.89 -1.25 -4.13 -0.90 -5.18 0.30
5 -0.016 -1.95 0.12 0.59 -0.82 -2.23 0.63 1.87 -0.51 -2.66 0.14
6 0.012 1.60 -0.29 -1.41 -1.67 -4.68 -0.41 -1.26 -0.43 -2.32 0.20
7 -0.005 -0.59 -0.32 -1.51 -0.93 -2.49 -0.46 -1.34 -0.61 -3.15 0.12
8 0.021 2.83 -0.66 -3.42 0.01 0.04 -0.38 -1.22 -1.21 -6.77 0.27
9 -0.005 -0.66 0.27 1.26 -0.79 -2.12 0.26 0.75 -0.54 -2.78 0.12
10 0.006 0.66 -0.44 -1.99 0.34 0.88 0.62 1.75 -0.10 -0.51 0.05
11 0.018 2.42 -0.17 -0.84 -1.29 -3.65 -0.80 -2.49 -0.85 -4.61 0.21
12 0.001 0.19 -0.73 -4.35 -2.03 -6.83 -0.03 -0.12 0.22 1.43 0.45
13 0.003 0.41 -0.22 -1.01 -0.93 -2.43 0.65 1.87 -0.04 -0.19 0.07
14 0.014 1.78 0.24 1.18 -0.67 -1.88 0.66 2.03 -0.63 -3.37 0.20
15 0.005 0.57 0.11 0.51 0.72 1.89 -0.80 -2.33 0.30 1.51 0.10
16 0.009 1.23 -0.72 -3.57 -1.26 -3.57 0.19 0.59 -0.07 -0.36 0.21
17 0.000 -0.05 -0.36 -1.63 -0.01 -0.03 0.16 0.46 0.27 1.32 0.05
18 0.001 0.11 -0.17 -0.81 -1.16 -3.18 0.34 1.02 -0.67 -3.50 0.16
19 0.006 0.87 0.49 2.56 -0.64 -1.91 -0.24 -0.79 -1.01 -5.78 0.29
20 0.006 0.83 0.20 1.03 0.30 0.86 -0.07 -0.21 -0.94 -5.17 0.24
21 -0.002 -0.25 -0.36 -1.62 -0.59 -1.52 0.19 0.53 0.01 0.05 0.05
22 0.013 1.61 -0.15 -0.69 -0.86 -2.32 0.69 2.04 -0.47 -2.40 0.13
23 -0.005 -0.57 0.10 0.46 -0.78 -2.13 -0.54 -1.62 -0.84 -4.39 0.15
24 0.005 0.61 -0.42 -2.03 -1.21 -3.32 0.16 0.48 0.24 1.24 0.16
25 0.005 0.57 -0.29 -1.35 -0.51 -1.34 -0.53 -1.53 0.03 0.16 0.08
26 0.001 0.16 -0.17 -0.75 0.04 0.10 0.22 0.61 -0.38 -1.86 0.04
27 0.000 -0.06 -0.39 -1.88 -0.81 -2.23 0.55 1.65 -0.68 -3.58 0.17
28 0.001 0.10 0.29 1.34 -0.13 -0.34 0.73 2.12 -0.22 -1.10 0.10
29 -0.007 -0.86 0.22 0.99 -0.85 -2.21 0.75 2.15 0.19 0.95 0.06
30 0.008 0.98 0.19 0.86 0.00 0.00 0.65 1.82 0.11 0.53 0.04
31 0.007 0.89 0.05 0.23 -1.05 -2.87 0.79 2.37 -0.45 -2.37 0.16
32 0.004 0.49 -0.74 -3.51 -0.16 -0.43 0.11 0.31 0.16 0.81 0.12
33 0.007 0.84 -0.27 -1.20 -0.45 -1.14 0.01 0.03 0.03 0.12 0.03
34 0.003 0.48 0.10 0.53 -0.53 -1.64 -0.11 -0.39 -1.27 -7.57 0.35
35 0.013 1.65 -0.47 -2.33 -1.65 -4.63 0.29 0.88 -0.14 -0.75 0.20
36 0.022 3.06 -0.44 -2.36 -1.93 -5.82 0.60 1.98 0.36 2.10 0.31
37 0.011 1.38 -0.49 -2.34 -0.82 -2.24 1.25 3.73 0.09 0.46 0.15
38 0.008 0.96 -0.77 -3.67 -0.37 -0.99 0.47 1.40 0.14 0.72 0.13
39 0.005 0.61 -0.19 -0.85 -0.80 -2.06 0.29 0.81 0.00 0.02 0.05
40 0.016 2.12 -0.28 -1.47 -0.40 -1.16 -0.38 -1.23 -1.24 -6.97 0.27
Table 2.6: Time series regressions of Item 1A characteristic factor realization time series on
the Carhart (1997a) four factor model. Specifically, each column reports the results from a
time series regression where the outcome variable is the slope time series ft associated with
an initial dictionary from section 2.3.5 and the model in section 2.2.
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alpha t(alpha) MKT t(MKT) SMB t(SMB) MGMT t(MGMT) PERF t(PERF) R2
1 -0.015 -1.63 0.04 0.16 0.16 0.34 0.91 2.14 -0.17 -0.75 0.05
2 -0.003 -0.35 -0.41 -1.59 -1.20 -2.64 0.54 1.28 -0.54 -2.47 0.13
3 0.007 0.83 -0.86 -3.45 -0.68 -1.53 -1.18 -2.87 -0.63 -2.95 0.15
4 0.013 1.57 0.22 0.94 0.31 0.78 -1.41 -3.73 -0.64 -3.24 0.25
5 -0.009 -0.95 0.35 1.35 -1.29 -2.84 -0.25 -0.58 -0.40 -1.82 0.09
6 0.018 2.12 -0.05 -0.23 -1.95 -4.70 -0.05 -0.14 -0.11 -0.54 0.19
7 -0.002 -0.20 -0.06 -0.25 -0.79 -1.74 0.29 0.70 0.02 0.09 0.05
8 0.027 2.94 -0.61 -2.34 0.21 0.45 0.25 0.58 -0.55 -2.48 0.08
9 0.002 0.28 0.36 1.41 -1.61 -3.61 -1.02 -2.46 -0.59 -2.74 0.17
10 -0.002 -0.18 -0.26 -1.08 0.48 1.14 2.02 5.11 -0.15 -0.73 0.21
11 0.021 2.25 0.08 0.31 -1.47 -3.19 0.32 0.74 -0.14 -0.64 0.09
12 -0.003 -0.51 -0.40 -2.20 -2.47 -7.62 0.52 1.71 0.21 1.34 0.52
13 0.004 0.43 -0.03 -0.10 -1.20 -2.66 0.49 1.17 -0.08 -0.37 0.08
14 0.020 2.25 0.30 1.16 -0.88 -1.96 0.28 0.67 -0.73 -3.32 0.16
15 0.002 0.24 0.17 0.62 0.40 0.85 0.01 0.01 0.41 1.80 0.03
16 0.011 1.40 -0.39 -1.70 -1.50 -3.65 0.51 1.33 0.06 0.29 0.23
17 -0.008 -0.88 -0.10 -0.41 0.23 0.50 1.22 2.90 0.43 1.97 0.10
18 0.003 0.28 0.09 0.35 -0.93 -2.03 1.09 2.58 -0.27 -1.20 0.10
19 0.012 1.41 0.46 1.89 -1.21 -2.82 -0.49 -1.23 -0.84 -4.03 0.23
20 0.013 1.49 0.43 1.75 -0.20 -0.44 -0.92 -2.25 -0.41 -1.92 0.14
21 -0.010 -1.13 0.11 0.44 -0.25 -0.58 1.27 3.20 0.55 2.65 0.13
22 0.012 1.34 0.23 0.89 -0.97 -2.14 1.18 2.81 -0.23 -1.07 0.11
23 0.003 0.30 0.20 0.79 -1.55 -3.45 -1.23 -2.93 -0.44 -2.01 0.14
24 0.004 0.42 -0.23 -0.94 -1.02 -2.35 1.02 2.53 0.24 1.15 0.18
25 0.002 0.18 -0.15 -0.60 -0.53 -1.19 0.29 0.69 0.35 1.59 0.09
26 0.001 0.15 -0.05 -0.18 -0.11 -0.23 0.75 1.71 -0.30 -1.33 0.05
27 -0.004 -0.46 -0.05 -0.21 -0.75 -1.79 1.84 4.72 -0.35 -1.71 0.22
28 -0.003 -0.31 0.42 1.73 -0.08 -0.19 1.35 3.36 -0.26 -1.24 0.16
29 -0.001 -0.15 0.38 1.42 -1.35 -2.90 0.00 0.01 -0.18 -0.82 0.07
30 0.003 0.36 0.49 1.83 0.12 0.26 0.57 1.29 0.28 1.20 0.04
31 0.013 1.41 0.02 0.07 -0.88 -1.98 0.71 1.71 -0.68 -3.13 0.14
32 -0.004 -0.47 -0.41 -1.89 0.30 0.77 1.39 3.90 0.53 2.83 0.24
33 0.003 0.36 0.09 0.39 -0.53 -1.23 1.14 2.86 0.31 1.49 0.10
34 0.010 1.13 -0.09 -0.37 -0.58 -1.37 0.05 0.13 -1.07 -5.19 0.22
35 0.015 1.87 -0.14 -0.61 -2.05 -5.21 0.51 1.40 -0.10 -0.52 0.26
36 0.017 2.11 0.06 0.28 -1.85 -4.73 1.33 3.64 0.53 2.78 0.36
37 0.004 0.45 -0.14 -0.61 -0.51 -1.26 2.50 6.62 0.01 0.05 0.31
38 0.008 0.93 -0.50 -2.03 -0.61 -1.40 0.34 0.83 0.13 0.60 0.13
39 0.000 0.01 0.08 0.35 -1.01 -2.44 0.43 1.13 0.06 0.28 0.07
40 0.025 2.68 -0.26 -0.98 -0.74 -1.61 -0.49 -1.14 -0.77 -3.44 0.09
Table 2.7: Time series regressions of Item 1A characteristic factor realization time series on
the Stambaugh and Yuan (2017) four factor model. Specifically, each column reports the
results from a time series regression where the outcome variable is the slope time series ft
associated with an initial dictionary from section 2.3.5 and the model in section 2.2.
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alpha t(alpha) MKT t(MKT) ME t(ME) IA t(IA) ROE t(ROE) R2
1 -0.011 -1.25 0.02 0.10 -0.10 -0.24 0.65 1.12 -0.25 -0.55 0.01
2 -0.013 -1.52 -0.05 -0.21 -0.77 -1.99 1.21 2.16 0.55 1.27 0.09
3 0.003 0.39 -0.67 -2.93 -0.39 -1.01 -1.28 -2.32 -0.94 -2.22 0.11
4 0.013 1.87 0.07 0.36 0.23 0.71 -0.35 -0.74 -2.39 -6.52 0.34
5 -0.016 -1.95 0.41 1.79 -1.01 -2.61 1.13 2.03 -0.64 -1.50 0.10
6 0.014 1.76 -0.14 -0.65 -1.95 -5.39 0.69 1.33 -0.62 -1.53 0.20
7 -0.004 -0.47 -0.20 -0.85 -1.05 -2.70 0.69 1.23 -0.48 -1.10 0.07
8 0.024 2.95 -0.69 -3.04 0.03 0.09 0.61 1.11 -1.52 -3.60 0.12
9 -0.002 -0.25 0.35 1.57 -1.26 -3.39 -0.10 -0.19 -1.48 -3.58 0.16
10 0.002 0.25 -0.28 -1.21 0.54 1.39 1.38 2.47 0.51 1.19 0.08
11 0.021 2.61 -0.07 -0.31 -1.62 -4.30 0.46 0.85 -0.95 -2.26 0.13
12 -0.002 -0.35 -0.44 -2.51 -1.93 -6.60 -0.32 -0.77 0.81 2.50 0.48
13 -0.001 -0.16 0.16 0.68 -0.71 -1.81 0.64 1.13 0.76 1.74 0.06
14 0.016 2.11 0.34 1.59 -1.05 -2.93 1.71 3.31 -1.47 -3.68 0.22
15 0.005 0.55 -0.02 -0.10 0.78 2.01 -1.36 -2.43 0.70 1.62 0.07
16 0.008 1.01 -0.49 -2.30 -1.40 -3.92 1.05 2.04 0.04 0.09 0.22
17 -0.005 -0.57 -0.24 -1.03 0.44 1.15 0.20 0.36 1.24 2.91 0.10
18 0.000 -0.03 0.12 0.52 -1.18 -3.04 1.40 2.51 -0.41 -0.95 0.09
19 0.010 1.29 0.56 2.60 -0.89 -2.48 0.50 0.95 -1.49 -3.71 0.21
20 0.007 0.86 0.41 1.83 0.02 0.06 0.83 1.52 -0.89 -2.13 0.14
21 -0.006 -0.70 -0.10 -0.42 -0.43 -1.10 0.26 0.45 0.79 1.83 0.07
22 0.011 1.28 0.14 0.59 -0.79 -2.02 1.51 2.66 -0.16 -0.36 0.07
23 -0.001 -0.13 0.21 0.95 -1.24 -3.28 -0.37 -0.67 -1.38 -3.28 0.13
24 0.000 0.00 -0.12 -0.55 -1.01 -2.79 1.04 2.00 1.18 2.94 0.21
25 0.003 0.40 -0.17 -0.74 -0.58 -1.50 -0.65 -1.16 0.54 1.26 0.09
26 0.001 0.07 -0.02 -0.07 -0.10 -0.24 0.60 1.03 -0.25 -0.57 0.01
27 -0.002 -0.21 -0.16 -0.71 -0.58 -1.49 1.62 2.88 -0.41 -0.95 0.08
28 -0.002 -0.28 0.54 2.31 0.12 0.29 0.70 1.23 0.36 0.82 0.05
29 -0.008 -1.02 0.42 1.84 -1.24 -3.23 1.45 2.62 -0.05 -0.11 0.10
30 0.002 0.21 0.60 2.62 0.27 0.71 1.38 2.50 1.37 3.23 0.11
31 0.005 0.63 0.34 1.48 -1.01 -2.60 1.58 2.83 -0.29 -0.68 0.09
32 -0.001 -0.09 -0.55 -2.52 0.13 0.37 0.82 1.55 1.15 2.82 0.18
33 0.003 0.36 -0.04 -0.16 -0.20 -0.50 0.35 0.62 1.02 2.35 0.07
34 0.006 0.70 0.20 0.90 -0.37 -0.99 0.67 1.22 -1.33 -3.14 0.12
35 0.012 1.52 -0.29 -1.31 -1.65 -4.51 0.79 1.51 -0.21 -0.51 0.19
36 0.017 2.34 -0.08 -0.40 -1.72 -5.15 0.89 1.84 1.06 2.84 0.32
37 0.005 0.66 -0.17 -0.74 -0.36 -0.93 1.09 1.97 0.84 1.95 0.09
38 0.006 0.77 -0.60 -2.73 -0.75 -2.01 1.33 2.49 -0.04 -0.09 0.16
39 0.005 0.61 -0.08 -0.36 -1.01 -2.56 0.03 0.05 -0.30 -0.67 0.06
40 0.021 2.57 -0.28 -1.27 -0.72 -1.95 0.42 0.78 -2.02 -4.91 0.16
Table 2.8: Time series regressions of Item 1A characteristic factor realization time series on
the Hou et al. (2015b) four factor model. Specifically, each column reports the results from a
time series regression where the outcome variable is the slope time series ft associated with
an initial dictionary from section 2.3.5 and the model in section 2.2.
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const t(const) mktrf t(mktrf) smb t(smb) hml t(hml) rmw t(rmw) cma t(cma) R2
1 -0.017 -1.91 0.25 1.08 0.08 0.20 0.33 0.83 1.29 2.09 0.25 0.36 0.04
2 -0.008 -1.11 -0.50 -2.54 -1.00 -2.90 2.11 6.23 0.66 1.26 -0.50 -0.83 0.31
3 0.012 1.51 -0.85 -4.09 -0.55 -1.51 -0.59 -1.66 -3.18 -5.75 0.23 0.37 0.24
4 0.004 0.51 0.69 3.18 0.84 2.23 -0.90 -2.43 -0.61 -1.06 0.65 0.99 0.18
5 -0.023 -2.83 0.53 2.43 -0.62 -1.62 0.71 1.90 1.48 2.54 1.04 1.56 0.16
6 0.007 0.84 0.05 0.22 -1.58 -4.27 -0.50 -1.39 0.88 1.57 1.34 2.09 0.21
7 -0.012 -1.34 0.06 0.27 -0.73 -1.86 -0.19 -0.50 1.28 2.13 0.63 0.92 0.10
8 0.014 1.61 -0.22 -0.95 0.36 0.91 0.85 2.16 1.60 2.63 -1.18 -1.70 0.08
9 -0.011 -1.24 0.56 2.47 -0.60 -1.51 0.64 1.65 1.10 1.82 0.05 0.08 0.10
10 0.002 0.18 -0.23 -0.99 0.37 0.93 0.27 0.69 0.58 0.95 1.44 2.07 0.09
11 0.013 1.56 0.19 0.86 -1.14 -2.88 -0.28 -0.71 0.91 1.51 0.22 0.32 0.11
12 -0.001 -0.15 -0.70 -3.92 -1.95 -6.27 -0.22 -0.72 0.55 1.17 0.23 0.43 0.44
13 -0.005 -0.62 0.11 0.48 -0.67 -1.75 0.47 1.26 1.84 3.16 0.95 1.42 0.16
14 0.009 1.08 0.59 2.68 -0.62 -1.62 0.70 1.86 0.63 1.09 1.31 1.97 0.16
15 0.008 1.00 -0.04 -0.16 0.47 1.21 -1.39 -3.60 -1.10 -1.84 1.09 1.59 0.11
16 0.001 0.18 -0.39 -1.93 -1.04 -2.97 -0.06 -0.17 1.64 3.07 1.21 1.97 0.29
17 -0.004 -0.43 -0.28 -1.19 0.06 0.16 -0.23 -0.58 0.71 1.15 0.82 1.17 0.06
18 -0.005 -0.63 0.19 0.84 -0.95 -2.42 0.77 2.00 1.23 2.07 0.21 0.30 0.12
19 0.001 0.12 0.86 3.89 -0.42 -1.09 0.61 1.62 1.07 1.81 -0.47 -0.70 0.14
20 -0.003 -0.39 0.74 3.36 0.60 1.58 0.47 1.27 1.86 3.19 0.51 0.77 0.16
21 -0.012 -1.39 -0.02 -0.11 -0.25 -0.66 0.10 0.27 2.17 3.70 0.60 0.90 0.15
22 0.006 0.68 0.21 0.95 -0.63 -1.62 0.92 2.43 1.49 2.53 0.47 0.69 0.14
23 -0.009 -0.96 0.42 1.81 -0.68 -1.67 -0.07 -0.17 0.61 0.98 0.32 0.45 0.04
24 0.000 0.01 -0.25 -1.19 -1.16 -3.12 -0.45 -1.24 0.82 1.45 1.61 2.49 0.21
25 0.000 0.04 -0.11 -0.51 -0.43 -1.09 -0.85 -2.19 0.80 1.34 1.07 1.56 0.11
26 -0.002 -0.25 0.07 0.31 0.07 0.18 0.17 0.42 0.47 0.75 1.03 1.45 0.04
27 -0.010 -1.17 0.07 0.30 -0.47 -1.23 1.05 2.81 1.99 3.42 0.11 0.17 0.16
28 -0.008 -0.92 0.64 2.91 0.15 0.39 0.75 2.00 1.81 3.12 0.68 1.03 0.16
29 -0.012 -1.39 0.41 1.87 -0.87 -2.26 -0.06 -0.15 0.58 0.98 2.31 3.44 0.14
30 -0.002 -0.21 0.55 2.50 0.30 0.78 0.27 0.72 2.16 3.71 1.33 2.00 0.16
31 0.001 0.17 0.36 1.64 -0.90 -2.35 0.91 2.42 1.04 1.78 0.73 1.09 0.15
32 -0.003 -0.43 -0.49 -2.29 0.06 0.15 -0.24 -0.64 1.61 2.81 1.02 1.57 0.19
33 0.001 0.08 -0.03 -0.12 -0.27 -0.66 -0.22 -0.55 1.35 2.21 0.90 1.29 0.08
34 -0.002 -0.19 0.53 2.32 -0.35 -0.89 0.82 2.09 0.83 1.37 -0.21 -0.30 0.09
35 0.006 0.77 -0.19 -0.93 -1.44 -3.99 0.23 0.64 1.40 2.55 0.70 1.11 0.25
36 0.013 1.89 -0.22 -1.15 -1.63 -4.96 0.23 0.71 2.00 3.98 0.74 1.29 0.37
37 0.007 0.86 -0.37 -1.67 -0.70 -1.82 1.11 2.98 0.88 1.52 0.39 0.59 0.16
38 0.001 0.16 -0.51 -2.41 -0.28 -0.77 -0.20 -0.54 1.11 1.99 2.05 3.20 0.22
39 -0.003 -0.30 0.09 0.38 -0.53 -1.36 0.20 0.52 1.75 2.92 0.54 0.79 0.11
40 0.009 1.01 0.19 0.80 -0.12 -0.30 0.65 1.63 1.35 2.18 -0.51 -0.73 0.05
Table 2.9: Time series regressions of Item 1A characteristic factor realization time series on
the Fama and French (2015a) five factor model. Specifically, each column reports the results
from a time series regression where the outcome variable is the slope time series ft associated
with an initial dictionary from section 2.3.5 and the model in section 2.2.
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Factor Mean t(Mean) Sharpe
1 0.009 1.368 0.395
2 -0.005 -0.720 -0.208
3 0.009 1.371 0.396
4 -0.007 -0.971 -0.280
5 -0.007 -1.022 -0.295
6 -0.004 -0.607 -0.175
7 0.010 1.420 0.410
8 0.011 1.660 0.479
9 -0.012 -1.706 -0.493
10 0.014 2.078 0.600
11 0.010 1.404 0.405
12 0.011 1.530 0.442
13 -0.002 -0.266 -0.077
14 0.002 0.252 0.073
15 0.007 1.014 0.293
16 0.010 1.493 0.431
17 0.008 1.189 0.343
18 -0.010 -1.417 -0.409
19 0.013 1.883 0.544
20 -0.005 -0.688 -0.199
21 -0.002 -0.340 -0.098
22 0.002 0.347 0.100
23 0.020 3.017 0.871
24 -0.001 -0.184 -0.053
25 0.009 1.250 0.361
26 -0.007 -1.018 -0.294
27 0.005 0.682 0.197
28 -0.004 -0.531 -0.153
29 0.004 0.570 0.165
30 -0.011 -1.569 -0.453
31 0.001 0.190 0.055
32 -0.003 -0.419 -0.121
33 0.004 0.524 0.151
34 -0.015 -2.254 -0.651
35 0.002 0.238 0.069
36 0.009 1.322 0.382
37 -0.020 -2.951 -0.852
38 0.003 0.444 0.128
39 -0.002 -0.247 -0.071
40 0.003 0.455 0.131
Table 2.10: Return summary for factors from factor decomposition for single-dimension Item




Factor alpha t(alpha) alpha t(alpha)
1 0.008 1.096 0.011 2.154
2 -0.008 -1.145 -0.015 -2.056
3 0.007 0.949 -0.001 -0.215
4 -0.013 -2.058 -0.005 -0.795
5 -0.009 -1.340 -0.003 -0.418
6 0.001 0.191 -0.001 -0.092
7 0.007 1.077 0.005 0.675
8 0.013 1.795 0.015 2.123
9 -0.009 -1.330 -0.010 -1.402
10 0.012 1.703 0.009 1.342
11 0.011 1.621 0.011 1.605
12 0.015 2.157 0.015 2.097
13 -0.003 -0.488 -0.001 -0.083
14 0.002 0.303 0.005 0.708
15 0.009 1.213 0.010 1.395
16 0.011 1.547 0.015 2.022
17 0.010 1.435 0.013 1.798
18 -0.009 -1.226 -0.009 -1.175
19 0.012 1.734 0.010 1.317
20 -0.006 -0.818 -0.005 -0.714
21 -0.004 -0.606 -0.005 -0.724
22 0.003 0.420 0.004 0.565
23 0.021 3.049 0.024 3.329
24 -0.002 -0.306 -0.008 -1.067
25 0.008 1.136 0.005 0.707
26 -0.008 -1.099 -0.005 -0.650
27 0.004 0.625 0.006 0.821
28 -0.004 -0.546 -0.003 -0.381
29 0.004 0.557 0.007 0.988
30 -0.011 -1.558 -0.012 -1.688
31 0.002 0.354 0.006 0.833
32 -0.004 -0.600 -0.003 -0.442
33 0.004 0.537 0.006 0.840
34 -0.014 -2.079 -0.014 -1.874
35 0.001 0.159 0.003 0.431
36 0.009 1.213 0.009 1.272
37 -0.021 -3.114 -0.021 -3.038
38 0.003 0.464 0.007 0.889
39 0.000 -0.060 0.000 0.044
40 0.003 0.472 0.004 0.517
Table 2.11: Intercepts from factor model regressions of latent Item 1A factor returns on the
capital asset pricing model and Fama and French (2015a) five factor model.
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HXZ4 SYY4
Factor alpha t(alpha) alpha t(alpha)
1 0.010 1.613 0.007 1.209
2 -0.008 -1.096 -0.002 -0.264
3 0.007 0.934 0.002 0.253
4 -0.003 -0.645 0.003 0.526
5 -0.011 -1.530 -0.013 -1.672
6 0.004 0.691 0.007 0.968
7 0.007 0.950 0.008 0.973
8 0.013 1.891 0.021 2.834
9 -0.008 -1.127 -0.007 -0.986
10 0.011 1.624 0.010 1.380
11 0.012 1.755 0.016 2.103
12 0.013 1.987 0.018 2.455
13 -0.003 -0.388 0.001 0.118
14 0.007 1.008 0.007 0.862
15 0.007 0.973 0.007 0.950
16 0.012 1.708 0.015 2.030
17 0.014 1.957 0.016 2.123
18 -0.009 -1.196 -0.010 -1.323
19 0.012 1.690 0.013 1.713
20 -0.005 -0.736 -0.006 -0.748
21 -0.005 -0.694 0.000 -0.046
22 0.004 0.573 0.005 0.571
23 0.021 3.019 0.021 2.690
24 -0.002 -0.314 -0.009 -1.188
25 0.007 0.934 0.009 1.176
26 -0.007 -1.014 -0.006 -0.812
27 0.006 0.894 0.008 1.030
28 -0.006 -0.843 -0.005 -0.612
29 0.007 0.998 0.002 0.269
30 -0.013 -1.764 -0.011 -1.458
31 0.004 0.601 0.004 0.450
32 -0.006 -0.774 -0.007 -0.937
33 0.002 0.269 -0.002 -0.196
34 -0.015 -2.115 -0.008 -1.122
35 0.004 0.517 0.005 0.675
36 0.008 1.044 0.006 0.766
37 -0.021 -3.129 -0.019 -2.647
38 0.003 0.469 0.005 0.639
39 0.001 0.101 -0.005 -0.672
40 0.003 0.375 0.002 0.316
Table 2.12: Intercepts from factor model regressions of latent Item 1A factor returns on the





We study the effect of corporate cash holdings on stock returns. Cash is necessary for a firm’s
operations, and firms use their cash holdings as a means of payment, financing investments,
and managing risk. Firms earn different returns on cash and their non-cash assets, and
failing to account for cash holdings and the return on cash leads to biases in standard asset
pricing frameworks.
Cash is also an economically significant source of time-series and cross-sectional variation
in public firms’ assets (Figure 3.1). In December 2020, the value-weighted U.S. stock market
held roughly 22% of its assets in cash and short-term equivalents compared to approximately
8% on average in the late 1970s. The variation in individual firms’ cash share has increased
on average almost every decade, with a substantial large peak during the dot-com bubble.
We estimate firm-specific cash returns with a model of the value of cash from Faulkender
and Wang (2006). We find the average value of a $1 inside a firm is $0.95, but the value
varies considerably over time (Figure 3.2). We calculate a firm’s cash-hedged stock return
with the firm’s stock return, cash return estimate, and our stock return decomposition. We
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use our firm-level cash return and cash-hedged return to study how cash balances affect
portfolio optimization, factor creation, betas, and cross-sectional asset pricing.
We motivate our results with a simple model to show the effect of a firms implicit cash
holding on the investor’s portfolio optimization. We decompose a firm’s standard stock
return into the firm’s cash-hedged return, cash share, and return on cash, and we present
five main empirical results.
First, we show that standard equity returns are not cash-hedged returns by decomposing
stock returns into their cash and non-cash components. Second, we show that common
empirical asset pricing factors—size, value, and momentum—have large and time-varying
net cash positions. We show that our cash-hedging strategy effectively removes these net
cash positions. Third, we show how common empirical asset pricing factors covary with
cash holdings; namely, that value strongly covaries with high cash holding. Motivated by
this strong covariance structure, we propose the Cash factor, which captures the premia
between firms with high cash holdings and firms with low cash holdings.
Fourth, we show how to decompose standard betas into the cash-hedged return beta and
other components. We perform this beta decomposition for CAPM betas and multifactor
betas. We show that the CAPM decomposition provides a securities market line that clearly
shows the positive relationship between expected returns and betas. The beta decomposition
shows that cash-hedged portfolios will have a more efficient tangency portfolio and a steeper
efficient frontier.
Last, we run cross-sectional regressions. We find a significant and positive price of market
risk only when using the cash-hedged market factor. Using characteristics instead of betas,
we show that firms with higher cash shares have higher expected equity returns and suggest
that firms do not hold cash because they think their cash balances will have a strong return.
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Related Literature We contribute to the literature that studies how cash affects firm
equity returns. A firm’s cash holdings may increase firm value. Cash kept on a firm’s
balance sheet allows firms to finance investments without incurring transaction costs (Miller
and Orr, 1966), information asymmetry costs (Myers and Majluf, 1984), agency costs (Jensen
and Meckling, 1976), and other costs (Huberman, 1984) associated with raising funds from
external capital markets. Cash allows firms to decrease the probability of incurring costs
associated with financial distress and bankruptcy when cash flow is inadequate for paying
interest and principal on debt obligations (Acharya et al., 2012).
Firms may use cash as an instrument for risk management (Bolton et al., 2011; Acharya
et al., 2007). A firm’s cash holdings may also decrease firm value. Cash may create differences
in the interests of managers and shareholders and allow managers to invest in projects with
negative net present value for shareholders but positive benefits for themselves (Jensen,
1986; Richardson, 2006). The benefits of cash for a firm’s shareholders also depend on the
strength of the firm’s corporate governance (Dittmar and Mahrt-Smith, 2007). Additional
empirical studies showing cash influences firm value for shareholders are Opler et al. (1999)
and Faulkender and Wang (2006). Several other studies1 also investigate the relationship
between cash holdings and firm value.
The paper most closely related to the present paper is Palazzo (2012b). Palazzo (2012b)
shows firms’ cash holdings may be influenced by the correlation between firm cash flows
and aggregate cash flows. The correlation increases cash holdings because financing oper-
ations with cash may be cheaper than external financing following adverse aggregate cash
flow shocks. The paper uses accounting-based estimates of stocks’ expected returns and
cross-sectional tests with stock portfolios to evaluate the paper’s hypothesized connection
1Some additional studies are Kim et al. (1998), Ozkan and Ozkan (2004), Smith and Kim (1994), Bates
et al. (2009), Pinkowitz and Williamson (2007), Foley et al. (2007), Mikkelson and Partch (2003), Dittmar
et al. (2003), Almeida et al. (2004), Harford et al. (2008), Denis and Sibilkov (2010), Pinkowitz et al. (2006),
Gamba and Triantis (2008), Han and Qiu (2007), Livdan et al. (2009), and Haushalter et al. (2007).
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between cash holdings and stock returns. Palazzo (2012b) is broadly similar to this paper
because both study the relationship between firms’ cash holdings, firms’ expected returns,
and aggregate risks. Palazzo (2012b) differs from the present paper because the focus of
Palazzo (2012b) shows the correlation between firm cash flows and aggregate cash flows
creates a novel precautionary savings motive for firms. This paper estimates cash and non-
cash returns for several established risk factors—market, size, value, and —and studies the
cross-sectional properties of the factors’ cash and non-cash returns.
3.2 Motivating Model
We describe a simple model to show the effect of a firm’s implicit cash holding on the
investor’s portfolio optimization. We solve the problem with infinite horizon optimal portfolio
choice problem, intermediate consumption, no outside income, lognormal stock returns, and
independent and identically distributed returns.2 A representative investor with CRRA
utility makes a consumption and portfolio choice between the two assets available, a risk-
free bond Bt which pays rtdt and a firm’s stock St which follows
dR = µSdt + σSdZ
The investor’s problem is







such that dNt = NtαtdRt + Nt(1 − αt)rdt − ctdt.
We model the effect of corporate cash holdings on the firm’s stock return by assuming
2Section 5.2 of Cochrane (2007) provides details on this special case of the Merton problem and on a
number of extensions.
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the stock is a portfolio of two assets, the firm’s non-cash assets with price Et and the firm’s
cash invested in risk-free bonds. The stock’s weight on the non-cash asset is (1 − ωt), and
the stock’s weight on the risk-free bonds is ωt. The stock’s weight on the risk-free bond asset
satisfies 0 ≤ ωt < 1. We also assume, for simplicity, ωt is deterministic with no volatility.
We assume the investor observes ωt, Et, and Bt. We assume the investor realizes the firm’s
stock is a portfolio of the firm’s risk-free bonds and non-cash assets. The stock’s return is a
function of the firm’s non-cash assets, cash assets, and cash weight
dR = (1 − ωt) (µEdt + σEdZ) + ωtrdt.
Ito’s Lemma and standard arguments yield the investor’s optimal portfolio holding of the











Equation 3.1 shows the investor holds the stock St in proportion to its Sharpe ratio, and
hedges the firm’s bond position using leverage. For example, if ωt = 0.5 then the investor
would hedge the bond position by selling a risk-free bond and purchasing additional stock
in a ratio that offsets the bond share indicated by ωt.
For comparison, suppose the investor mistakenly thinks the stock’s return follows the
process
dR = µSdt + σSdZt.









When the investor does not account for the effect of cash on the firm’s return, the investor’s
allocation to the stock is too small by a factor of 11−ωt when 1 > ωt > 0. The investor’s
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allocation to the bond is too large.
Equation 3.1 presents two adjustments the investor must make in her portfolio allocation
decision. First, she must correctly measure the first and second moments of the true source
of risk; the optimal portfolio share depends on the Sharpe ratio of E (using moments µE
and σE) not S (using moments µS and σS). Second, she must hedge out the stock’s implicit
risk-free bond position. Figure 3.3 confirms the intuition of the model by plotting αt as a
function of ωt. When the risky asset available to the investor carries a larger implicit risk-free
bond position, the investor must lever up their risky asset allocation to compensate.
3.3 Decomposing Stock Returns
We assume a firm’s stock, with return rit for firm i in month t, is a portfolio of two assets: a
firm’s cash and a firm’s non-cash assets. The firm’s cash earns monthly return bit. We assume
cash returns are firm-specific due to the empirical and theoretical evidence indicating many
factors generate variation in the value of cash across firms. The firm’s non-cash assets include
all of a firm’s assets except for the firm’s cash and has monthly return eit, which we call the
cash-hedged stock return. Partitioning each stock’s value into the two disjoint assets lets us
equate a stock’s gross return as the weighted average of the cash return and the cash-hedged
return. We assume the weight of the cash asset, wit, is the ratio of a firm’s cash to total












= (1 − wit)eit + witbit.
(3.3)
Modeling a stock’s return with equation 3.3 gives us a standard accounting identity
equating a portfolio’s return to the returns of the portfolio’s constituent securities. Thus, we
can back out unknown variables from the equation’s observed variables.
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For our empirical analysis, we use the ratio of cash and short-term equivalents to total
assets from Compustat to compute wit, and we will use stock returns from CRSP for rit. We
use a model from Faulkender and Wang (2006) to help us compute bit, the return on firms’
cash assets. The equation’s only unknown variable is eit, a firm’s non-cash return. We use the









Using equation 3.4, we can consider a stock’s non-cash return, or its cash-hedged return, eit
as the return of a particular portfolio constructed with two hypothetical trades. The first
trade buys 1(1−wit) shares of the firm’s stock. Since the fraction of a firm’s total assets held
in cash is between zero and one, the stock’s weight in equation 3.4 exceeds one. In other
words, the non-cash portfolio’s first position is a levered position in the firm’s stock. The




, underlying the portfolio’s 1(1−wit)
units of the firm’s stock. The second trade hedges the non-cash portfolio’s exposure to the
firm’s cash associated with the portfolio’s long position in the firm’s stock. The portfolio’s
two trades leave the portfolio with net-zero units of the firm’s cash and one unit of the firm’s
non-cash assets. The equation’s description as a portfolio implemented with two trades is
hypothetical because firms’ cash and non-cash assets cannot be individually bought and sold.
We use the firm-level stock return decomposition to determine the cash and non-cash
components of several value-weighted portfolios. The return of value-weighted stock portfolio









vit((1 − wit)eit + witbit). (3.5)
The value-weighted non-cash only and cash only portfolio returns—ept and bpt — are useful
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for measuring a stock portfolio’s aggregate cash and non-cash returns without cash-share
changes contributing to the portfolios’ returns. The definitions of the non-cash only and













where vit is asset i’s value weight within portfolio p. We define the term γit = wit(eit − bit)
as the difference between a stock’s non-cash and cash return, weighted by the stock’s cash
share. We use γit to decompose a stock’s return:
rit = eit − wit(eit − bit)
= eit − γit.
(3.8)
The equation is helpful for two reasons. First, we can interpret the equation’s first term
as the stock’s return if management saved no cash on its balance sheet; the second term is
the cost that management incurs by holding cash on its balance sheet instead of additional
non-cash assets. Second, we can view the equation as the reorganization of a stock’s cash
and non-cash returns into one term γit), containing variation in the stock’s return due to
variation in the firm’s cash holdings, and another term, eit, that does not.
We also define a stock’s excess return as ri,xst = rit − r
f
t , where rft is the risk free rate,
and define a stock’s excess non-cash return as ei,xst = eit − r
f
t . We use these definitions to
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= ep,xst − γpt
(3.9)
For reference, Table 3.1 summarizes identities used to decompose stock and portfolio
returns into cash and non-cash returns.
3.4 Data
3.4.1 Sample
We use monthly stock return, price, and share data from the Center for Research in Security
Prices (CRSP) and Compustat. We join CRSP and Compustat data with the CCM link
table provided by Wharton Research Data Services. Our stock sample construction follows
Asness et al. (2013). Our stock sample’s construction begins with all U.S. stocks (sharecodes
10 and 11) traded on the NYSE, AMEX, and NASDAQ, with share prices greater than one
dollar at the beginning of each month. We exclude REITS, ADRs, preferred shares, financial
firms (SIC codes 6000–6799), and we require stocks to have monthly returns for the previous
12 months to construct the momentum characteristic. We require stocks to have book values
available six months before the current month, and we require stocks to have share prices
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and shares outstanding for the previous month and six months ago. These conditions are
necessary for constructing the book-to-market and size characteristics. We require firms’
book-to-market ratios and market capitalization are greater than zero.
We also use the market capitalization procedure from Asness et al. (2013) to create a
very liquid collection of stocks with low trading costs for moderately sized trade volumes.
Each month we rank stocks by their market capitalization at the beginning of the month,
beginning with the largest stock by market capitalization and ending with the smallest stock
by market capitalization. Beginning with the largest stock, we incrementally add stocks to
the current month’s stock sample until the stock sample makes up 90% of the stock market’s
total market capitalization. This procedure creates a sample of large and very liquid stocks.
Asness et al. (2013) report the stocks included in the sample, on average, make up the largest
17% of firms in the United States.
To estimate firms’ cash returns, we also use conditions from Faulkender and Wang (2006)
to build our stock sample. We exclude utility firms from our sample (SIC codes 4900–4999).
We require firms have non-missing observations for the following Compustat variables during
the current and previous fiscal year: cash and short term securities, total assets, income
before extraordinary items, common stock dividends, and the total debt, including current
debt or total long term debt. We also use the following Compustat variables for the present
and previous fiscal years but replace missing observations with zero: sales of common and
preferred stock, purchases of common and preferred stock, long-term debt issuance, long-
term debt reduction, research and development expense, and interest expense. Setting these
variables to zero may introduce measurement error into our cash return estimates. However,
these variables are required for estimating cash returns using Faulkender and Wang (2006).
Dropping observations where these variables’ values are missing would create a prohibitively
small sample.
We place restrictions on the paper’s stock sample to estimate firms’ cash shares and
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non-cash returns. We require non-missing quarterly total assets and non-missing quarterly
cash and short-term equivalent observations six months before the current month. We also
require firms’ quarterly total assets and quarterly cash and short-term equivalents variables
to be greater than zero. These sample restrictions are necessary to construct the paper’s
cash share variable. We do not use annual analogs of the quarterly total asset and cash
variables. We consider these variables’ timeliness for determining the contribution of firms’
cash and non-cash returns to their stock returns. Since the most recent annual versions of
these variables are potentially 16 months old, the annual variables for fiscal periods too far
in the past to reasonably proxy for a firm’s current cash share.
We also drop pharmaceutical firms (SIC codes 2830–2836) because these firms’ cash hold-
ings are unusually large relative to their total assets. Pharmaceutical firms’ unusually large
cash-to-asset ratios maybe due to the pharmaceutical industry practicing much more conser-
vative accounting than other industries (Easton and Pae, 2004). Accounting conservatism
may prompt these firms to provide pessimistic valuations of assets with uncertain value, like
drug research and development, but not easily valued assets, like cash. As a consequence,
cash makes up a large fraction of these firms’ reported balance sheets. Chandra (2011)
also finds that pharmaceutical firms are particularly likely to practice conservative financial
accounting because of these firms’ greater shareholder litigation risk and the high level of
conservatism required by accounting standard Financial Accounting Standard Board (1974)
for their research and development activities. Pharmaceutical conservative accounting prac-
tices mean their reported net assets are too low (Watts, 2003a,b), and their assets subject to
less conservative accounting, like cash, make up too large a fraction of their reported balance
sheets.
Our paper’s sample begins in January 1976 and ends in December 2020. Both CRSP and
Compustat provide data for years before 1976. We do not include earlier years in our sample
because the quarterly cash and total asset observations necessary for our cash share variable
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are missing for approximately 80% of the merged, monthly CRSP–Compustat sample before
1976. We use observations from 1976 to the end of 1977 to construct some of the paper’s
variables. We do not use the years 1976 and 1977 to construct factor and test portfolios
because many of the requisite variables are not available before 1976.
3.4.2 Variables
We use the variable definitions from Asness et al. (2013) for the book-to-market and mo-
mentum firm characteristics. A stock’s book-to-market ratio (BEME) at the beginning of
the month is Book Valueit−6/Market Valueit−1. Asness et al. (2013) use this specific value definition
because it is a standard, conservative, and easily implemented definition of BEME. Fama
and French (1992) provide another common BEME definition with more complex lags than
the above definition. The paper’s results are similar when using the BEME and market
value definitions from Fama and French (1992). We compute the firm size characteristic as
the product of a firm’s shares outstanding and share price at the beginning of the current
month. We define momentum (MOM) as a stock’s gross return from the beginning of month
t − 12 to the end of month t − 2 (Jegadeesh and Titman, 1993b; Asness, 1994; Grinblatt
and Moskowitz, 2004). Our definition of MOM is standard, including our omission of a
stock’s return over month t−1 from the construction of MOM.3 We use these characteristics
to characterize empirical features of stocks’ aggregate cash and non-cash returns, so basic
definitions of these variables suffice.
We measure a firm’s cash share, variable wit in equation 3.3, as the ratio of cash to total
3A stock’s month t − 1 return also predicts stock returns and may attenuate the return predictability
of MOM. Standard explanations for t − 1 month return reversals are market microstructure and limited











where t − 6 reflects accounting variables for the period six months before. We view a stock’s
cash share in month t as an unobserved variable and a firm’s lagged cash to total asset
ratio as a reasonable proxy for a stock’s cash share. We later report results supporting our
assumption that lagged cash shares proxy for current cash shares. We chose a six-month
lag for the cash share, consistent with the BEME variable’s timeliness. A six-month lag
also makes the variables’ information relatively recent without risking the use of financial
information before it’s available to investors. Impink et al. (2012) report 91% of 10Ks
between 1999 and 2006 are filed within 90 days of the fiscal year-end. Alford et al. (1994)
report 20% of firms between 1977 and 1985 filed 10Ks more than 90 days after fiscal year-end.
Only 2% of firms file 10Ks more than 150 days after fiscal year-end. The paper’s six-month
lag for BEME and cash shares could contain information for this 2% of firms before it’s
available to the public. However, the average market cap of a firm filing more than 150 days
after fiscal year-end is $4.9 million. The smallest firm’s market capitalization in our sample
between 1977 and 1985 is $54 million. The 2% of firms where financial statements may not
be available within six months of fiscal year-end are likely too small to be in our sample.
3.4.3 Firm-Level Cash Return Variable Construction
Our procedure for estimating the return on firms’ cash has four steps. First, we use the
methodology from Faulkender and Wang (2006) to estimate the marginal value of cash for
each firm in our sample. Second, we integrate our estimate of the marginal value for a firm’s
cash to determine the average value of the firm’s cash. Third, we compute the return on a
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firm’s cash by dividing the market value of a firm’s cash at fiscal year-end by the market
value of a firm’s cash at the previous fiscal year-end. Last, we create firm-specific cash return
mimicking portfolios to estimate cash returns at a higher frequency.
We follow the methodology from Faulkender and Wang (2006) to calculate the marginal
value of cash for each firm, and we summarize this methodology below.4 For the dependent
variable in the regression, Faulkender and Wang (2006) use a stock’s excess return over a
fiscal year t, which is calculated as the stock’s return from the beginning to the end of
the fiscal year return less the return of a benchmark portfolio over the same year. The
benchmark portfolio controls for a stock’s expected return associated with the stock’s size
and book-to-market ratio. The regression’s independent variables are firm characteristics
that could fluctuate alongside the firm’s cash. The independent variables are scaled by the
firm’s market equity at the beginning of the fiscal year, M it−1. Since both the dependent
and independent variables are scaled by a stock’s beginning of fiscal year market equity, the
regression coefficient measures the dollar change in shareholder value when the firm’s cash
changes by one dollar. The regression specification from Faulkender and Wang (2006) is
rit − R
i,B




































The return of stock i over fiscal year t is rit, and R
i,B
t is the fiscal year return for one of the
5×5 size and book-to-market portfolios available on Ken French’s website. The dependent
variable is the firm’s return after controlling for the firm’s expected return, as calculated using
the corresponding 5 × 5 portfolio. The portfolios’ fiscal year returns are computed from the
portfolios’ monthly returns over each firm’s fiscal year. The stock’s size and BEME quintiles
4See Faulkender and Wang (2006) 1967–1968 for further details.
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determine which of the 25 value-weighted size and BEME portfolios Ri,Bt represents.5
In the regression, ∆X it equals X it − X it−1 and proxies for unexpected changes in the
variable. Cit is cash and short-term equivalents. I it is interest expense. Dit is common
dividends paid. Lit is market leverage at the end of fiscal year t and equals total debt divided
by total debt plus market equity. NF it is net financing and equals total equity issuance minus
repurchases plus debt issuance minus debt redemptions. RDit is research and development
expense. Eit is earnings before extraordinary items plus deferred tax credits and investment
tax credits. NAit is net assets and equals total assets minus cash holdings. Last, M it−1 is
the market value of equity at the end of the previous year. Earnings, net assets, research
and development expense, interest expense, dividends paid, and net financing are variables
controlling for correlation between cash and returns and unobserved variables that affect
stock returns.
Table ?? reports regression coefficients for the Faulkender and Wang (2006) regression
specification. Our regression results are similar to the results in Faulkender and Wang
(2006). Since Faulkender and Wang (2006) provides a detailed discussion and analysis of the
regression, we refer interested readers to the original paper’s methodology.
Taking the partial derivative of equation 3.11 with respect to ∆Cit yields the marginal
value of $1 to firm i at time t:















5We use NYSE breakpoints from Ken French’s website for the size and BEME quintiles. We use firm ME
at the beginning of month t and the ME breakpoint for month t to determine a stock’s ME quintile. We
use the current year’s BEME breakpoint to assign stocks BEME quintiles for July to December. We use the
previous year’s BEME breakpoint to assign stocks BEME quintiles for January through June of the current
year. We align stocks’ BEME values with BEME breakpoints in this manner because the BEME breakpoints
are updated at the beginning of each July. July through December of year t and January through June of
year t + 1 form one, complete BEME “breakpoint year.” Months are assigned to BEME “breakpoint years”
in the same manner months are assigned to fiscal years.
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The equal-weighted average marginal cash value across all firms is 1.261 + (−0.719 × 0.17) +
(−1.171 × 0.20) = $0.90. We then compute the average value of a firm’s cash by integrating
the marginal dollar value equation with respect to the firm’s cash at the beginning of the
year, then dividing by the firm’s cash at the beginning of the year. We assume the value of
zero dollars to the shareholder is zero, as the value of the next dollar would likely have to
go toward expenses or debtors.



















We use a firm’s average cash value estimates to compute the return on a firm’s cash by
dividing the current fiscal year-end average cash value by the previous fiscal year-end average
cash value:




Last, we compute a firm’s monthly cash return over a fiscal year t by forming firm-specific
cash return mimicking portfolios in the spirit of Adrian et al. (2014). We form the mimicking
portfolios by regressing a firm’s cash returns on returns for 30-day, 1-year, 10-year, and 30-
year U.S. Treasuries using annual data. We then estimate a firm’s monthly cash returns
with the mimicking portfolio weights.
3.4.4 Cash-Hedged Stock Return Construction
After estimating firms’ cash returns, we have the variables necessary for creating estimates
of firms’ cash-hedged stock returns. We use firms’ monthly stock returns rit, cash-to-total
asset ratios (wit, estimated using the six-őmonth lag of the cash-to-total asset ratio), and
monthly cash return estimates (bit). We use the quarterly frequency Compustat variables
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cash and short-term equivalents and total assets for the cash-to-total assets ratio. We drop
from our sample firms with cash-to-total asset ratios that are less than or equal to zero;
firms with negative cash and short-term equivalents; and firms with negative total assets.
To compute a firm’s cash-hedged monthly stock return we substitute the firm’s cash return,








We winsorize the yearly cash return and eit at the 1 and 99 percent levels to reduce the
effect of outliers. After estimating firms’ monthly cash-hedged stock returns, we construct
value-weighted test and factor portfolios using definitions collected in Table 3.1.
3.4.5 Portfolio Construction
Gathering stocks in portfolios sorted on a characteristic is a standard procedure for construct-
ing cross-sectional asset pricing tests dependent variables. All of the portfolios we construct
use monthly returns, use value-weights, and are re-balanced monthly. Stocks value weights
are determined monthly by their beginning of month market capitalizations. We construct
two sets of 25 size and book-to-market portfolios, which we will use as test assets in our
cross-sectional regressions. First, we construct 25 size and book-to-market portfolios, simi-
lar to Fama and French (1992). We independently double sort on size and book-to-market,
each into five groups. By intersecting these groups, we assign stocks to one of 25 portfolio
groups. We then calculate the value-weighted portfolio returns for each of these 25 portfolio
groups. These are the standard 5x5 size and book-to-market portfolios in stock return terms.
Second, we construct 25 cash-hedged portfolio returns. We use the same methodology to
assign stocks to portfolios, but we calculate the returns using each firm’s cash-hedged returns
rather than the firm’s stock return to calculate the value-weighted returns. We follow an
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analogous procedure to form 10 momentum-sorted portfolios.
3.4.6 Factor Construction
For analysis, we use two approaches to construct factors: the first only uses the sorting
variable in a single sort, and the second uses double and triple sorts. Each approach results
in long-short self-financing factors. All of the factors use monthly returns, use value-weights,
and are re-balanced monthly. Stocks value weights are determined monthly by their begin-
ning of month market capitalizations.
First, we create simple factors: based on only the sorting variable, we single sort our
data into three equal-sized groups, and then we calculate the three value-weighted portfolios
(High (P3), Middle (P2) and Low (P1)). We calculate each strategy’s premium as P3-P1. For
example, the value premium is the difference between the return of the high book-to-market
portfolio less the return of the low book-to-market portfolio.
We construct five simple factors: Value, Size, Mom, and Cash and calculate the stan-
dard returns and cash-hedged returns to each trading strategy. The first three factors are
constructed using the commonly-used sorting variables of book-to-market, book value, and
past returns as discussed in 3.4.2. The sorting variable for Cash is a firm’s cash share.
Second, we construct HML, HMLTriple, SMB, SMBTriple, WML, WMLTriple, and CASH T riple
using double and triple sorts. SMB and HML are constructed using the same strategy as
Fama and French (1993). We construct WML in the same way as HML, but using sorts
on size and past returns. In this way, all three factors control for size. As in Fama and
French (1993), SMB is constructed to be largely independent of value, and HML is designed
to be largely independent of size. Double sorting helps “control” for the fact that high and
low value stocks may consistently coincide with higher and lower returns because sorting on
value implicitly sorts on another variable that coincides with differential expected returns.
Likewise, we construct triple sorted-factors that “control” for cash share—which we find
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varies with returns—in addition to size. To construct HMLTriple we perform independent
sorts on cash share (Flush/Mid/Pennies), size (Big/Midsize/Small), and book-to-market
(HiBM/MidBM/LoBM), and then construct the triple-sorted factor. To be explicit, the
equation for HMLTriple is below. As we discuss later, the results suggest that it is important to
triple sort to construct the cash factor CASH T riple because cash holdings and value strongly
covary.
HMLTriple =HiBM/Flush/Big + HiBM/Mid/Big + HiBM/Pennies/Big
6
+ HiBM/Flush/Small + HiBM/Mid/Small + HiBM/Pennies/Small
6
− LoBM/Flush/Big + LoBM/Mid/Big + LoBM/Pennies/Big
6
− LoBM/Flush/Small + LoBM/Mid/Small + LoBM/Pennies/Small
6
The remaining triple-sorted factors are constructed analogously.
3.5 Results
First, we show that standard equity returns are not cash-hedged returns by decomposing
stock returns into their cash and non-cash components. Second, we show that common
empirical asset pricing factors—size, value, and momentum—have large and time-varying
net cash positions. We show that our cash-hedging strategy effectively removes these net
cash positions. Third, we show how common empirical asset pricing factors covary with cash
holdings; namely, that value strongly covaries with high cash holding. Motivated by this
strong covariance structure, we propose the Cash factor that captures the premia between
firms with high cash holdings and low cash holdings.
Fourth, we show how to decompose standard betas into the cash-hedged return beta and
other components. We perform this beta decomposition for CAPM betas and multifactor
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betas. The CAPM decomposition provides a securities market line that clearly shows the
positive relationship between expected returns and betas. The beta decomposition shows
that cash-hedged portfolios will have a more efficient tangency portfolio and a steeper efficient
frontier.
Last, we run cross-sectional regressions. We find a significant and positive price of market
risk only when using the cash-hedged market factor. Using characteristics instead of betas,
we show that firms with higher cash shares have higher expected equity returns and suggest
that firms do not hold cash because they think their cash balances will have a strong return.
3.5.1 Stock Portfolio Return Decomposition
Table 3.2 reports summary statistics for book-to-market, size, momentum, and cash-to-total
asset portfolios. The portfolios are constructed by sorting stocks into terciles (P1, P2, and
P3), and P3-P1 is the spread between the top and bottom terciles. We calculate each
portfolio’s stock return and the separate the non-cash and cash components of the overall
stock return. For each portfolio p, the non-cash return is calculated as ∑i∈p vit(1−wit)eit, and
the cash return equals ∑i∈p vitwitbit.
The table reports the portfolios’ average return, standard deviation, annualized Sharpe
ratio, and the alpha and t-statistic from time-series regressions of the portfolio’s return on
the market return. The t-statistics use Newey-West standard errors with ten lags.
The stock portfolios’ average returns and other statistics are consistent with the previous
literature using the same characteristics. Looking across the low to high portfolios, we can
broadly see the value and momentum effects. The value and momentum effects have smaller
t-statistics than usual due to our use of a sample of large and liquid stocks.
The non-cash and cash return columns indicate the bulk of the stock returns come from
the non-cash return component. The cash components are smaller returns, with values
around 0.05%, and the portfolios’ non-cash component is slightly larger than the portfolios’
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stock returns.
Table 3.3 reports the average non-cash and cash returns for each tercile. These returns
are formed using firms’ non-cash and cash returns and equations 3.6 and 3.7. We do not
scale the returns by firms’ cash-shares, which distinguishes the returns from the non-cash
and cash component returns reported in Table 3.2.
Compared to stock returns formed on the same characteristics, the non-cash returns are
slightly larger in magnitude and are more volatile, but the Sharpe ratios and alphas are
in a similar range. The cash portfolios’ returns are noticeably larger than the cash return
component of stock returns in Table 3.2, but, overall, the cash portfolios’ returns are small
relative to the non-cash portfolios returns.
Table 3.4 reports summary statistics on the cash share of each tercile portfolio. For a
given month t and value-weight portfolio p, the portfolio’s cash-share is ∑i∈p vitwit. The table
reports time-series averages and standard deviations of the portfolios’ monthly cash-shares.
Unsurprisingly, cash-to-total asset portfolios’ cash shares increase considerably, from 0.02 for
the low portfolio up to 0.25 for the high portfolio. The average cash-share decreases from
the low to the high book-to-market portfolio. The other sorting variables have a weaker
correlation with firms’ cash shares. Across size portfolios, the average cash share is flat; and
across momentum portfolios, cash share increases slightly.
3.5.2 Stock Returns Differ from Non-Cash Returns
What is a firm’s stock return? An inspection of Equation 3.3 makes it clear that rit, the
firm’s stock return, is a firm’s non-cash return only under the unlikely event a firm carries
no cash or other short-term equivalents: that is, rit = eit if and only if wit = 0. The stock
return rit is less than return of a public firm’s non-cash return. Specifically, if Eeit > Ebit,
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then Equation 3.3 shows:
Erit = E
[




(1 − wit)eit + witeit
]
= Eeit
Similarly, in the aggregate market, rm,xst = em,xst − γmt , so the aggregate stock market return
is less than the aggregate non-cash market return.
Table 3.5 shows summary statistics for the stock market excess return, market non-cash
excess return, market cash excess return, and the value-weighted market cash share. For
the market-level aggregate returns, the average monthly non-cash return is 1.06% and larger
than the average stock return of 0.76%, as predicted. The Sharpe ratio for the cash-hedged
market return is about 20% larger, with the 40% increase in average return offset by larger
volatility. This is sensible since the stock returns had an implicit investment in cash, which
is a low volatility asset.
Table 3.6 confirms that firms’ non-cash excess returns are greater than stock excess
returns on average, both at the firm level (column 1) and at the aggregate market level
(columns 2 and 3). The table reports the regression of the standard stock excess returns
on non-cash excess returns. If the stock excess return is less than the non-cash excess
return, the coefficient in this regression will be less than one. The regression’s coefficient
is 0.71 in the firm-level regression and significantly different from zero. The regression at
the aggregate market level yields similar results: the coefficient is 0.82 in our sample and
0.72 using Fama–French’s market excess return. This means that for a one percentage point
increase in non-cash return, the stock return increases by less than one percentage point.
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3.5.3 Cash-Adjusted Factor Premia
Table 3.7 presents the returns for the most common asset pricing factors when calculating
returns and volatilities for the standard stocks and separately for the cash-hedged returns,
which corresponds to the standard return and the cash-hedged return. Figure 3.4 presents
the cumulative returns for standard and cash-hedged HML and WML.
We find that comparing the standard measure against the cash-hedged measure flips the
sign of value to negative. A similar phenomenon appears for HML, in which in standard
terms carries a 1.46% average excess return, but when adjusted for its cash holdings has a
−2.37% average monthly excess return. Table 3.8 shows the average cash share for each of the
25 size- and BEME-sorted portfolios. Within each size bucket, the cash share monotonically
increases as we move from value portfolios to growth portfolios. The results suggest that
growth stocks have lower returns because they have larger cash shares and thus a larger
implicit investment in the risk-free bond, which drags the overall return down for growth
stocks. Value stocks outperform growth stocks–in standard returns–in the same way a 95%
stock/5% bond portfolio outperforms an 80%/20% portfolio.
The differential cash holding between growth and value means growth stocks will grow
proportionally more as the investor hedges out the larger cash share: since growth stocks have
a larger implicit holding of a low-return investment, moving from standard returns to cash-
hedged returns will change the mean and standard deviation of growth stocks. Of course,
average cash-hedged returns and volatility should also increase for value stocks, but to a lesser
extent. In Table 3.21, we can see this: comparing standard to cash-hedged returns, the mean
and standard deviation of growth stocks increase more than that of value stocks. Thus, in
standard terms, value outperforms growth; but in cash-hedged terms, growth outperforms
value.
Looking at the mean and standard deviation together, it appears that as cash-hedged re-
turns increase—going from value to growth—volatility also increases. This relationship is in
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line with the simple idea that returns are compensation for risk. In contrast, looking at stan-
dard returns, value stocks have higher returns and less volatile returns. This result suggests
that cash share helps us refine our understanding of the value premium as compensation for
risk.
These results strongly suggest that there is a strong covariance between value and cash,
and thus it is crucial to triple sort value when looking in cash-hedged terms. Looking back
at Table 3.7, HMLTriple maintains the positive mean return and Sharpe ratio when we look
between standard returns and cash-hedged returns.
3.5.4 Cash-Related Covariance in Common Asset Pricing Factors
We test how common asset pricing characteristics covary with cash holdings by sorting each
stock at each point in time into percentiles for size, book-to-market, momentum, and cash
share separately. We then regress the cash share percentile on the percentile for size, value,
and momentum in Table 3.9. The table shows that cash holdings negatively covary with
size and value and positively covaries with momentum. In other words: larger firms hold
less of their assets in cash; firms with higher book equity-to-market equity ratios hold less of
their assets in cash; and, firms with high momentum have a larger cash share. Most notable
is the magnitude of the covariance: cash share and value have a large negative coefficient
of −0.332, nearly twenty times larger than the negative correlation between cash share and
size. We get similar results for value and momentum when we regress the change in a firm’s
cash share percentile on the change in a firm’s characteristic percentile.
The covariance between cash holdings and value motivates triple sorting of HML, SMB,
and WML to control for cash. We report summary statistics for the triple sorted factors
in Table 3.7 which shows that after triple sorting HML the value premium nearly triples.
Controlling for cash for SMB and WML do not appear to have a significant effect on their
average standard returns.
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Additionally, we test covariance via spanning tests: we regress each factor on the other
candidate factors from standard pricing models. If a factor is not spanned by other factors,
it will have a statistically significant intercept and therefore should be included in our pricing
model. Table 3.10 presents the spanning tests for the Fama–French 3 factor model with a
momentum factor. These factor returns are in standard terms. Scanning across the constant
terms, we can see that only SMB is spanned by the other factors, as each other factor has a
statistically significant intercept. Therefore, each factor except for SMB is not spanned by a
linear combination of the other factors, consistent with the asset pricing literature consensus
that size, without adjustments, is a marginally significant anomaly.
Table 3.11 presents the spanning tests for the cash-hedged factors. Again, SMB is
spanned by the other hedged factors. HML’s constant is marginally significant. Since our
sample ends in early 2021—which coincides with a large drawdown in value—we expect that
the HML constant will become positive again as the cycle continues.
The cash factor and HML have a strong negative covariance. Table 3.12 presents the
spanning tests for the cash-hedged factors in the previous table, and the Cash factor. Im-
portantly, all of the factors significantly load and covary with Cash, and the Cash factor
has a large significant coefficient and a strong negative covariance with HML. This table
motivates an asset pricing model with a cash factor or an asset pricing model in which the
factors control for their implicit cash holdings. As in the previous spanning tests, SMB is
spanned by the other factors.
3.5.5 Factor Legs Have Varying Cash Holdings
Firm cash holdings bias factor returns constructed from sorts on a characteristic like size,
book-to-market, and momentum. We can decompose the returns to the factor, long, and
short portfolios into the returns to the constituent firms’ equity and cash holdings. Let ft
be the factor return, rLt be the return to the long leg of the factor, and rSt be the short leg
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of the factor. Then:
ft = rLt − rSt (3.14)
Substituting the portfolio decompositions for the long and short legs into the equation for
the factor portfolio return is
ft = (eLt − eSt ) − (γLt − γSt ) (3.15)
The first term, eLt − eSt , denotes the return of the cash-hedged components of the factor’s
long and short portfolios and is typically the term of interest when constructing a factor
from a characteristic sort’s high and low portfolios. The last term, γLt − γSt , describes bias
in the factor’s realizations due to firm cash holdings in the long and short legs.
Figure 3.5 shows there is considerable time variation in the net cash position of factor
portfolios constructed size, value, and momentum. The value factor portfolio’s negative time
series values mean stocks in the sort’s low portfolio have larger cash holdings than stocks in
the sort’s high portfolio. The momentum portfolio typically contains a long but volatile cash
position. The size factor portfolio’s net cash holding is the smallest of all three characteristics.
However, the size factor’s net holdings also appear to exhibit long-lived trends up and down
in the factor’s net cash.
Table 3.13 reports the results of regressing each factor’s net cash position on a constant;
the coefficient is the average net cash holdings for each factor portfolio. Importantly, this
provides a test of whether the factor’s net cash position is statistically different from zero.
The table’s results are in line with the time series figures. The value factor has a significant,
negative average net cash position. The momentum factor has a significant, positive average
net cash position.
We report empirical results for size, book-to-market, and value factor portfolios con-
structed after adjusting for their estimated cash holdings in Figure 3.6 and Table 3.14. These
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results show using our estimate of cash holdings of the high and low characteristic portfolios’
cash holdings suffices for reducing the effect of firm cash holdings on the factor portfolios.
The average net cash holdings for the cash-adjusted value, size, and momentum factor port-
folios remain close to zero in Figure 3.6. We also test if the cash-adjusted factor portfolios’
average net cash is significantly different from zero and report the results in Table 3.14. The
average net cash position of the cash-adjusted factor portfolios is not significantly differ-
ent from zero for the size, value, and momentum characteristics. Therefore, we conclude
that hedging cash holdings by using our conservative measure of what is known to investors
effectively hedges out implicit cash holdings implicit in these portfolios.
3.5.6 Decomposing Standard Betas
In this section, we show the relationship between the standard time-series beta and the cash-
hedged beta. We study both a one-factor CAPM model and an expanded multifactor model,
and we show that cash holdings affect both betas and expected returns. In particular, the
effect of cash attenuates beta estimates, and using cash-hedged returns produces betas with
more heterogeneity which leads to better estimates of risk prices.
CAPM Beta Decomposition
We calculate the excess returns of each portfolio, rp,xst , and the market-level excess standard
stock return, rm,xst , using the equations from Section 3.3. We can decompose the standard
stock CAPM into the cash-hedged beta, scaled by the ratio between the variance of the
market-level excess cash-hedged return and the variance of the market-level standard return,
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For each portfolio, the market beta calculated using a time series regression is equivalent to
the sum of the parts using the decomposition above. In addition, intuitively, if all companies
held no cash (wit = 0 for all i) then the market beta and the cash-hedged beta are equivalent,
and the standard return and cash-hedged return are also equal.
Figure 3.7 shows the Securities Market Line (SML), with the standard returns of the 25
size and book-to-market portfolios on the y-axis and the market beta of each portfolio on
the x-axis. As reported in the literature, the SML is flat and betas and expected returns
fail to line up linearly in a positively sloped line. The right panel of Figure 3.7 shows the
SML for cash-hedged returns. Now, there is a stronger linear relationship between average
cash-hedged betas and expected cash-hedged returns. The results suggest that adjusting
standard returns for cash holdings brings basic empirical asset pricing facts to be consistent
with basic CAPM intuition that the only measure of risk that is relevant for pricing securities
is covariance with the market, which has served as the foundation of asset pricing over the
last 60 years.
Table 3.15 shows the empirical beta decomposition. Looking at the averages row, it ap-
pears that βstandard and βcash−hedged are very similar. The ratio of the variances is equivalent
for all portfolios since we compute both parts at the market-level. The ratio of 1.51 indi-
cates that the aggregate cash-hedged return is 51% more volatile than the standard aggregate
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return.
Figure 3.8 shows the cash-hedged and standard beta for each portfolio and the difference
between the two betas. In each size bucket, the result is consistent: portfolios with the largest
and smallest value numbers have the biggest difference between βstandard and βcash−hedged.
Moving from growth to value in each size bucket, it switches from βstandard < βcash−hedged
to βstandard > βcash−hedged. It is unsurprising that the most extreme value portfolios have
the largest discrepancy: as we discussed previously, there is a strong covariance between
cash share and value as growth stocks tend to have high cash share and value stocks tend
to have low cash share. Ultimately, even though there is no difference in beta on average,
there is a differential effect on beta depending on the portfolio’s BEME. Since growth stocks
have the largest cash share and the most negative difference in beta, this suggests that
cash shares attenuate the standard market beta relative to the cash-hedged market beta
(|βstandard| < |βcash−hedged|).
The CAPM beta decomposition shows that cash holdings affect both beta and expected
returns, leading to the substantial change in the securities market line. When firms choose
their cash holdings, they are also implicitly choosing their expected returns and beta.
Multivariate Beta Decomposition
We can extend the beta decomposition to the multivariate factor model. We will focus on the
Fama–French 3 factor model. We use the Frisch-Waugh-Lovell Theorem (FWL) to produce
an equation of each factor’s standard beta as a function of the factor’s cash-hedged beta and
the adjustment term. Below, we have described the process for HML, but the procedure is
similar for SMB and the market. For the three-factor Fama–French asset pricing model, the
time-series regression for each portfolio p is:
rp,xst = α + rm,xst βp,standard + rSMBt βp,SMB + rHMLt βp,HML + et
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We will use the following FWL procedure to decompose the HML standard stock beta βp,HML.
The procedure is similar for βp,SMB and βp,standard.
1. Regress rp,xst onto rm,xst and rSMBt . Define the residuals as r̃
p,xs
t .
2. Regress rHMLt onto r
m,xs
t and rSMBt . Define the residuals as r̃HMLt .
3. Regress r̃p,xst on r̃HMLt . The coefficient on r̃HMLt is equivalent to βp,HML from the
time-series regression.
Let us construct xz as a matrix using three vectors xz = [1, rm,xs, rSMB], where 1 is a
T × 1 vector of ones, and rm,xs and rSMB are vectors of the excess standard return and
SMB return. Let βz = [α; βp,standard; βSMB] be the 3 × 1 vector of coefficients from the first
regression. Then:
r̃p,xst = rp,xst − xzβz = (1 − xz(x′zxz)−1x′z)︸ ︷︷ ︸
≡Qz
rp,xst
Let us define Qz = (1 − xz(x′zxz)−1xz), and let Qz be the operator that transforms any
variable x into x̃ so that rp,xst = ep,xst − γpt and Qzrp,xst = Qzep,xst − Qzγpt . As before, we can
decompose standard return rp,xst into a cash-hedged component and the remaining component
γpt We can also write r̃p,xst as:
r̃p,xst = Qzrp,xst = Qz(ep,xst − γpt ) = ẽp,xst − γ̃pt
We analogously create r̃HMLt = ẽHMLt − γ̃HMLt , where eHMLt is created from the same 6
portfolios as rHMLt . Then we can decompose the HML beta from the three factor regression
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Using this equation, we decompose HML betas into the HML cash-hedged beta multiplied
by the ratio of the variances (of the cash-hedged component of HML to the standard HML
returns), plus an adjustment term. Analogous decompositions for SMB beta and market
beta of the 3 factor Fama-French model can be formed switch out the parts in xz and βz.
Tables 3.16, 3.17, and 3.18 show the multivariate beta decompositions for the market
factor, the size factor, and the value factor, from the 3 factor model. For the market factor
decomposition, the results are similar to the decomposition of the market beta using the
CAPM model. For SMB, the cash-hedged beta and standard beta are similar.
For the value factor decomposition, the results suggest a large difference between the
standard HML factor and the cash-hedged component of the HML factor, which filters to
the betas. On average, the 25 portfolios have a HML beta of 0.10, but a cash-hedged HML
beta of 0, meaning the volatility and adjustment terms do not offset each other as much as in
the previous results. In addition, the cash-hedged component of HML is 75% more volatile
than the standard factor.
Figure 3.9 shows the decomposition of the market standard beta from the 3 factor model
against the expected returns. As in the univariate CAPM model, we fail to find a positive
linear relationship. However, once we adjust all returns to be in cash-hedged terms, as we
do in the right panel, we recover a positive, linear relationship between portfolios’ expected
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returns and market cash-hedged beta. Figure 3.10 shows a similar pattern for the size factor.
For value, we also see a flat relationship between HML standard beta and expected
returns in Figure 3.11; but for the cash-hedged returns and betas, there is a negative linear
relationship. It is clear that cash-adjusted growth stocks outperform cash-adjusted value
stocks, which has implications for the value premium and the explanations for the value
premium in the literature. The results in Figure 3.11 imply that if we formed our value
factor as Low minus High, rather than High minus Low, the relationship would be positive
and linear.
Figure 3.12 plots the standard beta and cash-hedged beta for each of the three factors,
and Figure 3.13 plots the difference between the betas for each factor. For the size and
market factors, growth stocks tend to have a smaller standard beta than cash-hedged beta,
and value stocks tend to have a smaller cash-hedged beta than standard beta. However,
for the value factor, the cash-hedged beta is smaller than the standard beta for each of the
25 portfolios. The figures again highlight the negative covariance between value and cash
holdings.
3.5.7 Efficient Frontier
Investors can benefit from using cash-hedged portfolios for two reasons. First, cash-hedging
produces a richer covariance structure across test portfolios by eliminating the correlation
across portfolios due to shared exposure. Second, cash-hedging produces a larger variation
in the cross-section of expected returns, which is important if the investor is concerned they
have poorly sorted their test portfolios or are unsure of which characteristics to use as sorting
variables. These two issues suggest that the cash-hedged efficient frontier is steeper than the
standard returns efficient frontier, and therefore the cash-hedged tangency portfolio is more
efficient than the standard return tangency portfolio.
An immediate consequence of cash-hedging portfolios is that the difference in expected
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returns across portfolios will grow so long as the portfolios have different amounts of cash
holdings, which is empirically true across many batches of single, double, and triple sorts.
Why? Suppose ten portfolios have the same average return but with considerable variance
in their average cash holdings. When we estimate the portfolios’ standard market CAPM
beta, each portfolio will have approximately the same beta, and the cross-sectional regression
may struggle to find a significant slope between betas and expected returns. However, when
you cash-hedged these same portfolios, there will be variation in cash-hedged returns even if
the standard expected returns across portfolios are equivalent purely because the differential
cash holdings will require the investor to differentially lever up the portfolios proportional
to their cash share.
A second advantage to using cash-hedged returns is to protect against lousy sorting.
What if investors poorly sorting stocks into test portfolios? If an investor sorts portfolios
according to some arbitrary characteristic, then the cross-sectional regressions will struggle
to find a significant price of risk for their risk factor of preference.
But we argue the investor can better detect priced risk factors by using cash-hedged
returns. This is because hedging out the cash implicit in portfolios will both give the investor
a larger spread in expected returns—so long as the portfolios have differential cash shares—
and additionally the portfolios will have a richer covariance structure because the share
of each portfolio invested in cash will bias the correlation of portfolios’ standard returns
upwards.
This logic generates a prediction: with poorly-sorted portfolios, the tangency portfolio
calculated from standard returns will have a lower Sharpe ratio than the tangency portfolio
formed from the same portfolios cash-hedged returns. To be concrete, by poorly sorted we
mean little variation in the expected returns across the portfolios. If, however, portfolios
are sorted in a way that generates substantial differences in expected returns in unhedged
returns, the tangency portfolio improvement using hedged returns will be smaller. In this
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sense, using cash-hedged portfolios serves as a hedge against poorly-sorted portfolios.
We now provide an example. First, we sort portfolios into nine size and book-to-market
portfolios. This sorting allows for a large difference in expected returns across the portfolios.
We calculate both standard and cash-hedged returns for these portfolios, where the latter
hedge out the implicit cash holding of each portfolio. Figure 3.14 plots the resulting tangency
portfolio using both the standard and cash-hedged returns. Table 3.19 provides the summary
statistics for the portfolios: the annualized Sharpe ratio is 0.63 for the standard return
portfolios and 0.69 for the cash-hedged portfolio, roughly a 10% increase in efficiency.
To test the implications of lousy sorting, we sort stocks into 26 portfolios based on the
first letter of their ticker and look at the first 13 letter portfolios. In order for a test of CAPM
to work in pricing these portfolios, we need considerable variation in expected returns. Since
we have poorly sorted stocks, each portfolio’s expected return is approximately the market’s
return with an error term. Effectively, we have nearly-random samples of the market.6 Thus,
there is little variation in the cross-sectional of expected returns for these portfolios, and if
we run the standard cross-sectional CAPM regression on these portfolios, we will not find
a significant price of risk. However, insofar as these ticker portfolios have meaningfully
different cash shares—which they empirically do—we can now scale the small difference
in their average stock return by their cash shares. This scaling allows us to create more
dispersion in expected returns across these poorly sorted portfolios and allows us to reduce
the correlation across these portfolios by eliminating their shared covariance stemming from
the return of risk-free bonds implicit in their cash holdings (Table 3.19). Figure 3.15 shows
the result of calculating the tangency portfolio on these poorly-sorted portfolios: now, the
difference in the efficiency of the tangency portfolio is large. The annualized Sharpe ratio
for the tangency portfolio using standard returns is 0.80, whereas the cash-hedged portfolio
6Of course, some risk factors may covary with tickers starting with certain letters for a good reason—or
some other subtle pattern may exist— but we are abstracting away from this to make a simple illustrative
point.
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is 21% more efficient with a Sharpe ratio of 0.97.
3.5.8 Cross-Sectional Asset Pricing Results
We now implement the CAPM model using the two-stage asset pricing regressions. In
expected return-beta terms, we first implement the time-series regression:
Ri = ai + βi,afat + βi,bf bt + . . . , i = 1, . . . , N, t = 1, . . . , T (3.18)
where f is a factor which proxies the stochastic discount factor, index i indicates each test
portfolio and t indicates time. This regression relates a portfolio’s return with its exposure to
the various proposed factors, and estimates β’s for each test portfolio. In particular, CAPM
posits that f is equal to the return on the market portfolio.
The second regression is the cross-sectional regression:
ERi = γ + βi,aλa + βi,bλb + . . . , i = 1, . . . , N (3.19)
The cross-sectional regression provides estimates of the price of risk for a given factor. Our
main focus will be on the price of market risk, λMkt. More generally, a good factor pricing
model will feature an economically small and statistically insignificant intercept γ, a stable
and significant price of risk across many sets of test portfolios of different assets, and an
economically small and jointly zero pricing errors ai across all test portfolios. The second
test implies that we will reject CAPM if λMkt is statistically negative and less than zero. We
will check the third test by examining the Gibbons-Ross-Shaken test statistic, which tests
whether the ai from the time-series regressions are jointly zero.
Table 3.20 presents the results from the cross-sectional regression for the 25 size- and book-
to-market-sorted portfolio and 10 momentum-sorted portfolios. The first two columns test
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the CAPM model—column one is in standard terms and column two cash-hedged terms—
and the last two columns test a model with four factors: the market, HML, SMB, and
WML.
The cross-sectional test reveals two facts. First, the price of risk for the cash-hedged
market is both significant and positive (1.08 with a GMM t-statistic of 1.94), whereas the
standard market price of risk is not statistically different from zero (0.63 with a t-statistic of
1.3). The cash-hedged price of risk is economically large: a one standard-deviation increase
in beta corresponds to an increase of 2.16 percentage points annually.
Second, although the price of market risk is marginal in the four-factor model, each
price of risk point estimate is larger using cash-hedged terms relative to the standard terms.
As shown in the beta decompositions, cash in standard portfolios attenuate beta estimates,
which attenuates cross-sectional price of risk estimates. The expected positive slope between
betas and expected returns is clear only after hedging cash holdings.
Characteristic Cross-Sectional Regressions Table 3.22 shows firm-level cross-sectional
regressions using characteristics. Columns 1 and 2 show that firms with higher cash shares
have higher expected equity returns, consistent with our finding of a strong return on the
cash factor. Switching from no cash on the balance sheet to 100% cash reflects a 1.3%
increase in a firm’s monthly equity return. Cash-hedged returns in columns 3 and 4 are
mechanically higher when cash share is higher.
Firms hold cash for many reasons. One way to categorize the reasons is based on their
anticipated return on cash: firms may hold cash because they think they can earn a high
return on cash based on good management; alternatively, firms may hold cash that earns a
low return in order to have precautionary savings or avoid financing. Table 3.22 indicates
that firms with higher cash shares face lower average returns on cash, which suggests that
firms hold cash despite the lower returns.
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3.6 Conclusion
Firms hold cash on their balance sheet, and an investor with a position in that firm’s stock
implicitly holds a position in the firm’s cash position. We produce a model to motivate
the effect of a firms implicit cash holding on portfolio optimization. We decompose a firm’s
standard stock return into the firm’s cash-hedged return, cash share, and return on cash.
We show that standard stock returns are not cash-hedged returns: standard stock returns
are lower on average and less volatile. Common asset pricing factors also have time-varying
and non-zero net cash positions, and hedging out these implicit cash positions change factor
premia. In the cross-section, cash holdings affect both returns and betas, and the price of
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Cross-Sectional Cash Share Standard Deviation
Figure 3.1: Aggregate market cash share and cross-sectional cash share standard deviation. The left panel
reports the time-series of the aggregate market’s value-weighted cash share from 1978 to 2021. The cash share is the
share of cash and short-term equivalents as a percent of total assets. The right panel reports the cross-sectional standard
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Figure 3.2: Aggregate market average value of $1 and its cross-sectional standard deviation. The left panel
reports the time-series of the aggregate market’s value-weighted cash share from 1978 to 2021. The cash share is the
share of cash and short-term equivalents as a percent of total assets. The right panel reports the cross-sectional standard
























Figure 3.3: Optimal portfolio allocation to risky asset. Assumes CRRA utility, γ = 10, µE = µS = 1.1%, σE = σS =
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WML (Triple Sorted w/Cash)
Note: Cumulative return is sum of log returns.
Standard Cash-Hedged
Figure 3.4: Cumulative returns for value and momentum. Figure plots the cumulative return—defined as sum of
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Size Value Momentum
Figure 3.5: Factor portfolios’ net cash holdings. This figures report time series of net cash holdings for factor
portfolios constructed on the size, book-to-market, and momentum characteristics. In other words, the figure shows the
difference between the cash share of the long leg less the cash share of the short leg. Notice: the cash share is measured
at the same time as the return, and hence deviates from our standard cash adjustment which conservatively adjusts by
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Momentum
Net Cash Position Forecast Error
Figure 3.6: Net Cash Holdings. This figure reports the time series of net cash holdings for cash-hedged factor portfolios.
We estimate the cash position in each factor’s long and short legs. Then, build the factor portfolio as long the cash-adjusted
high portfolio and short the cash-adjusted low portfolio. The net cash holding in the factor portfolios is due to error in
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Cash-Hedged Market Beta
Figure 3.7: Security Market Line for Standard Market and Cash-Hedged Betas for 25 size and book-to-
market portfolios. The left panel is the standard common stock security market line using Fama–French’s market
factor and the Fama–French size/book-to-market 5 × 5 sorted portfolios. Market beta for each portfolio is the sum of the
components of the decomposition shown in Equation 3.16 and equivalent to the coefficient of a time-series regression of
the portfolio’s return on the market return. The right panel is the security market line for the 25 portfolios using the
portfolio’s cash-hedged excess returns and cash-hedged beta calculated as the coefficient of a time-series regression of the
portfolio’s cash-hedged excess return on the market’s cash-hedged excess return. To calculate the portfolio’s cash-hedged
excess return, we calculate each stock’s cash-hedged return as the return after adjusting for cash share and then aggregate
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Portfolio
Standard Beta Minus Cash-Hedged Beta
Figure 3.8: CAPM Beta Comparison. The top panel plots the standard beta and cash-hedged beta across the 25
size/book-to-market sorted portfolios. The common beta is calculated from the beta of the 25 portfolios and excess market
factor on French’s website. The cash-hedged market beta is calculated as described in the beta decomposition discussion,
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Market Cash-Hedged Beta
Figure 3.9: Security Market Line for Market from the Fama–French 3 Factor Model for 25 size and book-to-
market portfolios. The left panel plots the standard excess returns for the 25 Fama–French size/book-to-market sorted
portfolios against that portfolio’s market beta from a time-series regression of the Fama–French 3 Factor model. The right
panel plots the 25 portfolios’ cash-hedged excess returns and cash-hedged market beta calculated using Equation 3.17.
To calculate the portfolio’s cash-hedged excess return, we calculate each stock’s cash-hedged return as the return after
adjusting for cash share and then aggregate individual firm cash-hedged returns to the portfolio and market level. The
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SMB Cash-Hedged Beta
Figure 3.10: Expected Excess Returns and SMB Betas from the Fama–French 3 Factor Model for 25 size
and book-to-market portfolios. The left panel plots the standard excess returns for the 25 Fama–French size/book-
to-market sorted portfolios against that portfolio’s SMB beta from a time-series regression of the Fama–French 3 Factor
model. The right panel plots the 25 portfolios’ cash-hedged excess returns and cash-hedged SMB beta calculated using
Equation 3.17. To calculate the portfolio’s cash-hedged excess return, we calculate each stock’s cash-hedged return as the
return after adjusting for cash share and then aggregate individual firm cash-hedged returns to the portfolio and market
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HML Cash-Hedged Beta
Figure 3.11: Expected Excess Returns and HML Betas from the Fama–French 3 Factor Model for 25 size
and book-to-market portfolios. The left panel plots the standard excess returns for the 25 Fama–French size/book-
to-market sorted portfolios against that portfolio’s HML beta from a time-series regression of the Fama–French 3 Factor
model. The right panel plots the 25 portfolios’ cash-hedged excess returns and cash-hedged HML beta calculated using
Equation 3.17. To calculate the portfolio’s cash-hedged excess return, we calculate each stock’s cash-hedged return as the
return after adjusting for cash share and then aggregate individual firm cash-hedged returns to the portfolio and market






























































Standard Beta Cash-Hedged Beta
Figure 3.12: Stock and Cash-Hedged Beta from 3 Factor Model. Standard betas are standard betas from Fama–

















































































































Figure 3.13: Stock and Cash-Hedged Beta Comparison from 3 Factor Model. Plot shows the difference between
the standard stock beta and the cash-hedged beta for each factor in the Fama–French 3 factor model. Common stock
betas are standard betas from Fama–French 3 factor model. Equity betas are calculated as described in Section 3.5.6.
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Figure 3.14: Efficient frontier for 9 standard and cash hedged size and book-to-market sorted portfolios.
This figure reports the efficient frontier calculated using 9 size and book-to-market sorted portfolios. The two efficient
frontiers are calculated using different return data: the standard efficient frontier uses the unhedged stock return portfolios.
The cash-hedged efficient frontier uses the cash-hedged stock returns calculated for each of the 9 portfolios. This latter
measure of returns uses the cash balance known to investors at the time to hedge out the portfolio’s implicit cash holdings.
Time frame is January 1980 to December 2020.
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Figure 3.15: Efficient frontier for standard and cash hedged first-letter-of-ticker-symbol sorted portfolios.
This figure reports the efficient frontier calculated based on the first letter of the firms’ ticker symbols. The two efficient
frontiers are calculated using different return data: the standard efficient frontier uses the standard common return on the
portfolios. The cash-hedged efficient frontier uses the cash-hedged equity returns calculated for each of the 26 portfolios.
This latter measure of returns uses the cash balance known to investors at the time to hedge out the portfolio’s implicit
cash holdings. Time frame is January 1980 to December 2020.
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3.8 Tables
Individual stock i Value-Weighted Portfolio p, including p = m

















































Table 3.1: Summary of return decompositions.
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Book-to-market
Stock Returns Non-Cash Component Cash Component
P1 P2 P3 P3-P1 P1 P2 P3 P3-P1 P1 P2 P3 P3-P1
Mean 0.96 1.00 1.14 0.19 1.01 0.99 1.16 0.16 −0.06 0.02 −0.03 0.03
Stdev 5.08 4.55 4.68 3.17 5.05 4.53 4.66 3.13 0.21 0.25 0.21 0.27
Sharpe 0.65 0.76 0.85 0.20 0.69 0.76 0.86 0.17 −1.00 0.27 −0.51 0.38
Alpha, CAPM 0.26 0.38 0.53 0.27 0.32 0.37 0.55 0.23 −0.06 0.02 −0.03 0.03
t-stat 2.86 4.33 5.26 1.69 3.60 4.24 5.40 1.49 −2.65 0.65 −1.51 0.86
Size
Stock Returns Non-Cash Component Cash Component
P1 P2 P3 P3-P1 P1 P2 P3 P3-P1 P1 P2 P3 P3-P1
Mean 1.14 1.10 1.01 −0.13 1.19 1.14 1.03 −0.16 −0.11 −0.05 −0.01 0.10
Stdev 5.57 5.31 4.48 2.71 5.53 5.27 4.46 2.73 0.86 0.20 0.13 0.85
Sharpe 0.71 0.72 0.78 −0.16 0.75 0.75 0.80 −0.21 −0.45 −0.93 −0.34 0.40
Alpha, CAPM 0.41 0.38 0.37 −0.03 0.47 0.43 0.39 −0.07 −0.11 −0.06 −0.01 0.10
t-stat 2.95 3.40 7.44 −0.21 2.99 3.73 8.18 −0.44 −1.31 −2.80 −0.93 1.16
Momentum
Stock Returns Non-Cash Component Cash Component
P1 P2 P3 P3-P1 P1 P2 P3 P3-P1 P1 P2 P3 P3-P1
Mean 0.93 0.98 1.25 0.32 1.00 1.00 1.23 0.22 −0.07 −0.03 0.02 0.09
Stdev 5.27 4.33 5.54 4.78 5.25 4.33 5.48 4.70 0.15 0.17 0.21 0.23
Sharpe 0.61 0.78 0.78 0.23 0.66 0.80 0.77 0.17 −1.64 −0.57 0.30 1.37
Alpha, CAPM 0.27 0.38 0.55 0.28 0.34 0.41 0.53 0.19 −0.08 −0.03 0.02 0.09
t-stat 2.40 6.24 4.57 1.42 3.19 6.53 4.53 0.97 −4.60 −1.73 1.03 4.04
Cash-to-total assets
Stock Returns Non-Cash Component Cash Component
P1 P2 P3 P3-P1 P1 P2 P3 P3-P1 P1 P2 P3 P3-P1
Mean 0.90 1.02 1.21 0.30 0.90 1.01 1.30 0.40 0.01 0.01 −0.10 −0.10
Stdev 4.39 4.36 5.84 3.90 4.39 4.36 5.75 3.78 0.03 0.17 0.32 0.31
Sharpe 0.71 0.81 0.72 0.27 0.71 0.80 0.78 0.37 0.66 0.26 −1.07 −1.15
Alpha, CAPM 0.33 0.42 0.43 0.10 0.32 0.41 0.53 0.20 0.00 0.01 −0.10 −0.10
t-stat 3.23 5.96 3.47 0.52 3.16 5.77 4.80 1.10 1.72 0.68 −2.95 −3.12
Table 3.2: Decomposition of Portfolio Returns into Non-cash and Cash Compo-
nents. Table reports the returns of value-weighted portfolios formed from sorting stocks
into terciles on the book-to-market, size, momentum, and cash-to-total assets. Returns are
monthly and reported in percentage points. The table reports returns for value-weighted
portfolios of stock returns as well as the stock portfolios returns decomposed into portfolios














t. The variable vit is each firm’s value weight, wit is a firm’s ratio of cash
to total assets, eit is a firm’s non-cash return, and bit is a firm’s cash return. The “Alpha,
CAPM” row reports a portfolio’s alpha from a time series regression of the portfolio’s return
on the market return. The t-stat column contains t-stats for the alphas reported in the above
column. t-statistics are computed with Newey-West standard errors and ten lags.
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Book-to-Market Portfolios
Non-Cash Portfolio Return Cash Portfolio Return
P1 P2 P3 P3-P1 P1 P2 P3 P3-P1
Mean 1.31 1.20 1.30 0.00 −0.38 0.37 0.13 0.51
Stdev 6.68 5.24 5.05 4.23 1.28 2.26 2.60 2.52
Sharpe 0.68 0.79 0.89 0.00 −1.03 0.56 0.17 0.70
Alpha, CAPM 0.41 0.49 0.64 0.23 −0.38 0.33 0.09 0.47
t-stat 3.19 4.91 5.86 1.14 −2.91 1.28 0.31 1.66
Size Portfolios
Non-Cash Portfolio Return Cash Portfolio Return
P1 P2 P3 P3-P1 P1 P2 P3 P3-P1
Mean 1.40 1.40 1.25 −0.15 −0.54 0.17 0.05 0.59
Stdev 6.64 6.37 5.46 3.34 3.91 1.78 1.53 3.73
Sharpe 0.73 0.76 0.80 −0.15 −0.48 0.33 0.11 0.55
Alpha, CAPM 0.54 0.54 0.48 −0.05 −0.58 0.15 0.03 0.61
t-stat 3.00 4.13 7.46 −0.25 −1.58 0.87 0.18 1.86
Momentum Portfolios
Non-Cash Portfolio Return Cash Portfolio Return
P1 P2 P3 P3-P1 P1 P2 P3 P3-P1
Mean 1.18 1.16 1.60 0.42 −0.56 0.16 0.43 0.99
Stdev 6.33 5.06 7.07 6.21 1.95 1.49 1.99 2.26
Sharpe 0.64 0.79 0.78 0.23 −0.99 0.37 0.74 1.51
Alpha, CAPM 0.39 0.47 0.72 0.34 −0.58 0.14 0.41 0.99
t-stat 3.21 6.13 4.58 1.38 −2.77 1.00 1.99 3.88
Cash Share Portfolios
Non-Cash Portfolio Return Cash Portfolio Return
P1 P2 P3 P3-P1 P1 P2 P3 P3-P1
Mean 0.92 1.08 1.91 1.00 0.14 0.18 −0.31 −0.46
Stdev 4.46 4.65 8.69 6.42 1.84 2.22 1.55 2.06
Sharpe 0.71 0.80 0.76 0.54 0.27 0.28 −0.70 −0.77
Alpha, CAPM 0.33 0.44 0.79 0.46 0.12 0.16 −0.32 −0.44
t-stat 3.17 5.78 4.32 1.75 0.56 0.70 −1.95 −1.76
Table 3.3: Non-cash and Cash Portfolio Returns for Single-Sorted Portfolios. The non-cash












t. Note, firms’ non-cash
and cash returns are not scaled by firms’ cash-shares for these portfolios’ construction. The “Alpha, CAPM”
column reports a portfolio’s alpha from a time series regression of the portfolio’s return on the market return.
The t-stat column contains t-stats for the alphas reported in the above column. t-statistics are computed
with Newey-West standard errors and ten lags.
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Book-to-Market Portfolios
P1 P2 P3 P3-P1
Mean 0.16 0.10 0.07 −0.09
Stdev 0.06 0.04 0.02 0.05
Size Portfolios
P1 P2 P3 P3-P1
Mean 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.00
Stdev 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.03
Momentum Portfolios
P1 P2 P3 P3-P1
Mean 0.10 0.10 0.14 0.04
Stdev 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.06
Cash Share Portfolios
P1 P2 P3 P3-P1
Mean 0.02 0.06 0.25 0.23
Stdev 0.01 0.02 0.08 0.07
Table 3.4: Cash to total asset ratios for tercile portfolio sorts on book-to-market, size, momentum, and
cash-to-total assets. The table reports average cash shares for portfolios formed from stocks sorted into terciles on the
book-to-market, size, momentum, and cash-to-total assets variables. A firm’s cash share is the ratio of its cash to total
assets. The cash share of a value-weighted portfolio p in month t is ∑i∈p vitwit. The mean column reports the time series
average of each portfolios’ monthly cash-shares. The standard deviation reports the time series standard deviation of each
portfolios’ monthly cash-shares.
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Mean Std. Dev. Min. Max. Sharpe
Market Standard Excess Return 0.76 4.73 −23.16 14.52 0.50
Market Cash-Hedged Excess Return 1.06 5.76 −25.43 20.60 0.58
Market Cash Excess Return −0.12 1.62 −8.09 8.26 −0.26
Cash Share 11.71 4.38 3.30 23.59
Table 3.5: Summary statistics. We describe the construction of firm cash-hedged excess returns in section 3.5.2. Briefly,
a firm’s cash-hedged return is the return of a portfolio long the firm’s common stock and short the firm’s cash and short-
term equivalents. Excess returns are monthly. Cash share is the value-weighted aggregate market cash share. Sharpe
ratio is annualized using monthly data.
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(1) (2) (3)
Unhedged Unhedged Market Unhedged Market (Fama–French)
Cash-Hedged 0.711∗∗∗
(59.26)
Cash-Hedged Market 0.820∗∗∗ 0.720∗∗∗
(106.02) (28.21)
Constant 0.000∗∗ −0.001∗∗∗ 0.000
(2.70) (−4.42) (0.44)
Observations 217,672 555 555
Adjusted R2 0.86 0.99 0.86
t statistics in parentheses
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001
Table 3.6: Regression of stock excess returns on non-cash excess returns. We describe the construction of firm
cash-hedged excess returns in section 3.5.2. Briefly, a firm’s cash-hedged return is the return of a portfolio long the firm’s
common stock and short the firm’s cash and short-term equivalents. “Unhedged Market” in Column 2 is the value-weighted
aggregate market return of the sample described in Section 2.3. “Unhedged Market (Fama–French)” in Column 3 is the
value-weighted aggregate market return as available on Ken French’s website. The firm level regression in column includes
firm fixed effects and robust standard errors clustered at the firm level.
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Standard Cash-Hedged
Mean Sharpe Mean Sharpe
Simple Factors Value 2.80 0.19 0.45 0.02
Size −1.93 −0.18 −1.87 −0.14
Mom 3.95 0.23 5.41 0.24
Cash 3.98 0.27 13.40 0.56
Sorts HML 1.46 0.14 −2.37 −0.16
HMLTriple 2.98 0.32 1.24 0.11
SMB 1.24 0.14 1.63 0.14
SMBTriple 0.74 0.09 0.35 0.04
WML 5.37 0.34 6.17 0.29
WMLTriple 4.22 0.31 3.88 0.23
CashTriple 5.29 0.47 13.11 0.71
Strategies 1/2HML + 1/2WML 3.25 0.52 1.67 0.19
1/2HMLTriple + 1/2WMLTriple 3.60 0.62 2.55 0.35
1/3HML + 1/3WML + 1/3CASH 3.84 0.70 5.77 0.75
1/3HMLTriple + 1/3WMLTriple + 1/3CASH 4.16 0.78 5.97 0.80
Table 3.7: Sort and factor premia. Annualized returns and sharpe ratios. Simple factors are high tercile minus low
tercile (p3−p1), whereas sorts are double or triple sorts to control for covariance with size and cash holdings. E.g., Cash
refers to the premia earned by the strategy long firms in the top tercile for cash share and short firms in the bottom tercile
for cash share. HMLT riple is triple sorted to control for covariance between value, size and cash; CashT riple is tripled sorted
to control for covariance between cash holdings, size and cash.
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Book-to-Market Portfolios
Size Low 2 3 4 High
Small 0.21 0.15 0.11 0.08 0.07
0.21 0.14 0.10 0.08 0.06
0.21 0.13 0.10 0.07 0.06
0.17 0.13 0.10 0.07 0.05
Big 0.16 0.14 0.10 0.08 0.07
Table 3.8: Average Cash Share for 25 Size/BEME-Sorted Portfolios. For each portfolio, the value-weighed cash
share is calculated at each point in time. Table reports the time-series average of the value-weighted cash share.
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(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)













Constant 51.329∗∗∗ 67.076∗∗∗ 45.535∗∗∗ 69.374∗∗∗ −0.570∗∗∗ −0.412∗∗∗ −0.461∗∗∗ −0.440∗∗∗
(59.49) (72.97) (68.20) (49.90) (−8.06) (−5.82) (−6.60) (−6.25)
Observations 17,910 17,910 17,708 17,708 15,437 15,437 15,282 15,282
t statistics in parentheses
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001
Table 3.9: Regression of cash share percentile onto characteristic percentiles. Observations are firm-year, as
measured by characteristics known in January of each year. We independently sort stocks into percentiles for size, value,
momentum and cash share each January, as well as the change in the percentile from the previous January. Percentile on
percentile regression (columns 1 through 3) have Newey-West standard errors with ten lags, corresponding to a decade.
Difference in percentile on difference in percentile regression are are clustered at the firm level.
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(1) (2) (3) (4)
Market HML SMB WML
HML −0.344∗∗∗ −0.168∗∗ −0.422∗∗∗
(−3.51) (−2.62) (−4.01)
SMB 0.329∗∗∗ −0.155∗∗ 0.040
(3.42) (−3.17) (0.36)
WML −0.205∗∗∗ −0.177∗∗∗ 0.018
(−3.72) (−4.34) (0.35)
MKT −0.146∗∗∗ 0.152∗∗∗ −0.208∗∗
(−3.68) (4.27) (−3.24)
Constant 0.008∗∗∗ 0.004∗∗ 0.001 0.008∗∗∗
(4.08) (2.76) (0.47) (4.26)
Observations 516 516 516 516
Adjusted R2 0.13 0.14 0.09 0.09
t statistics in parentheses
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001
Table 3.10: Spanning Test: Fama–French Factors. Table presents the results from regressing the standard, unhedged
Fama–French factors on the remaining factors. Data from Ken French’s website. Robust standard errors in parentheses.
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(1) (2) (3) (4)
Market HML SMB WML
HML −0.676∗∗∗ −0.142∗ −0.775∗∗∗
(−10.00) (−2.23) (−6.33)
SMB 0.256∗ −0.142∗ −0.154
(2.41) (−2.35) (−1.45)
WML −0.215∗∗∗ −0.394∗∗∗ −0.051
(−3.94) (−7.42) (−1.11)
MKT −0.266∗∗∗ 0.100∗∗ −0.246∗∗∗
(−6.11) (2.63) (−3.85)
Constant 0.009∗∗∗ 0.002 0.000 0.009∗∗∗
(4.00) (1.60) (0.16) (3.89)
Observations 516 516 516 516
Adjusted R2 0.23 0.47 0.07 0.28
t statistics in parentheses
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001
Table 3.11: Spanning Test: Cash-Hedged Factors. Table presents the results from regressing the cash-hedged factors
on the remaining cash-hedged factors. Robust standard errors in parentheses.
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(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Market HML SMB WML CASH
HML 0.097 −0.183∗∗ −1.125∗∗∗ −0.903∗∗∗
(1.16) (−2.65) (−10.65) (−15.60)
SMB 0.218∗∗ −0.116∗∗ −0.130 −0.065
(2.64) (−2.81) (−1.34) (−0.90)
WML −0.019 −0.333∗∗∗ −0.061 −0.208∗∗∗
(−0.39) (−9.34) (−1.30) (−3.86)
CASH 0.626∗∗∗ −0.411∗∗∗ −0.047 −0.320∗∗∗
(13.50) (−9.92) (−0.88) (−3.41)
MKT 0.035 0.123∗∗ −0.023 0.492∗∗∗
(1.17) (2.79) (−0.39) (12.43)
Constant 0.003 0.004∗∗ 0.000 0.006∗∗ 0.005∗∗
(1.52) (3.17) (0.34) (2.86) (3.17)
Observations 516 516 516 516 516
Adjusted R2 0.47 0.67 0.08 0.39 0.66
t statistics in parentheses
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001
Table 3.12: Spanning Test: Cash-Hedged Factors with CASH Factor. Table presents the results from regressing




Constant 0.342 −9.273∗∗∗ 4.146∗∗∗
(0.59) (−12.28) (5.18)
Observations 516 516 538
t statistics in parentheses
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001
Table 3.13: Net Cash Holding Is Statistically Non-zero for Value and Momentum. Table shows result from
regressing net cash holding shown in Figure 3.5 – the cash holding of the long leg minus the cash holding of the short leg,




Constant 0.061 −0.177 −0.025
(0.81) (−1.88) (−0.26)
Observations 516 516 516
t statistics in parentheses
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001
Table 3.14: Net Cash Holding is Statistically Zero in Cash-Hedged Factors. Table shows result from regressing
net cash holding of the cash hedged portfolios (equivalently, the forecast errors shown in Figure 3.6) on a constant. Newey-
West standard errors with 12 lags.
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Small Lo 1.17 1.35 1.51 -0.59 -0.41 0.13
2 1.09 1.10 1.51 -0.35 -0.31 0.07
3 1.07 1.06 1.51 -0.29 -0.30 0.07
4 1.09 0.98 1.51 -0.17 -0.26 0.03
Hi 1.07 0.94 1.51 -0.12 -0.25 0.02
ME2 Lo 1.13 1.30 1.51 -0.57 -0.40 0.13
2 1.09 1.08 1.51 -0.29 -0.30 0.06
3 1.10 1.02 1.51 -0.21 -0.28 0.04
4 1.15 1.02 1.51 -0.15 -0.28 0.03
Hi 1.09 0.93 1.51 -0.10 -0.23 0.02
ME3 Lo 1.19 1.37 1.51 -0.61 -0.40 0.14
2 1.12 1.11 1.51 -0.31 -0.32 0.07
3 1.04 0.99 1.51 -0.23 -0.27 0.05
4 1.02 0.90 1.51 -0.14 -0.23 0.03
Hi 1.12 0.97 1.51 -0.12 -0.25 0.02
ME4 Lo 1.08 1.20 1.51 -0.49 -0.36 0.11
2 1.08 1.09 1.51 -0.33 -0.31 0.07
3 0.99 0.92 1.51 -0.21 -0.24 0.05
4 0.98 0.86 1.51 -0.12 -0.21 0.02
Hi 0.97 0.81 1.51 -0.07 -0.20 0.01
BIG Lo 1.09 1.21 1.51 -0.48 -0.39 0.12
2 1.00 1.01 1.51 -0.31 -0.29 0.07
3 0.88 0.83 1.51 -0.20 -0.22 0.05
4 0.89 0.79 1.51 -0.12 -0.20 0.03
Hi 0.90 0.79 1.51 -0.12 -0.20 0.03
Average 1.06 1.03 1.51 -0.27 -0.28 0.06
Table 3.15: Beta Decomposition for 25 Size and Book-to-Market Sorted Portfolios. The beta for each portfolio
is decomposed into the cash-hedged beta, ratio of variances, and drag terms as defined in Equation 3.16.
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Small Lo 0.98 1.09 1.49 -0.43 -0.30 0.09
2 0.96 0.96 1.49 -0.29 -0.25 0.06
3 0.95 0.93 1.49 -0.24 -0.25 0.06
4 1.00 0.91 1.49 -0.15 -0.24 0.03
Hi 1.01 0.90 1.49 -0.10 -0.25 0.02
ME2 Lo 0.93 1.03 1.49 -0.41 -0.29 0.09
2 0.96 0.94 1.49 -0.25 -0.25 0.05
3 1.03 0.96 1.49 -0.19 -0.25 0.04
4 1.07 0.97 1.49 -0.14 -0.27 0.03
Hi 1.02 0.89 1.49 -0.10 -0.23 0.02
ME3 Lo 1.06 1.20 1.49 -0.51 -0.33 0.11
2 1.01 1.00 1.49 -0.28 -0.27 0.06
3 0.98 0.93 1.49 -0.20 -0.25 0.04
4 0.97 0.87 1.49 -0.13 -0.23 0.03
Hi 1.10 0.97 1.49 -0.12 -0.26 0.03
ME4 Lo 0.97 1.05 1.49 -0.39 -0.28 0.09
2 1.01 1.01 1.49 -0.29 -0.28 0.07
3 0.94 0.89 1.49 -0.19 -0.23 0.04
4 0.96 0.84 1.49 -0.11 -0.21 0.02
Hi 0.97 0.82 1.49 -0.06 -0.21 0.01
BIG Lo 1.08 1.19 1.49 -0.46 -0.35 0.11
2 1.01 1.03 1.49 -0.31 -0.28 0.07
3 0.93 0.89 1.49 -0.22 -0.23 0.05
4 0.94 0.85 1.49 -0.13 -0.22 0.03
Hi 0.97 0.87 1.49 -0.13 -0.23 0.03
Average 0.99 0.96 1.49 -0.23 -0.26 0.05
Table 3.16: Decomposition of Market Beta from the Fama–French 3 Factor Regression for 25 Size and
Book-to-Market Sorted Portfolios. The market beta for each portfolio is decomposed into the cash-hedged market
beta, ratio of variances, and an adjustment term, defined analogously to Equation 3.17.
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Small Lo 0.87 1.19 1.64 -0.81 -0.59 0.33
2 0.86 0.82 1.64 -0.29 -0.28 0.10
3 0.83 0.81 1.64 -0.27 -0.32 0.09
4 0.91 0.80 1.64 -0.20 -0.28 0.08
Hi 0.86 0.72 1.64 -0.15 -0.23 0.06
ME2 Lo 0.90 1.21 1.64 -0.82 -0.59 0.32
2 0.78 0.77 1.64 -0.27 -0.30 0.09
3 0.55 0.54 1.64 -0.16 -0.25 0.07
4 0.73 0.58 1.64 -0.11 -0.14 0.03
Hi 0.84 0.69 1.64 -0.11 -0.23 0.04
ME3 Lo 0.60 0.70 1.64 -0.41 -0.28 0.14
2 0.64 0.60 1.64 -0.20 -0.19 0.05
3 0.56 0.52 1.64 -0.18 -0.17 0.06
4 0.60 0.48 1.64 -0.07 -0.12 0.01
Hi 0.61 0.45 1.64 -0.04 -0.09 0.00
ME4 Lo 0.41 0.50 1.64 -0.31 -0.21 0.11
2 0.41 0.43 1.64 -0.19 -0.15 0.04
3 0.36 0.33 1.64 -0.11 -0.09 0.03
4 0.46 0.40 1.64 -0.09 -0.13 0.03
Hi 0.42 0.35 1.66 -0.04 -0.12 0.00
BIG Lo -0.25 -0.31 1.64 0.15 0.19 -0.07
2 -0.12 -0.12 1.64 0.06 0.07 -0.04
3 -0.24 -0.25 1.64 0.10 0.12 -0.06
4 -0.23 -0.17 1.64 0.05 0.02 -0.02
Hi -0.16 -0.12 1.64 0.08 0.00 -0.04
Average 0.49 0.48 1.64 -0.18 -0.17 0.06
Table 3.17: Decomposition of SMB Beta from the Fama–French 3 Factor Regression for 25 Size and Book-
to-Market Sorted Portfolios. The SMB beta for each portfolio is decomposed into the cash-hedged SMB beta, ratio
of variances, and an adjustment term, defined analogously to Equation 3.17.
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Small Lo -0.71 -0.98 1.75 0.77 0.53 -0.30
2 -0.12 -0.20 1.75 0.23 0.07 -0.08
3 0.03 -0.06 1.75 0.15 0.04 -0.06
4 0.43 0.33 1.75 -0.02 -0.12 -0.01
Hi 0.70 0.54 1.75 -0.06 -0.21 0.03
ME2 Lo -0.68 -0.96 1.75 0.76 0.53 -0.30
2 -0.18 -0.22 1.75 0.18 0.12 -0.08
3 0.15 0.11 1.75 -0.01 -0.03 -0.01
4 0.42 0.38 1.75 -0.09 -0.16 0.02
Hi 0.67 0.56 1.75 -0.09 -0.22 0.01
ME3 Lo -0.45 -0.65 1.75 0.55 0.42 -0.28
2 -0.20 -0.21 1.75 0.12 0.11 -0.07
3 0.16 0.11 1.75 0.04 -0.04 -0.03
4 0.46 0.37 1.75 -0.05 -0.15 0.01
Hi 0.74 0.59 1.75 -0.06 -0.24 0.01
ME4 Lo -0.54 -0.72 1.75 0.58 0.36 -0.22
2 -0.14 -0.14 1.75 0.09 0.06 -0.05
3 0.20 0.15 1.75 0.03 -0.07 -0.03
4 0.49 0.37 1.75 0.00 -0.16 -0.01
Hi 0.64 0.51 1.74 -0.05 -0.20 0.01
BIG Lo -0.52 -0.58 1.75 0.35 0.28 -0.14
2 -0.12 -0.12 1.75 0.06 0.07 -0.04
3 0.17 0.17 1.75 -0.04 -0.10 0.00
4 0.33 0.25 1.75 -0.03 -0.09 0.01
Hi 0.49 0.35 1.75 -0.05 -0.10 0.02
Average 0.10 0.00 1.75 0.14 0.03 -0.06
Table 3.18: Decomposition of HML Beta from the Fama–French 3 Factor Regression for 25 Size and Book-
to-Market Sorted Portfolios. The HML beta for each portfolio is decomposed into the cash-hedged HML beta, ratio
of variances, and an adjustment term, defined in Equation 3.17.
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9 Size/Book-to-Market Sorted Portfolios Rtan σtan rf Sharpe
Standard 1.34 5.45 0.36 0.63
Cash Hedged 1.51 5.90 0.36 0.68
First Letter of Ticker Portfolios Rtan σtan rf Sharpe
Standard 1.46 4.80 0.36 0.80
Cash Hedged 1.95 5.70 0.36 0.97
Table 3.19: Table reports the monthly moments of the tangency portfolio as calculated from the efficient frontier shown
in Figures 3.14 and 3.15. Cash hedged portfolios contain the same stocks as the standard portfolios, but their returns are
equity returns and hedged to compensate for the portfolio’s implicit cash holdings. Sharpe ratio annualized from monthly
statistics.
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Prices of Risk: E[Rei ] = α + β′λ
Model CAPM 4 Factor
Standard Hedged Standard Hedged
Intercept 0.099 −0.057 −0.053 0.191
t-GMM (0.23) −0.114 (−0.13) (0.43)
t-FM (0.24) (−0.12) (−0.14) (0.45)
Mkt−Rf 0.631 1.081 0.774 0.824
t-GMM (1.31) (1.94) (1.67) (1.58)











MAPE (%) 0.14 0.14 0.12 0.12
Mean TS R2 0.72 0.68 0.84 0.81
GRS p-value 0.00 0.30 0.01 0.44
Annualized Risk Premium 0.73 2.16 0.55 0.72
Months (T ) 515 515 515 515
Portfolios (N) 35 35 35 35
Table 3.20: Pricing 25 Size/Book-to-Market Portfolios. Table presents the pricing results for the 25 size and book-to-market and 10
momentum-sorted portfolios. Coefficient presents the price of risk, λfac. Unhedged columns present the results from a model using common
excess returns for both factors and portfolios: that is, returns for the factors and portfolios that have not been adjusted for cash holdings.
Hedged columns refers to tests in which both the factors and portfolios have been adjusted to hedge out the implicit cash holdings. Standard
and hedged factors and portfolios are those as described in the data construction section. All returns are excess returns. Fama-MacBeth t-stats.
MAPE is mean absolute pricing error. T.S. R2 is the average time series R2. GRS is the Gibbons-Ross-Shaken test whether the pricing errors
are jointly zero. Annualized risk premium row is the increase in expected return associated with a 1 standard deviation increase in βMkt:
σβ × λMkt.
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Standard Returns Cash-Hedged Returns
Average Return Low Book-to-Market High Average Average Return Low Book-to-Market High Average
Small 0.58 0.53 0.92 0.87 1.05 0.79 Small 1.21 1.00 1.26 0.98 1.05 1.10
1.06 0.88 0.76 0.73 0.75 0.83 1.73 1.23 0.99 0.96 0.93 1.17
0.62 0.64 0.71 0.70 0.84 0.70 1.15 1.01 0.92 0.82 0.97 0.97
0.55 0.69 0.69 0.60 0.89 0.69 1.02 1.01 0.86 0.68 0.94 0.90
Big 0.77 0.82 0.56 0.49 0.82 0.69 Big 1.14 1.18 0.78 0.65 1.09 0.97
Average 0.72 0.71 0.73 0.68 0.87 Average 1.25 1.08 0.96 0.82 1.00
Standard Deviation Standard Deviation
7.09 6.17 5.91 6.17 6.28 6.33 10.81 7.93 7.35 7.04 6.95 8.02
6.86 6.01 6.00 6.22 6.35 6.29 10.48 7.48 7.07 7.01 6.91 7.79
6.64 5.98 5.58 5.81 6.48 6.09 9.77 7.49 6.65 6.44 7.02 7.47
5.94 5.67 5.26 5.52 5.63 5.60 8.37 7.19 6.14 6.11 5.98 6.76
Big 5.70 5.19 4.73 4.79 5.05 5.09 Big 7.79 6.57 5.69 5.31 5.57 6.19
Average 6.44 5.80 5.50 5.70 5.96 Average 9.44 7.33 6.58 6.38 6.49
CAPM Pricing Errors CAPM Pricing Errors
Small −0.27 −0.26 0.13 0.07 0.26 −0.01 Small −0.17 −0.12 0.18 −0.02 0.09 −0.01
0.23 0.09 −0.05 −0.12 −0.06 0.02 0.40 0.14 −0.05 −0.09 −0.02 0.07
−0.25 −0.18 −0.04 −0.04 0.01 −0.10 −0.25 −0.13 −0.08 −0.10 −0.03 −0.12
−0.23 −0.10 −0.03 −0.11 0.18 −0.06 −0.20 −0.10 −0.08 −0.19 0.11 −0.09
Big −0.02 0.10 −0.08 −0.15 0.17 0.00 Big −0.10 0.16 −0.06 −0.14 0.29 0.03
Average −0.11 −0.07 −0.01 −0.07 0.11 Average −0.06 −0.01 −0.02 −0.11 0.09
Table 3.21: Summary Statistics and Pricing Errors 25 Size and Book-to-Market Portfolios Under Standard
CAPM and Cash-Hedged CAPM. Table presents the average returns in terms of both common returns and equity
returns, where equity returns hedge out the cash holdings known to investors. Common CAPM pricing errors are the
time-series pricing errors across all 25 portfolios using the aggregate stock market excess return as the single factor across
the 25 Fama-French size and book-to-market portfolios, both available from Ken French’s website. Equity CAPM pricing
errors are the time-series pricing errors across all 25 portfolios using cash adjusted returns in the sample described in the
data section, and the market factor is similarly cash hedged. All returns are excess returns.
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Equity Return Cash-Hedged Return Cash Return
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Intercept 0.987 1.552 0.892 1.424 -0.138 -5.559
(4.69) (2.17) (4.44) (1.75) (-0.98) (-3.85)
Cash Share 1.289 1.676 4.975 5.363 -3.069 -2.164
(2.04) (2.58) (4.31) (4.63) (-2.80) (-1.87)
ln(Size) -0.034 -0.035 0.358
(-0.87) (-0.74) (4.30)
ln(B/M) 0.212 0.200 0.416
(2.74) (2.24) (3.12)
Months (T ) 548 548 548 548 548 548
Firms (N) 1855 1855 1855 1855 1855 1855
Table 3.22: Cross-sectional Regression of Firm Returns Using Cash Share. Table presents the cross-sectional
pricing results for monthly firm returns. The regressions test the relationship between a firms’ cash shares and expected
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